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«So he paid his reckoning, and walked
nounged, but no papér was read. One gen- and gainsayings; and Dr. Chown, with his
: Shall We Meet Again?
out of that public-house, never to enterit
tleman gave the substance of a paper on ‘ever exuberant enthusiasm and ever youthA WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
=
*
the best means of’ evangelizing the large ful fire, made the dullest and deadest heart
The following is said to be of of the again,”
masses of the population; but suggested kindle with at least momentary zeal in the ‘most brilliant articles ever written by the la- |”
FOR THE FAMILY.
John B. Gough.
nothing, and the debate degenerated into glorious mission enterprise. The hall was mented George ID. Prentice:
ISSUED-BY THE
’
an
attack
on
Sunday
schools
and
an
opporESTABLISHMENT,
full;
the
report
was
hopeful
and
encour‘PRINTING
BAPTIST
FREEWILL
But the fiat of nature is inexorable. There
The Watchman & Reflector has. an article
tunity for ambitious and vain-glorious men aging; finances were not depressed ; and ismo appeal for relief from the great law
Office; 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
on
this great temperance advocate, from |
to career round the meeting, each upon his the outlook of the future for the mission which dooms us to the dust. ‘We. flourish
BURLINGAME, Publisher,
LB
which we take an extract :
Yo ld
‘all letters on business,
remittances of -own hobby. The,coming of Mr. Macgregor,
and for the world had the light of morning and fade as the leaves of the forest, and the
All ’ communications
I do not say that Gough is the highest artPo should be sent.
Ly
of the ‘Rob Roy” canoe, to lay the claims’ shining down upon it.
designed for Publisqgion should be addressed to the
flowers that bloom and wither for a day have ist in his style; but his style belongs to the
Editor.
of the Palestine Exploration Fund before
THOMAS GoapsY.
no frailer hold-upon life than the mightiest very highest form “of eloquence, and his
; or If pad strictly
IN AD'erms:
00
the Union, was really a godsend.
His
>
io
pes yo.~
;
i
monarch that ever shook the earth with his genius is unquestiobably great. Where he
REMITTANCES
must be made in money or speech. was the most interefting part of
Commiunion—Inconsistepcy.
footsteps. Generations of-men will appear fyjjg. it is from want of training and matethe last session of the Union. The annual
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
and disappear as the
s, and countless rials, or as Swedenborg says, of vessels in-’
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a report speaks of the death of nearly sixty
multitudes that throng the world to-day, will to which to pour his genius.
~Our
C.
Baptist’
brethren
perpetually,
See how
registered letter. - All Bostmasters are obliged to
a
ministers during the year. This is an undisappear as the footsteps on the shore. arr
register letters whenever requested to do so. _.
charges

for

inoney

Office money

orders,

orders

may

usually large number.

bank

~ ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents

lish

them.

College, and our friend Mathews,

God's favorites as our own. I
they have. considered them and

had received about £1800, and had spent it

. With seas of day were blending ;
. And o’er the world, without a sound,

In grand, eternal silence bound,
The dim-lit flood extending.
God spake the word ; up rose the earth,
The waters round it clinging ;

And with glad wonder at its birth
The highest heavens were ringing ;

Through all the world a sound went out,
The sons of God for joy did shout,
singing.

There fell a silence from on high,
And hush’d the wondrous story
God spake ; and sunrise drenched the sky,

And smote the mountains hoary ;

Theén burst from heaven a mighty song;
The sons of God, so briglit and strong,
oy

coursed

English Correspondence.
-

This week hasbeen a busy week among
Baptists in England. If there has not been
least been a feast of trumpets.

there

at

this

eloquently

upon what Ireland had

been far back in the past, before Roman

DErsY; ENGLAND, April 28, 1871.

tabernacles,

spedkers

sentative of Ireland on the platform, in the
person of Mr. Henry, of Belfast, who dis-

~Sunday Magazine.

feast of the

The

has at

The great

Catholicisin fell like a blight upon it, dnd

what it yet would be in the future. The
other speakers were, an earnest evangelistic preacher from the east of London,-one

of Mr.

Spurgeon’s students, anda young

as

so

many

branches of

great family who
Christ Jesus.

as traly

ary Society, and concerning the ¢onspicu-

~~ ous absence of prominent men on suchoc-

Foreign Mission holds its anniversary,
and

it is classic ground. There Eustace Carey
has pleaded for Indid} and Knibb has thunsomewhere, for a larger number of persons
dered against the wrongs ofthe African.
“assembled at most of the meetings than I “There,some now grown gray in the Master's
have seen for some years. The week openservice have made their mark in earlier
ed with the annual session of the Baptist
years as advocates of the mission cause.
Union of Great Britian and Ireland. The
The hall rings with the echoes of past conThe

rebuke

seems. to have

told

"chairman, Rev. C. M. Birrell, gave a chaste,
flicts; and the tones of voices now feeble
thoughtful and appropriate address. Mr.
Birrell is the pastor of a Baptist church at with age or silent in death. The soulis
Liverpool. - His appearance is an index'to. cold and ‘dead that does not feel something
his character and forte. Tdll, slim, gentle | of emotion in recalling the scenes that hall
manly-looking, well-dressed, you would ‘has witnessed. The missionary meeting
last night was a reminiscence and a revival.
naturally expect from him finish, politeness and’ precision. . Such’ were the feat- The old times would come back in the
ures of his inaugural address. The char words of the speakers and in the thoughts

of the
acteristics of the times, the qualities in men
~—which the times demand, the bearing of earlier
denominationalism upon the acquisition of but the
such qualities, were discoursed upon in that of

elegant and unexceptional phraseology, and

in the spirit of a perfect gentleman. The
salient points of the address were that,
above. all‘things, personal conviction of the

truth and the cultivation of personal charac-

ter,—the realism of speéch warm with life,
and of interest in humanity coming from

.

'

Christ, and the bringing of every man up
to the moral finish of the gréat Master,—
these things were the need of our day.
There

was little business tor transact at the

meetings of the Union,

Some public ques-

tions were considered,—such as Mr. Miall’s

motion for the application othe principle

of disestablishment to. the English: church;

but nothingof business proper eame before

the

same

were essentially one in

TI believe they have

not re-

garded the denominational organizations of
our day as implying a want of Christian
fellowship, any more than the division of
the membership of the church into housearmy

is more

efficient

and not less cooperative to be divided into
companies, regiments &c., and organized
into infantry, cavalry and artillery, according to tastes, habits

and

adaptedness,

and

yet is one army, so do we regard God's people, and recognize them all equally eligible
to the communion,

antagonist of life, and the cold thought of

Carolina, to kill, if

although its passage may lead to Paradise;
and with Charles Lamb, we do not want

and captured.’ It is proposed to bring him
to trial if his comrades do not succeed in
rescuing him. A party also lately visited
Pontiac, Miss., tgrdrive off a radical editor,,
but the citizens met them, killed one, and

sion,

and

charge

defend

of

sent thy others off in a hurry. A similar attempt, in North Carolina
a few days pre~
vious, resulted in the capture of fourteen of

In the beautiful drama of Ion, the instinct

fate, his beloved Clemaptha asks if they

shall not meet again, to Yhichhe replies:
¢ I asked that dreadful qilgstion of the hills
that seem eternal—of the clear streams that
flow forever—of the stars among whose
fields of azure my raised spirit had walked.
As Ilook upon thy living face, I feel that
thereis something in thy love that can not

wholly perish. . We shall meet again, Clemantha.”
:

themselves

inconsistency?

against

If

;

————

the

J

Let those who will, indulge in the dream,

they . base

the villains, whom it is hoped the Government will punish. ° It is thus that all

no other. For speeches that have influence
when printed, but not as delivered, are suc-

graced, and life put in continual jeopardy.

oratory,—success.

There

good laws are defied, the national name dis-

cessful essays, but not orations at all.

In thg meantime, the committee appointed’

fire,

To increase Senatorial perplexity, the N. ¥.

Another secret of Mr. Gough's success is “to investigate these outrages aye enjoying
his genuine religious spirit. = Since - John life in Washington, and waiting for the KuBunyan’s day, what public man have we Klux to behave themselves.
.
THE QUESTION BEFORE THE SENATE.
ever had who has incarnated for his age the
Christian spirit of repentance and peniThe Senate is occupying itselfin trying to:
tence ? Not one. Other men have sinned find out how the N. ¥. Tribune reporters
and repented, and fought the good fight got a copy of the treaty before if was time for
valiantly ; but none have ever kept con- them to have sit. This seems of more imstantly their fall before them, and none portance than a peace with England,and so
have worn sackcloth and ashes—or the hid- the grave statesmen” of this great Union
den shirt of hair—all their days, unmur- leave the latterto take care of itself while
muringly, because of their early errors. they raise a ridiculous tempest over the
Hear the voice of Bunyan in ourown day: former. The reporters persistently refuse
“As I look back to 1842—twenty-seven to tell where they got their copy, which
- years ago—it seems almost a hideous dream ; so exasperates the Senators that they proI can hardly realize. my identity with the pose to keep them on prison-bread and
staggering, hopeless victim of the terrible water until they come to terms. Whereat
vice of intemperance; but thé scars remain the reporters smile but still refuse, and the
to testify the reality ; yes, scars and marks Tribune tells the Senate that if its reporters
never to be eradicated; never to be remov- are imprisoned they will only receive
ed in this life.
Saved I may be, so as by double salaries while others do their work.

to

of immortality, so eloquently uttered by the
death-devoted Greek, finds a deep response
in every thoughtful soul. When about to
yield his young existence as a sacrifice to

Church Uity.

, the republican

county officers. But they failed in the attempt, one of the ruffians being wounded

is

final test of

the tomb is the skeleton of all feasts. We
do not want to-go through the dark valley,

But how do our brethren of the C. Bap
tist faith justify their practiée and profes-

their practice

of restricted

yet the scar of fire is on me;

the nails

communion, as

communion table to-day are received to-mor-

row ; not because they have been baptized,
but because they have changed their church.
rélationship, Yesterday they were baptized
Methodists or F. Baptists, and therefore
rejected. To-day they are C. Baptists, and
therefore admitted to communion.
Instances are not rare in which a Freewill
Baptist his, as a result of circumstapces, offered himself for membership in- a C. Baptist church, professing that mo change had

hearers.

It was not that one of an

say, that no other denomination but themselves has a right to institute
uate

& communion

not all other

table.

and

perpet-

If not,

then

do

denominations that spread the

communion table and come

around

it, and

break the bread and pour the wine in the
name of the Lord, make a mockery of a
most solemn ordinance P** Are they not eating and drinking unworthily ? Every. C.
Baptist must answer, yes.

And yet, all the members of such church-

es are taken by the hand, and all the ministry are

received

into the pulpit,

Christian courtesies
them,

‘always

and

are

everywhere,

munion only excepted,

and

all’

exchanged with
Yea,

the

com-’

more; with-

out re-ordination
the ministers are received
to the Baptist ministry, and the members,

generation was the chief speaker, with no re-baptism, ( if they have been ance
enthusiasm of the meeting was like immersed,) are received to Baptist membersome

former years, - It. was an old

ship, all reeking

from

this profanation

of

fashioned missionary meeting with all.the the sacred ordinance.
:
deep, earnest fepling, but without the acciIf these denominations can not “have a
dental and extraordinary excitement of old communion on gospel principles, they are
days.” The chairman was a member of Par- not a gospel
church. If not a gospel

liament, and he bore his testimony to the church, they can no more adginister gosvalue of mission work. The speakers from pel ordination and baptism , thah
eommunabroad were Mr, Lea, of Jamaica, and Mr. ion. Consistency, therefore, demands that
Morris, of India,

Their

frank,

honest,

our C. Baptist brethren commune, with us

give concerted expression to the

glowing

birthday

has

just

been

[Beethoven], even so,it may be, that from

God, the divine ear, upon which no" lisp of
the voice or breathing of the heartis ever
and glorious

loved another man, but had married him in

anthemof prayer and praise !
4s
But to human ears such harmonies are

not vouchsafed.

The om

“

The toasts were

desired for her the

ing Texas in the United. States Senate:
When not speaking or writing, he sat in
his seat with a’ long bladed knife in one

us all, is above” ; and we can only humbly
hope-that,. in tho providence of God, its
gates shall be wider, and its members
quickened and multiplied, by the very dif-

hand,

and

a piece

zens.

social position of the

Mr. Schouler thus dehereafter. ‘scribes him as he appeared while representmother of

jestic unity, shall be revealed
The ¢ Jerusalem, which is the

fice with the highest regards of all our citi-

deference to the wishes of her family, who

in all its ma- wife of a'governor.

of wood

in

the other,

appropriate, the . responses

were hearty and patriotic, and the Baron’s
speech showed that he not only rejoiced in
the present friendly relations existing beveh lie two countries, but that he should
earnestly seek to perpetuate them. His
friendship for the United States is a strong
and valuable one, and he retires from of--

Sam Houston was an eccentric man.
It
is said that he left his wife on her wedding
night, resigned his commission as Governor
of Tennessee and emigrated to the Indian
territory, because he discovered that she

seemingly

‘discordant, strains of sincere: seekers after
lost, catches only a combined

the most distinguished citizens participated.

Sam Houston.

commemorated

the differing, broken, and often

en in his honor in New York city, in which.

the penalty I must ever pay.”

conceptions of some mighty master, like
him, the centennial anniversary of whose

as

END OF THE'MT. WASHINGTON SOJOURN.
|

The party who spent the winter on the
summit of Mt. Washington have completed

their sojourn and returned to the haunts of |
men.

Contrary .to last fall's gloomy pre-

dictions, they have neither

nor suffocated.

The

starved,

frozen

fierce winds have not

whittling. Go when you would into the frightened them down ghemountain, neither
Senate gallery, and look upon the Senate, have’ the falling snows buried them ‘from
you would see him working with his knife | mortal sight. Their observations have been
and which have created something of com- |
upon a piece of wood, and around his chair varied and extensive, and the results,froma
petition and rivalry,and even of conteftion,
would be chips he had cut off. He did; not scientific point of view, will be highly valu~
in their efforts to. advance the ends of their
appear to be making anything of use or or- able. The members of thé party are now
respective denominations.
Absolute renament from the block he was whittling, engaged in preparing a report of the winligious uniformity, as poor human nature.
but cut steadily on until he had used it’ up, ter’s experience, which will be published
is now constitated, would: but too certainly
when ohe of the pages “would bring him and sold by Chick and Andrews, 21 Frank‘be the cause, if it were not itself the conanother
piece. He appeared: to be a very lin St., Boston. The book will be likely to
sequence, of absolute religious indifference
kind-hearted
man, and fond of children. contain much that is new and interesting,
and stagnation.—
Hon, RC. Winthrop.
He was a great, fayorite with the boy-pages, showing how much the Mt. Washington of
and frequently
you. would see one:er two of winter is like that so glowingly described by

ferences of form and of doctrine which have
divided Christians from each other on earth,

-*

A Sensible Resolve...

«Did you ever hear, sir, how it was that
“Edwards;
the mason,

gave

up drinking

said a workingmanto my father, one day,
when he was talking to him about the evils
of intemperance.
“ No,” said my father; * how was it?”
“Well, one day,

Edwards

was

drinking

i a public-houise,” when the landlord's wife
dame to call her husband to his dinner.
« “What's for dinner?" said the man. .

« «Roast goose,’ replied his wife. '

«Js there apple-sauce? he asked.
44 No, she
««Well, go
goose without
‘When the

answered.
;
and make some; I won't eat
apple-sauce.’
~
woman had left the room to

prepare this delicacy,

Edwards was so im-

know, goes ta provide this fellow with
good things? Mine; and that of othét poor
fools like me.

undone.

Well,

what's

them standing by ‘his desk, talking with ‘summer tourists.
him.

The only peculiarity about his dress |

was a vest which

he generally

done can’t be

It's no use erying over spilt milk,
i

.

{

Don’t Pamper the Clergy.

iday, we do not:
"| stead of the traditional
know. He died with remarkable firmness,
Heaven help the minister who is often in- seemingly comforted by ‘the thought that

vited to tea by his parishioners.

He'is ex-

pected to eat all the indigestible horrors
which are set before him. In their gener-

| casions that his strength is not. the strength

the

sentence of the law

was

about ‘to de==""

prive the world of a valuable piece of information. He refused all clerical attentions,
went to the scaffold firmly, and when asked
if he hgd-gny final words to offer,answered,

“Not

finy.”. One

can not but shudder at

~
.

fate of a person who could thus step.
of stones, neither is his flesh made, of brass. the
into the future world without so much as
What the minister eats represents his ser- bowing beneath’ his load of
guilt; but we
mons, prayer-meeting remarks, and conversations. Do not wonder when supper
is finished if the poor man s&yswe possess

‘mouths of vanity, and our days are as shadows. Poor man! He goes home stuffed and
miserable. He is scared by dreams, and

are inclined to think that this

is enough better off without

him, to make.

up for the shudder.

“THE PARIS MOB.

The crowning act

Ai

of Communal vandal-

ism was perpetrated last week inthe ‘destruetion of the beautiful column Vendome. The ..

eaten a handful in quietness. Parishioners works of imperialismis destructive of imniust have bowels of compassion, literally ‘perialism itself. This i8 probably “among
for the Versailles
and carnally speaking, for those of their their last acts of upthe toKind,
the wall, many of the

ministers. They must not pile too much
upon their minister's plate. When he réfuses anything, it has been to him, sometimes, the meat of sorrow. An over-loaded
stomach has caused many gloomy prayer4 #4

.

present world.

terrified through visions. He feels it. would
mob yelled with delight when it fell, seemhave been wiser and better. for him to have ingly
believing that this destruction of the

HY

“4

.

"A MURDERER EXECUTED.

wore when

but that fellow shan’t dine off roast goose meetings, and has produced many doleful
$00
p’ sermons,
— Transcript.
again at my expense.’
CARREY
Ny

;

-

in Washington. * It was made of the skin of Edward H: Rulloff, the murderer. who
wished to buy his life of the N.Y. authorisome wild beast, with the fur outside.
ties and pay in philology, was exécuted last Thursday. Why Thursday was' chosen in-

osity his parishioners forget upon such oc-

graphic details of works of discouragments |- and allow us to commuhe with them,or else pressed by the scene he had withessed, that,
and successes, were of great interest. Their re-baptize -our members and re-ordain our for the first time in his life; he began to
think what a fool he had beén.
:
admission of the imperfect character. of
ministers when received among them. ~
some’, converts, of the slow progress of the
.‘‘ ‘Here's this man,’ said he to himself,
We have none but kind words to speak
work, of the’ appalling difficulties yet un- against close communion. If our brethren ‘can’t eat his dinner of roast goose without
mastered, was full and Complete.
But like it, let them have it. God loves and applesauce, while my poor wife and chiltheir hopefulness and assurance, based on blesses them in spiteof it. Yet nothing but dren at home
are glad to-get a herring for
actual results and clear and palpable tii- the dogma of apostolic succession stands so their dinners, and very often can’t have
umphs of grace, were buoyant, undiminish- much in the way of that union démanded even that. ‘Whose money, I should ‘like to

the Union. The organization exists appar:
ently for its own sake, or, judging from the ed, confident, firm and strong. "The other
sessions of Monday snd Thursday, only as. a speakers were Dr. Brock and Dr. Chown, by the spirit of Christianity, as this same +|
._ WOODBINE.
great Baptist debating society. There is Each in his own way is inimitable, and each close communion.
1
-wetvidently fault somewhere, when several excelled himself on the occasion.
Dr. |’
* hundred “ministers come together and there Brock, with sledge-hammer logic and rhet‘There is'no fool like the man who acis nothing to do. Twa papers were an- oric, shattered and demolished objections counts himself wise,
1
¥

one hundred of them, masked and armed,
visited Newberry Counp House, in South

one could have been compared to him. As
Death is the great it is, he ranks them all.in "the one only and

lightof their existence.

believe Jo down in the grave even with princes for
ed-fellows.
3°
treated

minister from the North, who is apparently
a born orator. The society has sixty laborers, 34 in England, and 26 in. Ireland, and taken place in his opinions, but that he was an
advocates, more or less trampet-tongued,
there has been anaverage of nine in Eng- open communionist still, and in all senses a
have sounded the awakening call to the land and seven in Ireland added to each sta- F. Baptist in doctrine. But by becoming
churches while announcing the pressing tion during the year. The finances of the a member of the C. Baptist church, he beneeds of useful religious instructions. The society show a deficiency as compared with comes eligible to the communion in that
attendance of ministers and delegates has last year, .owing to smaller sums received church. These facts show that 'it is not
been larger than ever. Before the meet- in legacies and in remittances from Ameri- baptism, but membership in a C. Baptist
ing began, Dr. Brock gavea sharp rebuke pa, But the income from ordinary sources church, that supplies the qualification for
to the London ministers and churches con- is larger than formerly. - About £6000 had ‘communion.
.
.
;
eerning their apathy about the anniversary been received.
The practice of the C. Baptist _denominameetings and the sermons of the Mission- ~The Exeter Hall is the place where the tion says, more distinctly than words can
annual meetings have taken place, the various societies have reported progress, and

casions.

the Government in its recent action against
them. Sunday night of last week about

or cherish the waking vision, of a single
may be drawn, but the marks are there. Herald lately published the protocols of the:
of the elevating and purifying influence of
universal church on earth, recognized and Do I not bear about with me the rememTreaty, which Toy fe a closer ban of se-.
they
profess
to,
on
the
doctrine
that
bapthe Bible upon literature;
'G. H. Rouse,
accepted of men, whose authority is bind- brance of those days? = Yes, always. I
crecy than the Treaty
itself. Inthe meantime.
tism
is
a
prerequisite,
why
do
they
exclude
who defended the Society from misrepresening on every conscience and decisive of never-rise to speak but I think ofit; the
the
English
Commissioners
are waiting to be
all
baptized
persons
but
those
of
their
own
tations; G. H. Anderson,of Bengal, and D.
every point of faith or form. To the eye of
more I mingle with the wise, the pure, the relieved from duty, England and America
church?
Do
they
answer,—‘‘
Those
per.God, indeed, such a church may be visible
Gracey, of London. Dr. J
8 was in the
chair, and Dr. Stearns suggested the appro- sons have not been baptized by a proper even now, in ‘ the blessed company of all true—the higher my aspirations, the more are waiting to know their immediate future.
priateness of the appointment, seeing that administrator,”—we reply; Nor was Roger faithful people,” in whatever region they ‘intense is my disgust and abhorrence of the relations, and a good part of the world is
the Dr. was engaged in Bible Missions at Williams. If the Baptists in America make may be connected, with Him as their head, damning degradation of those seven years sharing in the general suspense, while the
home. The sermons of the Foreign Mis- baptismal succession a requisite, who of “of whom the whole family in earth and of my life from 18 to 25. Iam intensely Senate is trying to make two refractory resionary Society were preached by the Rev. them can establish the validity. of his bap- heaven is named.” And, as in some grand social in my nature,and enjoy the society of porters tell where they got their news.
friends keenly; et often in the midst of
tism ?
-#
A VETERAN DIPLOMATE.
D. Fraser, who was formerly of Inverness,
orchestra, hundreds of : performers,
each
the
pleasant social circle, the ghost of the
‘But
why
reject
the
F.
Baptists?
The
Baron Gerolt, the Prussian minister to
and is now of London, and who has made
with his own instrument and his own. sepasome stir among the Presbyterians, and by +answer is,— Because they commune with rate score, strike widely variant notes, and. past comes gliding before me, and words the United States, who has just been recallseem to be hissed in my ear, “What is your
the unbaptized.”
But by rendering this
Dr. Angus.
3
.
produce sounds, sometimes in close succes- record? I believe this to he the reason ed at his own request, has discharged the
answer
the
original
claim
is
abandoned,
and
The two most largely attended annual
sion and sometimes at lengthened intervals, why I shrink from society; why I have so duties of that office for a quarter of a centu~
‘ry. - Nothing could better declare his fitness
meetings are always the Home and Irish baptism is not made the test for commun- which,heard alone,would seem to be wantoften refused kind invitations ; why, though
;
Mission anniversary, and the Foreign Mis- ion.
ing in everything like method or melody, I love my personal friends as strongly and for the position nor the esteem in which he
This inconsistency becomes still more apsion. The former was held in Bloomsbury
but which heard together are. found de- as truly as any man’s friends are ever loved, is held by the two Governments, than this.
parent
when it is remembered that the
There was a member of Parliachapel.
lighting the ear and ravishing the soul with I have so steadily withdrawn from social long and friendly term. Just previous to
ment in in the chair. There was a repre- same persons who are barred from the a flood of magnificent harmony, asjthey parties, dinners, or introductions. This is his departure last week a banquet was giv-

The bonds of darkness rending;

the

home.

I believe our denomina-

Christian denominations

holds. Butas an

meeting were Rev. Giles Hester, who spoke

There was no earth, but shores of night

Gave unto him the glory!

estant
them

when the civil war in Amerita cut off sup-

There was no san, but there was light,

.

our organization.

two thousand. One-fourth of the churches
are without pastoral supervision at all, and
another fourth have ministers engaged in
business. The number of new churches
during the year is only twenty-seven.
The Bible Translation Society, at its anual meeting, had a good tale to tell. It

plies from

The morning stars were

We donot. claim to

decrease of over a thousand, whereas the
returns of those local organizations called
Associations give a clear increase of over

for help from the Bible Translation Sociéty,

‘

mistake

tion have always regarded the various Prot-

No satisfactory sta-

and relates the ways and means he was
forced to adopt to support himself in<Japan

First Sunrise,

" They evidently

church organization.

number of member, accordingto the Union returns, is 283,675. But this givesa

Atlantie.

FURTHER KU - KLUX OUTRAGES,
Ku-Klux outrages still continué in the
South, as though it was determined to defy

our views .of loved ones, whose living smile was the sun-

The total

the

tistical account was presented.”

ican Free Baptist Union. He returns thanks
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of

been received from Mr. Goble,of the Amer-

The Horning Star.
The

formerly

in the work of publishing the Word of God
in Africa, India, Japan and Ceylon. from
Yokohama a most interesting letter had

at

LY

Godwin,

be the only true gospel church, nor to embody all the special favorites of heaven in

| beyond

DECISIONS.

on moneys sent for the Star ig allowed in addition.
&%~ We sendno books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of. returning

Dr.

of Boston, doubtless kndwn to some of you

1. "Any person who takes a newspaper regular
+ from the post-office whether directed to his name
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
}
¥
2. Ifa person orders his paper discontinued, he
must By all. arrearages, or the publisher may consend it until payment is made, and collect the
tinue
wholé amount, wi
the paperis taken from the
offise or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take newspapers and periodicals from the -post-ofiice, or
remov.
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
fr
ce of intentional fraud.
:
.

#3 When Agents receive premiums, no percentage

Baptists,”

Rawdon

order is

received hy the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until payment of all arrearages is made as required by law. .
;
i
Each subscriber 18 particularly
uested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without’ further reminder from this office.

NEWSPAPER

Dr. Evans,

of Scarborough, author of the ‘Early Eng-

afie particilarly requestedto make their remittances
as li
as possible and thus save expenses.

Papers are forwarded "until an explicit

Some of the breth-

ren are mentioned by name.

be. de

- Events of the Week.

charges with an inconsistency in receiv:
“mach he does with his ‘“ stories of the street
ing unimmersed persons to the eomiiiunion | Men seldoni thinkof the gréat event of and the newspaper I” « With all history and
table, and then refusing them full member- death until the shadow: falls across their own mythology to cull from, he would have so
paths, hiding from _ their ‘eyes the traces oft far transcended every living orator, that no
ship in the church. = Are they right?

?

The regular

checks, and Post

3

r——

troops are close

rebel forts have fallen into their hands, and
it hardly seems possible that they should re- ‘
main out of the city another week. Mac-

Mahon has asked “help from the Prussians,

and the latter are Hirowing 4 bridge across
they will give the
the Seine, declaring that

mob hut four days more of life. he

:
J

HR,

2

y

:

LER
w

1

THE

| sion,

A Missionary's Journal.’
Fee. 2: The impression

discussion

mentioned

a large

)

E. 0, B.H.

produced by the

at

the

last letter was . good, I trust;

close of my.
but I am sat-

isfied it had been far better if we 'had left
the ground before the: dispute/arose. ’ It is

&

important that both our

native

and ourselves should have such

:

FEB. 4. Broke camp this morning early,
and left for Gadagadiah. Passed through

preachers
a thorough

village, Bickrampore, on

the way,

and with very little effort secured a large
congregation. The people proved an uncultivated set who ‘had no idea ‘of good
manners, and our brethren Simeon and

Madhu had a rather uncomfortable time in
preaching. - The third spéaker deemed it
proper to rebuke them som¢what

for their rudeness.

sharply

to introduce Hinduism ourselvesto our sow

to think it was their privilege

to speak first

and then thear. - "They were

reminded that

gregations for purposes of comparison wij
Christianity ; but, for the most, I think it
would be well to leave its introduction to

common

our opponents.

they found anything to object to,they could,

It is our

‘duty ‘anM privi-

lege to preach * Jesus Christ and him crucified " as long as

our

courtesy

demanded

that

should first hear the strangers,

they

and then if

with all propriety, speak of it,

They admit-

congregations will

ted the justice of the rebuke, -and accepted
hear, and when they drag us into a dispute it with a good grace, and became attentive
wé should be fully prepared to meet them. listeners.
This subject’'was dwelt upon in our little
The speaker told them that they must
prayer-meeting this evening, and our ex-| not take it for granted that we andsthey
perience In the village was cited san il- disagreed upon all points, and so’ dispute
lustration. The native preachers received with us; there are several. points upon
the hint kindly,and I hope it will not be lost which Hindus,Mohammedans and Christians
upon them.
>
for the most part agree.
Some of these
FEB. 3. The neighborhood was canvass- were noted, viz. :—
<d this morning, the Santal brethren taking
1. There is one God without a second;
the Santali and the remainder of the preach- 2. That he is holy, pure, just and true;
. ing forceghe Bengali villages. A$ our first 3. Mankind are his creatures; 4. All have
village wé obtained an excellent hearing. sinned against Him; 5. By sin the heart has

"No opposition was offered, but on the contrary, our preaching was received with evident pleasure. ' The truths uttered commended themselves at once to the good
judgment of all, but it is to be feared that

most of those who

* hear

the

word, and

anon with joy receive it,” are but wayside
hearers. The Master knows.
It is not
well to speculate on matters not within our

province.

It is ours

to

‘sow

beside all

waters ” and leave our labor in the hands
of Him who has declared that his ** word
shall not return unto him void;” that * it
shall accomplish that which he pleaseth and
prosper in that whereto he sent it.”

At our second

stand

the

hearers were

few, most of the villagers being engaged in
afield of sugar-cane close by.
Simeon

gave a very nice little address.
Christ was presented” as the only one
who could save from

an

impure

as one who proposes to cleanse

nature,

our hearts;

having first made full satisfaction for our
past sins. He closed with a warm and
earnest exhortation to accept of Christ.
About noon a- poor fellow. came to the

become guilty and depraved; 6. Unless the
heart be cleansed salvation is impossible. All
these points were commented ‘on, and it was
shown that there is no material difference
between us in our opinions on them. But it
was also niyticed that the most important:

point had yet to be discussed, viz. :—By what
means can the heart be cleansed and salvation secured?
. And on this point—the
means of salvation—there is a great difference of opinion among us. Their
bwn experience was brought forward as testimony
against their view of the case. They had
for years, some of them for many years,
practiced that which is enjoined in Hinduism, but to no purpose; for, accordingto
their own admission,

their

hearts were not

cleansed. The reason was, they had cleaved to those who were themselves unholy,
idols, incarnations,

gurus,

brahmins,

&e.

They were then exhorted to give their sinful hearts to Jesus, whose hands were clean,
and who had received all authority in heavs

en and iu earth.

As evidence

of his ability

to save unto the uttermost from guilt, depravity, and punishment, his own purity
tent, for medical aid.
He has been afflicted and holiness, his due: appointment to that
for 12 yearsor more with a disease which work, and his proper divinity were urged.
In the afternoon a very good hearing was
entirely unfits him for exertion of any kind.
t
had
in the tent. - At night three men came
His case is a very sad one, and it afforded
an excellent introduction to conversation for further conversation. One of them was
about the disease

of

the

seul.

He, and a

good number of others Who came with him,
listened for nearly an hour to the preaching
. of the gospel.
I was particularly struck
with the evident interest of a young brah-

min in all that was said.

His troubled ext

pression of countenance when the errors
and absurdities of Hinduism were exposed,
and his eager gaze at the speaker when the
way of redemption
through a’ crucified
Christ was

dwelt

upon,

were,

to say the

least, very upusual ina heathen congregation. He seemed to smart keenly when the
wicked deceptions of the brahmins were
- held up to view.
1 hope and pray that we
‘may yet hear from the youth.

4.

y refuse to adopt

a member

of one of

Inds

vilest

sects,

one of the very best

bathe he comesap from the water clean,but

very soon throws dust all over himselfand
“becomes as dirty as ever again. Sol bathed and was clean, but Thave sinned again.”

a

ber that that dream came to pass.

The absurdity of the young mars statement

was forcibly shown by reference to what the
preacher had witnessed during a long residence on the

bank

of

the

hearers were told that the

Ganges.

The

very worst char-

acters in Calcutta bathed by hundreds daily

Guiding 4

in the sacred waters, but were slaves to sin
nevertheless ; and .a.-portion.of.-the shaster

was quoted which plainly teaches that those

‘who * sin again and again, even thé water
«of the Ganges can not cleanse.”

The ques-

tion was asked, * Can he who is cleansed

Fl

from sin live any longer therein ?” The
answer
came from all sidés,** No, No.” The

;
gf

’

pitty
[4

be husbanded

for

future

when it can be carried on
than in the hot weather.

quiteFes.il 7.tonight.
Iam unable

to knowl-

strength
a time
with 1
risk
I am feeling

work,

to accompany the
preachers this morning.
Have some little
febrile disturbance,

attended

evils consequent upon impaired

with

other

digestion,

Which entirély unfits me for active work.

there

expressed

Adam

for immediate use.”

Clarke says, on Gen. 40:

this we find that wie

Dr.

Raa
tl

a

only

8 ar med
ros” that
ate

areto state only what ou
y
‘tell
So; i
I have
know, not
Christ's power to save.

which a minister

would not

be. willing to read to his domestics, and his
[ children-of twelve and fifteen years of age,
‘positively know. with a goqd hope that they would underwhat I positively stand it,"is not usually a safe sermon for the
heard only, about popular audience,
‘It takes all our learn-

infor

you

He then gave

ing to make the truth simple.”

proper

and

I would | plate, but

consistent,

to

the labor

of

our

early

for the darkness

and

11, “From

Welcome to you, O ye Frost-bitten! now
waking from your winter slumber. The
spring-time has come.
The coldness is
over. The vigor of new life is felt. ‘The
bustle of returning activity is astir. There
is now no show for sleepers. Let everybody
be in his Place.
i
:
:
:

superstition

The

saky,

or

and

instantly

Our cold season hastens to a close, and
the wet weather

advances

apace.

hands of his master. This was anciently
27th inst. we came home from
the yayin (wine) of the Hebrews, the oinos
‘tour among the Oriyas south”
of the Greeks, and the musiah, new, fresh
-Jellasore. The excursion was
wine, of the ancient Latins.”
And the Mo- teresting one, bothto myself
hammedans of Arabia still press the juice
Phillips, who accompanied me
into

a cup and drink it as Pharach did.
NEW WINE

AND

*

OLD BOTTLES.

Matt. 9: 17. The bottles were leathern
bags. The usual explanation of this custom

is,

that

the

new

wine would ferment

and by its force of fermentation increase the
amount of carbonic acid gas, and thus burst
the "old skins, that would not expand like

new skins. But in the light of the known
efforts made to prevent grape juice from fermenting, we find a better explanation. In

the old bags there would Le some of the
decayed
albuminous
matter adhering to

the sides, and

by the action of the ‘air be-

come changed into ferment, and thus cause
the gew wine to ferment, and then the bags

would
burst.
But the wine was strained,
or boiled,to prevent fermentation, and then

put into new .bags andtied and sealed up
air tight, and no fermentation would take
place.
If the new
new bags, then it

wine fermented in the
would burst the bags if

they were air tight; and if they were not
air tight, it would not burst oJd bags. So
the inevitable conclusion is that the new
wine was put into new skin bags to prevent
fermentation.
:
THE LORD'S SUPPER,

We are to remember that it was ‘‘Passo-

ver bread and wine” that was used at the
institution of the supper; that it was instituted on the eve of the Passover, and that
“the bread and wine used upon that occasion
were taken to institute the supper. He took
this bread ‘and wine and gave them to his
| disciples as symbols of his body and blood.
In Ex.- 12: 8, the command is to eat ‘‘unleavened bread ;”and any persoh,eating Dayened bread, was to “‘be cut off fiom Israel.”

And they were to ‘‘put away all leaven out
of their houses.”

Again, ‘‘ye shall eat noth-

ing leavened.” The law forbade seor (yeast,

ferment, whatever could excite fermenta~

On

‘the

a five weeks’

and west of
a deéply- inand to Mrs.
and found an

open door for labor among the Hindu wom-

en everywhere.

This long neglected ‘and

cruelly enslaved portion of Hindu society
seems awaking, as from the sleep of ages,

aiid calls earnestly for instrudtion. Dh,what
a vast and truly inviting field for warmhearted, earnest, laborious Christian women to enter and cultivate.
ho will en-

list for this noble service?

Have

and sold over ten dollars’

Ar.
worth of books, mostly portions of Script- panes of glass and the muddy floor
range the seats in the coziest patterns, and
ers the neighborhood can
afford, and give
to each
po r child who has no flowers at
home4 bunch to chéer the house. Gather

those more likely to read and profit by them,

In a Strait betwixt Two.

cup-bearer,

delivered it into the

Throw up the

window-sashes, and let the healleoirs
May ‘breeze. sweep, through.
Whitewash
the walls, and mend the broken hinges, and
clear away the ash-heap, and wash
the sooty

ure. These were sold ata mere nominal deck the sides and corners of
the room with
price, and we trust fell into the hands of neat Seripture mottoes. Bring
all the flow-

took the grape and pressed the juice into the

cup,

the danip old school-room, and let

thé light of heaven come in.

truth.

mere expressed juice of the grape without
fermentation,

Open

number of tracts,

M, M. W.

none of

our 30,000 Free Baptist sisters inclinations
in this direction? There certainly must be
those, not a few, who are willing to forsake

all for Christ and his gespel, and count not

their lives even dear unto : themselves, that
they may win these ‘degraded, oppressed,
blind sisters to Him who takes away the sin
of the world, while many others, who could
not go abroad, possess both the means and
the disposition to sustain those who are
called to go. May our Father fully open
the way, and hasten many such determined

workers to this needy field.

:

But it was not to make an appeal for female laborers in Orissa, greatly as they are

needed, that I took up my pen this evening,

but to mention the strait in which I at
present find myself. On returning to Oris-

¥

school ‘which has” vitality enough to keep
open all winter can do a great tleal more
than on¢ which hibefnates.
~. -

through the sacrifice of principle.
May the spirit of truth guide us into all

anciently was the

than would have been the case if they had
all been. given gratuitously. Oh, the longings of soul we feit for this people, and our
desire to assure them, especially the inquir-

the children, reconstruct the roll, and.let
~
the house be full.
Then
on with your spring and sum-

mer work
in such a way that by the grace of God you will have gnough vitality next
November fo keep you'going all winter,

we would again come

ing women,

that

and heaven.

But then, here

among them and” teach them more of God
Normal

work,

school,

is our Santal

village

S. 8. Workman..

schools,

—

.

for

.

which, in an especial mannef, we bid
adieu, a second time, to home, friends and

|.

present separated from the most of our blessed children, whom God has given and spared to us, a work for which God has given
us an inextinguishable passion. To do justice to both were literally impossible.

teacher, writes to the Sunday School T¥mes
as follows:
If any success has attended my efforts,’it

book-making,

preaching,

that

&o.,

“ad
ar,
N

Trae SECRET

OF Syccess.

Mrs.

J. EB.

Knapp, of St. John's Sunday school, Brooknative land ; yes, that for which we are at’ lyn, who is’ a most successful infant class

is to be attributedto the absence of any ster-

eotyped plan. I seek-to interest the class
through
instruction adapted to the capacity
Which shall be abandoned? The Oriya? of the smallest child.
Then here is the care of two churches,
The lesson of the day is impressed upon
where preaching in Oriya is demanded. the minds of the children by the use of the
black-board and the best illustrations to be
And, as if to increase the difficulty and found.
Using the simplest la
and
hedge up our way still more, Bro. Smith, the shortest words, I generally
succeed in
our only remaining Oriya colleague, has holding the attention
all. If fail, the
,and singing or
for some time been in feeble health, and exercises are at dnce
position introduced. After a few
Just as we are setting up our tent this even- change of
minutes
the lesson is successfully resumed. ing, after our march, a summons arrives for
The application is made so searching that
\us to leave all and hastento him, as he is the teacher as well as the scholar feels it$
again very low. Oh, how trying, how in- after which a short, simple prayer is offeray
scrutable are the ways of Providence! Must ed, sometimes in song.
In closing, the Goldén Text (which each
our already weakened force still be reduc- scholar
js expected to “learn
during the
ed, and no aid, no reénforcement be sent week) is either repeated in concert
or
us? - Why should the work cease, and we chanted.
:
Perhaps my success is attibutable to my
become the victims of contending, conflictintense

ing, multiplied and oppressive cares ?
: Beloved ‘friends

of the

Orissa

are'we indeed servants of the

love

=)

for the little ones more than to

anything else, This love gives me an enthusiasm which enables me to devote hoirs

Mission,

living God,

tothe study of the lesson. 1 consider all
| sa six years ago, I felt, and so did others, “having presented our bodies a living sacri- the
“time I can give well spent, as I help
that my especial duty was to labor.among
the Santals, and to this I have devoted my
best endeavors. A number of circumstances

howeger

combined

to

induce

me

to

spend the, larger portion of the past cold
season among the Oriyas; to go over again
the ground we traveled 20 and 30 years
ago.
very pleasant reminiscences of the past were
to use®very tame language. The feeling

has rather been, “Oh,
again, and, with

a

that I was young

reénforcement

of hard

working Christian men and women, devoted to this very field, could once more enter and make it a life work!” The vast and
marked changes which have taken place
and are still in progress, and the mighty influences now at work, favorable to the introduction of Christianity, lead us to feel that
the day of Orissa’s salvation is near at hand,
when her converts to Chrisf shall not be
numbered by scores and hundreds, as ht
present, but by thousands and tens of thousands, as is coming to be the case a little to
the south 6f us, among the Teloogoos and
others. ‘And even should the vision longer
tarry, is it not alike our duty and privilege
to wait for it, fully prepared to arise and
act?

]

But where are the laborers? While our
foreign force continues to becomé weaker
ahd weaker, our native brethren now in the

field, invaluable as they ‘are,

when

engag-

ed as fellow-helpers, are hardly adapted to
pioneer work. Two of these esteemed coadjutors aceompanied us and rendered excellent service in our late tour among the
Oriyas, while Dula preferred to go among
his own peoplé, the Santals, expecting us
back soo
join him. After a week af.
home, to make up monthly reports, school

our reasonable service, or are we still serv- shall gather the lambs
carry them in his bosom.”
ants“ of Mammon, doing the will of the

we

left home

again

on

the 6th for

it is said, “He
with hisarms and

.

«

flesh, lovers of pleasure more than lovers of
‘THE EARNEST TEACHER IN SCHOOL,
God?
If the
folfper, followers of God
BeHeis
as dear children, shall we not mutually | hold the earngst teacher in school!

sympathize with, and

sider one another to provoke .unto hope and and goes with cheerful feet, because his
to good works? May God help us all to heart is there. You shall not find him
follow Christy and with Him say, “1 must slothful ; the clock has not struck, yet he
work the work of Him that sent me while |
his his
place;
the greeting
look thie
has gone
| € round,
fellow-te
achers feel
Jit is day; the night cometh wherein no man! He is not too late to sing, not he; hisshine.
soul
can work.”
J.P.
{is dll on firé; look at him while he sin S
ik
dn:
St
hear his voice in prayer.
Camp Govipdpore, April 8; 1871.
Ah, ;

$

| would

~

Ie
[2

+

-

not miss that service ; it nerves him

for the day. But'now the school is opened,
yet he has regard to order. See him conduct his class; he makes me think of Jesus ;

S. Department.

he

Frost-Bitten Schools. :
a

«

there in time. He will not be behind: he
makes it a point of conscience; he thinks
of his'example. Besides, he loves his work,

aid one another, ac-

‘cording to the ability God giveth, and con=

—

Under the gentle influence of spring-time
and sunshine, many a country school is|
now awakening from its hiberngtion and
arousing to renewed life. As a polar bear |
arouses himself from his winter's sleep, and |

goeth before them and leadeth them out,

he g roe them and they follow him.
Now look at him in his class. His face indicates, his glance, his eye, his manner, his
voice, his method.
See, he has a single
eye, a glorious object, a dauntless spirit.

The

whole atmosphere of the schol is per-

meated
; his fellow-teachers fee! the glow ;
his class feelit, and they show it ; they car-

ry it to their very homes.
The tear of penitence drops, the eyé of faith is opened, the
rises from the icy and cozy cavern mn which | soul immortal is renewed; for God will
he has dosed away his existence during thé | bless that teacher's labors, and give him a
cold months, so does the frost-bitten Sun- | rich harvest.
day school half-confidently open its uyes,
[od
stretch its limbs, look around to survey the
situation, and begin to’ manifest signs of
A Feast oF MEMORY.
A celebrated dilife and to enjoy itself in an exceedingly ving was dying. He said: “I would give
moderate way.
much .jf 4 could now hear you read that
We are not of those who are in the habit chapter, "And early in the morning, on

of

berating

the

people

who

close

the firs. day of thejweek,’ ete.,but I can not.

their

schools in the winter. We know the common arguments in_ favor, of kéeping open
throughout the year. We are told at the
public schools and the blacksmiths’ shop are
open all winter, and that the whiskey-shops
never close their doors on a customer ex-

When I was first taken sick my wife used to
put up a pillow, with my Bible and hymnbook on it, and I could read alittle, but

now

I can not; the words all run together

in a'cloud. YetI can feast on what I have
committed to memory.”
he is too drunk or too poor to
Such an experience urges us to study the

cept when
bills, settle accounts and put things in or- pay
for his stimulants.

der,

~

fice, holy and acceptable unto Him, which is them on to him of whom

When these argu- Word

ments fail, pomelody gravely comes along

and put it away

in the treasury of

our memory, go that when other pleasures
Chandar-rekha, where our Santal schools and asks if the devil gives holiday in win- are cut off by the failing
of our powers, we
ter. The sum of the matter seems to be that can find strength and joy from the hidden
were to meet us for examination.
These
if
all
these agencies can carry on.their op- source of God's truth"
schools still fluctuate.” We now have eight
~the soul.
;
all winter, the Sunday” schools
Every thorough teacher is benefiting his
in number with-an aggregate of but a little |
:
io to go as steadily en,
hg
scholars - by advising ‘and’ insisting upon
-over one hundred pupils. Only
_
six of the
say we, tpo, as far as the theory goes. their learning the lesson. In after years
schools were present, bringing but 50 pupils. All'the schools ought to keep open. Kv:
they will be glad of this. The sehools have
We hope soon to have at least two more teacher ought_to come, with his lesson well a definite object and the best success which
schools in operation, and the present num- studied, even though the school is seven agree to commit the lesson, and:make it a
miles from his home and he must ride on matter of enthusiasm and honor. David
| bex seems likely tokbe enlarged and improy- the -back.
of a hard-trottin
Every has
given us an example, as he says, “Thy
ed. The task is still an arduous one to start child ought to come with bright
eyes, clean Word
have I hid in my heart.”
| and carry successfully forward schools face, and alight heart, even though he need’
A sacred poet hasdrawn a good picture
ways felt satisfied that out Articles of Faith among thé Santals and Oriyas. In fact our to tramp five miles through snow-drifts, or | of a teacher or a scholar, in these words:
|W
were in ‘accordance with Scripture. But friends at a distance can scarcely conceive trudge through saturated clay, one pound
and
“When quiet in my house I sit,
cleavesto each foot at
how we can say that we take the ‘Scriptures ‘an adequate idea of the real obstacles in the each astephalfthatof iswhich
wk be
pom panion still ;
:
taken,
oy
thy sayings to r
—
:
as our only rule of faith and practice,” ete., way,—intemperance, indifference, idle hab-'
But we can not have éverything to please
alk
0’er
the
records
of thy will,
as on pages 9, 12, and that we believe that its, insubordination, filthiness, moral and us. Beautiful as the theoryis of ploddin,
And search the Oracles Divine,
;
Till every heart-felt word is mine.”
our Articles of Faith are drawn from and physical, &e., while our laboring force through wind, snow, rain, sleet, ice un

or less under the influ- mud, there area great many people who,

built upon the Scriptures, and then say that,

is itself more

—*Every church is of course at liberty to
adopt the whole, or such’ parts of it as they
think best; "=I cannot understand. ~
To be sure I do not mean that we would
wish 0 bind any-man’s-conscience, Butif
a person does not believe that the Articles of
Faith of the F. Baptists are in accord-

ence of superstition, witchcraft,

ance with Scripture, then he is notof one

&ec.

Still,

I am thankful to be able to report progress.
Our young men are becoming better acquainted with and snore efficient in their

work.

The examination
-of the two past

days has developed real work. Several of
the pupils have done well. This short visit
to the Santals again at the close of the itin-

erating season and the sight of our former
pupils,
each” now attended by his little
better situated with those with whom he is

mind with the{denomination; and would be

Mada followsd with the story of bis x.

A discourse

energies

like to see this subject discussed in the Star ‘which envelop its inhabitants. In our late
court.. Plutarch affirms that “before the by those who [eel an interest in the strength excursion we attended 15 different marI kets_(three of which were visited a second
time of Prammetishus, who lived 600 years and prosperity of our denomination.
before * Christ, the Egyptians neither drank would wish that- there were no shade of an time) besides a good number of villages,
fermented . wine ‘nor offered it in sacrifice.” opportunity for it to be said of us as a de- and one large Jattri, preached to the peoDr. Nott says, “In remote antiquity, grapes | fromination, that we would court members ple the Word of life, distributed a large

So Istay in camp and keep quiet.
of one mind jor, if a church differ. from
8. Moved owr camp to Lalb-Gad this these articles, ‘there "must be, among so
youth, not yet satisfied, asked, * How can
“itbe known whether I am cleansed op not ?” morning. I felt the heat very much before ‘many beliefs, some from which. it does not.
~.Simegn replied, ‘I “asked a tree, * What | reaching my destination, and on arriving differ ; or, at all events, it might find a place
kind
of a tree are you ? and the only an felt myself so much worse that I deemed it in one of those denominations, which were
swer I received was, ‘ My fruit will declare prudentto push with all possible. speed for established with the avowed purpose of takhat.’
So as long as your words and home. Reached Bhimpore ‘en route for ing
in those of. different views, and thereby
boii
‘are .evil, you are not cleansed.” Midnapore in the evening, ~~
doing away with sectarianism.
9. Traveled
all night,—after 12 midnight,
1 love the Free Baptist denomination,
‘Then followed a stirring appeal to our
—and
reached
home this morning, Found and I can not bearto think
yarers, urging them to seek salvation from
‘hearers,
that it should be
all well, for which I trust I feel thankful. numbered with such, or with those who
sin alone through
s
I find- home much more comfortable
than | ' would dare deny any of God's truth. “We
camp for » person in impaired health
\petience. He commencedby
areto believe .all [Scripture. See Rev. 22:
saying, ** If
pars
LE]
18, 19; and, Math 5: 19. This Treatise isa
ra

alc fro the Judge's court as a

‘

that zeal which is ‘‘ according
edge ” dictates that one’s

Ifit is

And this

that we determined to preach both morning

This field is very inviting, |and * the re-

our

expifesses the common usage in the king's

and some of his statements were most dis.| tion) - and khahmatz, whatever had undertressing to the mind of the Christian.
SapBATH, 5.
Divided ‘our force this gone fermentation, or been subjectto the
action of seor.”
Prof. Stuart says, “The
morning, and by this means were able to
Hebrew word khahmatz means
Anything
visit and preach in six ivillages.
- In the
fermented.” - Rabbi Isaacs, of
New York,
afternoon two others were visited; in all,
the most eminent Jewish scholar of this
eight for the day. Nothing of any special
country, says that fermented liquors are
interest in the discussions to-day; for the
positively forbidden in any sacrifices. “I
most part the people listened attentively,and
will not henceforth drink of this fruit of the
manifested no disposition to dispute. It is vine, until that day when I drink it with
usual for us to enjoy the rest of the Sabbath you in my Father's kingdom.” The Saviour
in tent, atleast until ‘evening, having the does not use 0inos, the usual word for wine,
usual religious services of the: sanctuary in but ‘‘gennemalas tes ampelou,” *‘this fruit of
camp; but our stay here is necessarily so the vine,” Fermented wine is no more the
short, and there is so very much to be done
“fruit of the vine” than whiskey is of bar, ey ;

giops beyond ” are so extensive that I can’
not but regret my lack of time to éxplore
further. The season is now so far spent
that I begin already to feel the heat, and

thé 1st, 8d, 13th or 15th ar-

church, and we should have no right to say The broad open prairie -country, we have
WINES OF EGYPT,
i!
Ad passed through, studded with populous vilGen, 40:11. “I took the grapes and press- that it was not of us.
God's promises are yea and amen; so are lages, abounding in large weekly markets,
ed them into Pharaoh's cup, and I gave the
would isself be a grand object to contemcup into Pharaohs hand.” * Let us remem: his commands and precepts.

its whole nature has been changedfrom a
and evening in the surrounding villages,
hearings we have had on this tour was en- having but one short service at about mid- “wholesome drink to a deadly poison, by fermentation, putrefaction. And in his “‘Fajoyed in angther part of this immense vil- day.
x
ther’s
kingdom” he was going to drink it
lage. It was very pleasing to notice with |
FEB. 6. Broke camp and removed to again; is there anything in that “kingdom”
what ease our brother Simeon carried his
Went to like intoxicating wine? So that all the ar‘ «congregation with him step by step; lead- Manjoodia early this morning.
‘ing them from one admission or confession the village nearest camp in the afternoon, guments go to show that the unfermented
to another until he had them completely The place seemed almost deserted, a few juice of the grape was the wine usedat the
-:shut in, without a single loop-hole by which women and children and five or six men ‘communion instituted by Christ.
;
A.D.
ithey could effect an escape; and they how only being visible. We commenced to talk
impressively the gbspel was. presentedas with the few, and in a very short time had
a large crowd about us. The best among
their o nly hope!
:
That Note.
them were below the average in ability to
One very feeble effort was made by a
discuss religious subjects, and some of their
~ youth, to extricate himself and fellow-hearHaving never said anything concerning
statements were exceedingly silly. Broth«ers by presenting the water of the holy er Simeon seemed to lose all patience with this matter heretofore, I trust the readers of
[3
Ganges as all-effectual for the removal of sin. them, and beganto upbraid them for their thé Star will bear with my eriticism: I am
The préacher instantly paused and asked folly. This, however,-did ‘not answer, for prompted to speak of it mow, because,
the question, *
Nas any person among you “both preacher and hearers began to wax " think there must be many others likesmind-=
ever bathed in the Ganges?”
The youth. warm. He was relieved by another speak- ed with myself. I
pference to the
himself replied, ‘“ Yes; I have.” ¢ Then,” er, to whom the assembly listened with note at the bottom of the 41st. page of the
said the preacher, “ are you cleansed from marked attention and apparent interest for: Treatise of the F. Baptist Faith.
:
sin, has your sin left you ?” The youth re- over an hour. -Quite a number of tracts
‘Ihave been a member ofthe F. Bap- plied, “If you take an elephant down to were sold.
tist church over twelve years,
and have al
{
:
SEY

In the afternoon

24, 1871.

ticle, and still call itself a Freewill Baptist’ choice ; but what are we among so many?

They were told that it were broughf\to
the table, and the juice
they were not pundits,

knowledge of Hinduism and its shasters as was quite evident
~ to be able to meet the Hindu disputant on. for a pundit usually had the good sense to
his own ground and with his own weapons. hear first, then refléct, and. lastly to speak,
Yes, and at times it may be advisable for us if he had anything to say; but they seemed

-

STAR, MAY

Bible Wines.—No.

them the facts recorded in a former part of
this journal respecting his own 'conver-

ations.
BY

MORNING

w.

—8. 8. T¥mes.

much as they desire it, can not accomplish
all they. wonld. Some of them have really
wearied
themselves in the work of the week,
and to such an extent that they must rest on

A BursteD Scmoov. Rev. T. De Witt

Talmage said on a recent Sabbath :
:
I do not know what we will do with our
for

the Lord's day. It is com
ively
easy
city Folks to Salk-0y char aa wile enn- Sabbathr-—sohool: “6 Hms bursted the bounds
ed J cents, or ride thither in street cars, originally appointed for it in the basement,
and on the way legislate concerning count;
and we have
planted it in the majn andienceSunday schools,and declare that the should room of our pld church. . It bids fairto soon
be kept open all winter. Some of the self- burst those -bounds, and we shall have to
same people consider themselves guilty of bring it into this tabernacle. In the tramp
no” inconsistency when in summer—when of those little feet I hear the marchof the

there is neither snow nor mud, and all the
squad of tawny disciples, aspiring to know | ice they see
is in the form of icescream ;
something their fathers never knew,numbers when
there is no biting
blast nor
Iting
of whom evince talent and enterprise proin- storm nor slippery walk, nor any
obstacle

coming
of to-

lujah of heaven. That child has covered
up in the ashes of its body a park of immor-

eater ‘than hot - sunshine—they * declare
hemselves
our enthusiasm for a life-long service to school till theunable to continue their Sunday
middle of September. /
plant the gospel banner in the midstof this
If this matter were thoroughly investigatneedy and despised people, to spend and be ed,
there would be startli ng lr
:
spent for their salvation, But what is to be disclosing the fact that there are a
great
ising scholarship, serve to rouse anew

tality that will blaze on with untold splendor ‘long after the sun has diedof old age,

all

done, when forces so nearly equal draw in many schools which have been closed during winter which mi ht as well have been
opposite directions? The Oriyas have our. kept
epen. We would also find that in a
first hope, They are far more numerous at great many city schools
there were both
present, very uccessible; both male and fe- ‘childrén and teachers who did not
go to
male; their language, more familiar and at Newport, - Saratoga, the White Mountains,

generations, In the children'ssong
4 I hear a new pecan for the halle-

and all the countless worlds that glitter to-

night shall have been swept off by the Al-

mighty's breath as the small dust of the
threshing-floor. God save the children!
ol —

:

Noisy SUPERINTENDENTS.
intendents

ing.

Some super-

make too much noise in govern-

We heard

one,

a short

time since,

a out with a’stentorian voice, disturbing the entire schdol, causing every child and .
to rusticate, and for every teacher for the moment to be disor-

or elsewhere
command, is more copious and better culti- Niagara
whom the schools might Qe safely kept open | derly:
Phillips is not, acequainted

“James;

I will

not

have

such be-

teacher td many. The young convert studies

vated. - Mrs.

itto see if this is the denomination where he
shall find a congenial Home, and I hold that
no man or assemblage of men has any right

with the Santal, but is at home with the
We pity a frost-bitten Sunday school, He was at least four yards from the boy; .
Oriya, and hence ablg to labor wherever it Just_as_ we pity a man who has the rhetima- | nd we noticed, with regret, one attentive.
prevails, It is to us both,.cause for devout tistn. It would be .better if he were free class of girls so disturbed by the unneces- ,
i
giatjtude and praise, that, at ‘our stage of from it. But he has it, or rather it has him, sary {ntefpuption that interest was not re-

to teach that, any portion of divine truth

may be adopted.
cast aside at pleasure.
". According to'thgt note, a church might

ioe
in th

are able t6 mo¥e about the eountry
saddle, roads or no roads, and devote
:

Sl

ho!

4

t

all summer,

:

roy

=

.

i.

v

havior

in the

school;
be -quiet

directly.”

and let him make the n¥ost ofit:- A man |. stored ‘without considerable . difficulty. A
with’ no rheumatism can do a great many superintendent acting thus unwisely de
things that a rheumatic man can not.
A stroys his influence, —Davis..
0

‘
w

—

et
Fi

THE MORNING
teem

to the world now, they area singularly help:

less class. The wealthy knaves pet and su
sidize them ; the feeblest little huckster that
measures out tape hy the yard feels himself
qualified to. disregard their opinion on all
matters not appertaining to doctrinal theology. So that, no matter how often a minister is brought in contact with a man whose

GERMAN,

= -

|

with comfort,

For earthly needs,

He comes at God’s command.
His look doth peace, and favor,
And gentle kindness show ;
0 follow thdu that ttigel

!

Fre leads thee always truly

As an offset to the theory of ministerial
service suggested by The Nation, we pre-

Through every earthly grief,
‘With joyful hope foretelling

| sent this view of pastofal work that is de-

A time of blest relief.
For art thou quite despairing—
His courage conquers still ;
. He helps thy cross to carry

- manded;

‘

serve pondering:

He turns to tender sadness
The soul’s most bitter pain,
And dips in still su
on
Returning

oud :

tL rev

Thy every wound

will

- done for Christ by
greater than

heal,

predecessor.

He chides not at thy weeping,
‘When He chek

it I

Nor does He blame thy 16
t hushes it to

A

n, while

n
silence,
Tro

sw

peace,

-

storms are raging,

cetly smiling y i

hood with tract distribution ; his Dorcas and
female Glottiing Societies for poor women ;
his School of
Industry for the training of

neglected girls; his Sunday-school Society,
with its four hundred and seventeen teach| ers; his open-air meetings and lodging-

house prayer-meetings, conducted by laymen ; his popular works; lectures and musical entertainments for the working classes;
Men's Christian Association—
| his Youn

~~ Pulpit Qualifications.

through allof which it is calculated that

——

ud

There is not a little self-confident

advice

alldressed to the clergy nowa-days, respecting the nature and proper discharge of their
The New York

Nafion

takes

up

the theme, and speaks with its usual assurance.

It has always something to say, and

it says it vigorously, even when the’ statements are doubtful] and the rhetoric more
taking than fair. - We believe it fails to do
justice to the pulpit in its estimate, and that
it sets up a very different standard from that
of Paul. Butit may be of service to listen.

to its criticisms.

‘It says:

Consider what are the trials, temptations,
difficulties, of a broker or lawyer or merchant or railroad man or banker or com-

mission merchant, in our day.

He preaches through the or-

stitution Society, visiting all the neighbor-

The restingx
So walks He close beside thee,

|

Newman Hall is’ tenfold

that wroughtby his eloquent

ganization that he has developed
and inspires and administers; through his Benevolent Society, relieving the sick
po r at
their ‘dwellings, , and reaching ig t hundred cases yearly ; through his Christian In-

A

Points upward for reply.

b. ¥

Their name

is legion; to understand them and

weigh

them, one would need not only to have considerable knowledge of human nature, but

a wide practical acquaintance with the political economy and customs of many trades

and manufactures and of the money market,

and a fair acquaintance with the practice of
the courts and with legal history
and legal
principles.
To advise a man of his duty in
the matter of ‘the government, ed
manners and dress of his children,”

on,
one

would have to keep one's self not only perfectly familiar with-all that is
going on-in’
the educational world, but with
the. tenden-

cies in society and business which help to

make or mar a young man’s career; and te
prevent one’s opinions on all these subject,
even supposing the sphere of one's personal
observation to be never so large, and one’s
S¥Deticnce of life neverso great, being crude
and narrow and incomplete, one would have

to keepup a fair acquaintance with a wide
and growing body of literature of various
nations. Even if a minister had all this and
more, he would, as a.teacher of morals.in
our day, labor under cons{derable disadvan» tage as long as he had not’ himself had a varied and long"
experience of life and its
trials.
Therg
is a wisdom which rarel
comes but with
years, and often comes wit

not less than two. hundred thousand are
annually brought under the influence of
Christianity, Now, it is true that this is
an eminent instance of the power of the
minister as organizer and administrator.
But conceive once what the influence of
Newman Hall .would be if his strength
were solely or mainly in the pulpit. Shear
away from him the organizing, administering work which. has made Surrey Chap¢l such a camp of Christian forces; and.|
then, by the contrast, learn what might be

op

mgr

Aisappointment,

But last, I do say

this,

the action de-

i

that

those

men

lowering

Removes ‘forever all desire for TobaccoIn any

darkness,

form; re-

stores sufferers from its injurious effects to robust health.

No vice

in social life, no

clared that profane swearing
tian vice! ,

lay

at its roots,—the life itself,—the oneness
th God and his will, upon which the contimance of our conscious being follows of
a necessity, and without which, if the latter

was a Christ

an utter evil.

deer

“Sir, you are a Christian, I believe?”

““What do you mean, sir?

world curses,is one of the chief
possible to human endeavor.

enlightened

ing

your
such

of the spirit of truth, and ‘work-

intellect with
even our Lord
memory of the
on the shore of

| the Galilean lake, where he as a child had

mislist

[am sure I

don’t understand you, sir. Will you explain?”
:
:
‘Oh, yes, I will explain with pleasure.
You have entertained this company for an
hour ‘with an essay on the evils of the
Christian religion. You have proved clearly that profanity and Christianity are inseparable. The practice of swearing
proves,
you say,the presence of Christian influence.

spent his years of divine carelessness in his

father’s house,

would,

at the words

Macdonald.

The

:

Last Enemy Conquered.

wickedness,

of the best men in this house

to-night,

this

whole audience would shriek out with hor-

:

ror.
Sins against God and man; sins
against Sabbaths and sacraments; sins
against body and soul; sins against light
and knowledge ; sins ageing Sinai and Calvary; sins against
the judgment; sins
against the throne of God ard the mansions
0 Eglry. I blow the trumpet to-night, and
cal
up all the sins of your past life.
I
waive them

here from

da

ast.

I stamp
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. The other evening, in our prayer-meeting, Aunt Jane rose to tell her experience.’ |
It was, manifestly, an honest-experience.
No one in the church would ever question
Aunt Jane's honesty, and yet every one was
astonished at Aunt Jane's experience. She
confessed to pride—she, whom we had always regarded as the humblest of the humble. She told us of the trials which her
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other

fiddlers play.

-

DOVER, N.H.

A NEW

of fid-

Quevedo says that the punishment

dlers in hell will be to stand by while

of out | _

Lord, my Father's house, convey to Peter
or James or John more truth concerning
the many mansions than a revelation to
their intellect, had it been possible, as clear
ag the Apocalypse itself is obscure.s-George

R.6.8.
ages,
diseases
Write

all
jon.

of the assertion: “He is altogether lovely.”

with his experience and affections, was

a far safer gui
than his
the best schooling which
could have given it. The
poorest home of a fisherman

:

victories ! D

people will always be

t mass of

- The

:

:

the

TC A
by logic tham by sympathy,
ope, fear, expectation.
is as his Father's house, He says there are
many mansions there, He attemptsin no | The beautiful flower says, Christ is love;
way to explain, Man's own imagination, and all these join in testifying to the truth

BIg

“Me? Me, sir! Oh, no. I beg
pardon.
Iammnot. Indeed, I am no
thing, I thank you.”
“You surprise me. I must have
understood your remarks. And yet I
ened very attentively.”

To earn the blessings of those whom

| When he speaks of the world beyond, it

the heathen.” They only learn- to swear
after the missionaries
have taught them
how. But in Christiar countries everybody
swears. So the more Christianity there is.
the more J ecple swear,” Thus wickedly
The yo
reacher at length quietly addressed one of the men, when the following
dialogue ensued:

succeed.

according to wisdom, in order to

were possible,it wouldbe for human beings

swearing is done among

they talked.

-

Of these,

cfime inthe calender of the-courts, could
be named which ghey did not charge upon
the Christian religion. One of them deHe said: “No

©

very conspicuous,
Their ‘foul words

AGENTS WANTED.

without. which

WOES.

though
in ‘truth it.
th th
- |. To measure the world's moral {advance, VINEGAR how madein 10 hours, without drugs.
Hie Withare onethe Pres
ent, i.as the leafiis
and theongblossom
life. take one of the best tests; the treatment of
. Particulars 10 cts. F. SAGE, Cromwell, Conn,
Even in Argument with the Sadducees he enemies,
were an annoyance to many, and they talk- supports
his side upon words accepted Wf
parental love looks out habitually upon
AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
ed wery
loud. None seemed anxious. to them and upon the nature of God, but says theIf *“good
or, the Biblical
ap
t of Man’s Creation.
places” in life, it takes the commake their acquaintance,
de
tested
by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti,
nothing of the question from a human point plexion of the more earthly and the sensuule
y Joseph P. THOMPSON,
b. D., LLD,
These two men sat down in the center of of regard.
He seems always to have taken ous,
a
:
,One vol., 12mo. Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
the cabin, and relatéd slanderous stories to it for granted, ever turning the minds of bis
post,
on
receipt
of
Brie
by
Love is not wisdom; but love must act
ridicule Christians, and make a mock of scholars toward that which
LR. BURLIN GAME,
was deeper and

two profane men were
who despised geligion.

ought to be'a preacher.”

-

TOBACCO ANTIDO
Ay.
THE , GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY,

IDDER'S TONIC P

them up from beneath—gather them into
companies of hundreds; into regiments of children caused her—and we, all the while,
thoudands ; into battalions of ten thousands. had been wishing our children were like
We have a host vaster than that of Xerxes. Aunt Jane's. She spoke of her temper—
Let the largest of the hundred sins be captain meekest of women—and of the petty trials,
over the company. Letthe largest of the the wear and tear of her every-day life. .
thousand iniquities be colonel over the regi- The confingof her Lord, in‘the clouds of
ment. Let the swarthiest transgression of heaven, . was to her far less & burden and
was it’ not”# triuifiph and a
i) life-time be general over all the host. a grief—nay!
ogether let them wheel, and march, and joy P—than these petty worries of the home;
sis, the topography of the Holy Land, these.oaths, alone with God, I will give you | fire. How the couriers dash up and down ly routine of care.
How much we learned from Aunt Jane's
great batteries of woe
astern manners, moral and mental philoso- $10 to-morrow.” The man, laughing, said, the line ! - How the
First, thatour cares were just
phy as mnghi by one school, and homiletics ; < Plldo it. It will be an easy way of earnin
belch forth the sulphurous smoke of hell, | experience.
and boom with the cannonading of eternal like those of her whom we esteem so far
and heis
then sent out into the world to ten dollars.” The evening passed—11 o’cloc
help men to wrestle successfully
with the came, when most people had retired for the destruction ! The host of thy sins,innumer-- above us. That was—strangely enough,
yet naturally enough —a consoling
moral difficulties of a commercial
society of night. The swearer went toward the grave- able, marching on to capture thy soul. One and
Adl was still—the white man against a million armed iniquities. thought. Misery loves company, especialextraordinary complexity and considerable yard at nridnight.
corruption, which is fast losing hold of its marble monuments could be seen by the Who can go forth and meet them ? We RA if it'be the company of God’s elect. Again
old faith and uncertain of or unconcerned light of the stars—the man’s courage all must fall back and fall down. Are there that there was help for all cases in the inIn all the round of dwelling spirit of Christ, ‘and the hope of
by a new one. No wonder his preaching | Jet him—* Alone with God* alarmed him. no allies to help?
consists largely of * general speculation, He trembled, and asked, ‘ Shall I ask God to Gods universe, is there no one to take dur bis coming and glory.—Ezaminer & Chronticle.
:
{
poetic discursiveness, ingenious
discussions, send my soul $o hell? I dare not, I will not.” part?
Arise,ye seas and whelm the'host ! Strike,
and vague sentimentalism.” What else can He hastened home and prayed for Bot.
have ye lightnings, and consume the foe !
“i
it, in the Jarge majority of cases, consist of ?
Said the. swearer in the car, ‘ I'd you
The Calm Depths.
|
But the wave strikes the beach, and falls
Why, it is almost in the power of any law- done it.” “ Nay,” said the minister, *
Rl
yer ia his congregation to persuade him would not. Don’t you know that swearing back, crying :**No helpinme [" The light- |
Shallow
waters
are easily muddled. After
you
Would
ning sheathes itselfin the black scabbard of
. that a proper re 1
for the independence of men are generally cowardly?
the midnight cloud, and says: “No help in a night of storm, the waters of the bay
the bar and the due admiration of justice re- trust a man’s word who was always cursin
quires that a counselor should
onally God, or the man who fears-and loves him?" me!" But yonder I see a white horse in along the beach, stirred by the winds, are
ely admitted the truth of hot haste coming this way!
Make room foul and black with the mire and dirt.
help his client to commit a bur,
if he Both men
things, and then apologizing, said, “I for tho courier. He swings his sword.. But look beyond, out into the deep water—
asks
him,
because
nobody
can'tellf
till
the
these
case is carried into court and the jpdge has did not know I was swedring.” *‘ But God Good news! Good news!. The Captain of how blue and clear it is! The white caps
the
ruled on it, whether it is really a { burglary | did-“he heard. May you repent and seek Salyation comes to. the rescue. Fall back on the surface show the violence of
gp uot or for a railroad
my sing ! Fall” back=ty sorrows! Allies wind, but the water is 400 deep for the
t to per his mercy!”
suade him that laying tricks with the stock
One of them said: “I ran away from of light and love, to arms ! to arms The gtorms that sweep its surface to stir up the
at the bottogh.®
= * =
wii
of his own ro
is-a pious and laudable op- home from my father and mother, whe liv- host of our sins scatter in defeat, and our earth
i
ght
experience. A shallow
ent aboard a delivered soul shouts: “Victory through
eration, whi
ers of corporations oc+ ‘ed at Bangor, in Maine, and
SEpeHence is
epsily disturbed ; the merest
: Sasionally have to resort te,to save the es- ship—there Ilearned all kinds of wicked- our Lord Jesus Christ."—The Methodist.
trifles’ beclond/and, darken the soul whose
“Yes |
tates of the widows and orphans invested in ness.”
‘Did your mother pray?”
&
>
piety is supepfficial; while the most furious
it; or for a politician to satisfy him that, indeed! my father and mother both belongstorms of
fail to darken or perturb the
when he receivesa large bribe for putting ed to a Methodist church, and if ever there |
Beyond
the
Grave.
“
soul which
attained a deep experience
through a land-grant or subsidy operation was a good woman, my mother was one.”
S—
E—
- which he really believes to be a go d thing, “ Why not go home to your
of the things of God. The agitation may
parents?”
he is only doing his solemn duty to his “My father's dead. He died while I was . No poet of high rank as far as I know, produce a sparkle on the surface, but in the
disbelieved
in the future. He might calm dopihs of such a, spirit reigns eternal
“ common country.”
;
in the army.” Here tears started to the ever
We venture to assert that there are not poor fellow’s eyes. ‘‘ Go home to your poor fear that there was none; but that very tranquillity, the peace of God that passeth
The greatest poet of the pres- all understanding
.— Selected.
ten ministers in the country whog are able old mother, and make her heart ippy be- fear is faith.
or, . That it is
-to collar a kngyvish lawyer or operator im fore she dies.” “I'm too -wicked—I can’t ent day believes, with
., their Songregations, and drive him into a’ go home.” ** The blood of Christ cleanseth not. proyen to the intellect I heartily admit.But, if it were true, it were such as the
"corner, a d put him to-shame ; or to meet a us from al sin—seek mercy in Christ. ”
Varieties.
‘skulking, lazy, and tonguey trades-unionist
Both men seemed deeply interestetl in intellect could not grasp, for the under- %
J
——
vd
on the hy question, ‘and show him that, this conversation. The
ster urged them standing must he the offspring of the life,—
man has eloquence and persuayoung
a
If
in
itself
essential.
How
should
the
intel. 80 far from hel ing his ¢lass by making the to repent of their sin, and
pray for mercy-—
him say, ‘‘He
shirking of work the great object of the la- ur,
them to read the New Testament, leot understand its own origin and. nature? sive power, those around
for
borer's_ambitio n,-heis ruining it-body and and every time they felt like Swearing io Itis tog poor to grasp this question;
soul. - No ‘man can, in short, be a successful pray for mercy. On leaving the cars both continuity of existence depends on the |: God's wisdom is displayed in the_rights of
_tnoralist in our day who is not a good deal of men _.shook hands very
cordially with the nature of existence, not upon external marriage. These are three fold—First, au+ & jurist; and of an economist, and of a busi- minister, who wished t
If, after death, we B8hould be thority ; secondly, protection ; thirdly, happiGod's blessing, relations.
ness man and scientific man; and what is and again entreated them to repent of their conscious that we yet live, we shall even ness.
- done to give ministers even an inkling of gins and believe in Jesus.
°
:
then, I think, be no more able to prove
Christ, in his day, found that many of the
Jurisprudence or
political economy -or
The Bible says: ‘“ Cast thy bread upon a further continuance @f life than we can publicans and harlots were more deserving
finance or natural science? We may say, al- the waters, and thou shalt find it after man
now prove our present being. It may of heaven than the priests and law-givers,
most nothing. "Canon Kingsley, in an ad- days.” Precious ‘promise! Who can tell. be easier to believe, ~—that will “be all. and it may be so to-day.
ya
dress to the clergy in England, the other’ whether these mensmay not repent, and be But we constantly act upon: grounds which
“Bear
ye
one
another's
burdens
and forday, called loudly for an infusionof nat- found at last, among the blood-washed in the we can not prove; and if we éan not. feel
ural science into clerical education, to enable kingdom .of
glory ? ‘The gospel is the go sure of life beyond the grave as of ¢om- bear one another in love.” . Keep these two
the. pulpit fo hold its own ; but natural sci- power of God unto salvation to every one mon, every-day. things, at least. the want bears in the household, and the family, in-

ence is not enough.

DR. 8. W. SWAINE'S

Jesus, in His death, appears loveliest of

all.. ‘On one side a thief; on the other side
a thief; below, a howling mob; alfove, the

Dense as the gloom is, Which hangs over
the mouth of the sepulcher, it is the spot,
SPENCERLAN
above all othéds, where the gospel, if it enters, shines and triumphs.. In’ the busy
dI inferred, by the same logic, that pro- sphere of life and health it encounters an
ciency in’ profanity was an exhibition of active antagonist; the world confronts it,— Manufactured by the Original Inventor
Christian character. Now, sir, I say it aims to obscure its glories—to deny its
of Steel Pens.
These pens are of SUPERIOR ENGLISH MANUFACrefer to the company claims—to drown “its voice—to dispute its:
thé efficiency in his sphere, and according without flattery, and I
and combine ELASTICITY of ACTION with
TURE,
to his opportunities and capacities, of the for an indorsment of” my opinion, that yous progress—to driveyjt from the ground it oc- SMOOTHNESS of POINT, and are a nearer approximaQUILL than anything
minister ‘who now is putting the best of his have done more swearing on this boat fer cupies. But'from the mouth of the grave tion to the real SWAN
er
ENS
two days past -than-all of us put-together;- the world retires. It srinks fromthe con- | oT I
strength and hope. into his pulpit work. —
»
»
Bo
*
*
LJ]
except your friend. I therefore assumed test there; it leaves a clear and open space | A SAMPLE CARD, containing all the
Clearly, I think the business of preach- that you were the most Christian man “in in' which the gospel can assert its claims, 14 numbers, artistically arranged and securely ining in a settled church, and for a man of the crowd! If I have mistaken the tacts, and unveil its glories, without opposition closed, sent by mailon receipt off36 CENTS.
ordinary power, is not chief, but subord- the fault is in your logic!”
or fear. There the infidel and
the worldAddress
:
>
~ “Do—you—mean
to, say—swearing is ling look anxiously around; but the world
inate.
If, as pastors, we ‘can find some& CO.
WILDE
A.
W.
;
thing for &very man to do, can mark out wrong 7”
has left them helpless, and fled. There the
Stationers,
and
s
Bookseller
,
“The
wrong
of
swearing
is
not
under
Publishers
each one's place, and rouse an individual.
Christian looks around, and lo! the angel
No.1 Cornhill, Boston. Mass.
consideration. But the truth of your argu- of mercy is standing close by his side.
interest in specific Christian work, we shall
e
4618
have no trouble in finding interested hear- ment is. And what say you? Was your gospel kindlés a torch which not only irraers, . But simply to.
from ‘Sunday argument true? Then you are a Christian. diates the valley of the shadow of death,
to Sunday to a people as one lectures to If you are not a Christian, then your state- but throws a radiance into the world beyond,
a lyceum, with no other immediate object- ments were false.” "~
and reveals it peopled with the sainted
“Well, swearingis a mean practice any- spirits of those who have died in Jesus.
ive point than to say something fresh and
how,
and
I
beg
your
pardon
for
the
ofStarving, is of all work the most depressIt descerids with us into the low chamber
AND HOW THEY WERE MADE.
.
ing.
Itis no wonder that the modern min- ense.”
of the grave,—bids us to look on its silent OR, THE STRUGGLES: AND TRIUMPHS OF OUR
Then stammering some incoherent words, inmates, and to look on them with the perister is eyer seeking some new place.
By J. D. MCCABE, Jr. The
SELF-MADE MEN.
, instructive and universally sought-atter
There is nothing in the way of means that he and his fellow withdrew from the cabin, suasion that they only sleep. It assures us most
for years. Sells fast and easily, and deissued
can freshien the "pulpit like bringing it into followed by:the undisguised merriment of that death, like sleep, is not the destruction book
nts are clearing from $80 to
livers splendidly.
v
direct contact’ withthe co-operative work the company.
of the living principle, but only a tempg- $200 per month, in spite of hard times. Send for cirAfter that there was no more profanity rary change in the mode of its operation ; cular, &c., and notice extra terms.
of the pews. The organizing, administraGEO. MACLEAN, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
tive preacher will never be dull to his co- por ribaldry heard on the boat. A mofe )that,like sleep, it is a state of rest, discharg- 6mll
laborers; and his work with
them, and quiet Fog of gentlemen was not to be foun
ing us from all the concerns of the world;
e noisy fellows of the two days pre- | that, like sleep, it principally affects the First Letter Foundry in New England.
through them, will most rapidly increase than
vious.
}
the number of those who, from an interest
body, the activity of the soul being meanCOMMENCED IN 1817.
And thus was illustrated a very curious time continued,and erbaps greatly increasin the work of Christ, will find an interest
text in the Bible, which some of my little ed; and, most of all, that, like sleep, it will
in the word of Christ.
a
nephews and nieces may have seen. It is not be
perpetual, but only endure for a
this: ‘‘Answer a fool according to his fol- night.
It tells us that a day will dawn on
Why Don’t You Pray ?
ly, lest he be wise in his own condeit.”
the world when Jesus, assuming an aspect
ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITS
me
wr
bi
TEAL
ee——
v
of infinite benignity will say, In effect, of
As a minister was traveling in the cars,
all his sleeping saints Ys he said of Lazarus:
The Great Victory.
“I. go to awake them out of sleep.”—Dr.
in one of the Northern States, about nine in
OW
And its large varieties of
the evening, two very rough looking men
Harris.
came into the car, and were swearing
at a
If I could marshal before you all the sins

he thought, ‘‘ How can I stop their swearHe
the best equipped philosopher or student or ing, without making them angry?”
observer will, after all, to a great body of fifted up a silent prayer to God, saying,
t
persons perplexed by life’s problems, be but “Lord help me!” Instantly the thou
came, ** Ask them to pray.! Aftera volley
an indifferent adviser.
{
But it would be difficult to imagine poorer of oaths, in which both the men joined, the
preparation for such a fieldkof duty as is here minister turned his head tdward them and
traced out, than is afforded by most of our said, * Why don't you pray?” They looktheological seminaries. The course of edu- ed amazed. He again repeated the words,
.
cation in most of them is still that. which “Why don’t you P= Pr
would fit a man to deal out dogmatic theolOne of the men laughed, and said, ¢ That
ogy to a simple agricultural community wouldn't suit.” ¢ 0, yes, it would; we all
saiously accupied about doctrines, and sin- would rather hear praying than swearing.”
cerely
believing in them, ‘and deeply re- At this several passengers gathered around
specting the minister and his office, and to hear what was going on. The minister
rarely brought face to face with problems of then related to these men the incident of d
moralsof which the Ten Commandments very profane swearer who had uttered the
did not afford an easy solution. The stu- most horrid oaths in presence of others,
dent is, perhaps, well grounded in ecclesias- when a gentleman said: ‘* If you will go inveyard, at midnight, and utter all
tical history and literature, in Biblical exe- to the
sorrow and

prevent

who, disbelieving in a future state, do yet

Erie Canai In the packet boats, which were
drawn by horses’ with Jong ropes, The
boats moved very smoothly over the water.
The passengers in the narrow cabin were
as near each other asin a crowded room.

sacred things.

Newman Hall JECaches in Surrey Chapel,
where Rowland
Hill, a man of ten times his
pulpit power, once
preached; but the work

The heart that strives in vain.

And surely, if not quickly,

taken froma very thoughtful ar-

ticle contributed to one of our: Quarterly
Reviews. Certainly these suggestions de-

brings good out of il.

makes the Liiini

il, nor

manded by its bare possibility.

people traveled on the

of other passengers were present,

Of patience here below!

And

. Years ago many

- | concerning

r)

THE

There goes a quiet angel
About this earthly, land;

The Scoffer Rebuked.

168

SN

to consumptives, Price 60:
live up to the conscience within them, how~ |“ Binging isnot a noise that we make for in afew nye ina
ever much lower the requirements of that the purpose of covering up other sounds
DR. MH. C. MENRY, Jirsey City, N. J,
General Agout for the United States and Canada,
‘conscience may be than those ofa cor- that might be disagreeable to our ears.
science - which ~ believes itself enlightened
’
"
Christianity does not undertake to Jeb.
from ‘“the- Lord, who is that spirit,” shall
domes seem to him suspicious, he is fain to
not | ,
All conversation, even in low tones, was enter the other lifein an immeasurably: fork people into heaven, and it wou
A sure relief for DYSPEPSIA
follow Dogberry’s advice to the constable
of the digeseabes arising from derangeme
+
more enviable relation thereto than who say succeed if it did.
‘to take no note of him, but let him go, heard very distinctly.
tive organs. Conaing ih e¢ best TONICS und
Among the quiét people in one-of these cab- Lord, Lord, and do not the things he gays
and thank God he is rid of a knave,”
78m a old form, itis
AROMATIC STIMU
Even nature, in her every phase, of granins in 1844 were Friends coming from Yearly to them,
the most ecenomical article in use. It displod
"deur and loveliness, is whispering the name '
)
3
solves inssantly in water. STOWELL & CO .
‘t Meeting, and a young Methodist preacher
It may seem’ strange that our Lord says. of Jesus.
Ee
Charlestown. Mass. Send for circular.
Sofie
and his wife. - Besides these a large number 80, little about the life to come, as'we call it;
The Pastor of the Future.
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Bristol Shuttle Sewing Machine. $25.00,

ANTED—AGENTS, ($20per day) to sellthe celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING

Is a first class machine, has the under feed, and all
MACHINE. Has the under-feed, makes the the latest improvements. Warranted equal to any
1-$60machine. -Agents-wanted. Address,
4)
“Jock stitch” (alike on both sides, )and is fully
J. W. BRISTOL, 131 Pearl St., Boston.
licensed. The best and cheapest family Sew6wl7
ing machine in the market.
Address JOHN8
CLAR
0., doston,
Mass., Pittsburgh, Pa., Chicago, Ill, or St. Louis, Mo.
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a COUNTERFEIT
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OINTMENT

for the cure of all Skin Diseases. The Genuine will
cure every
case of Skin disease, or the money returned. It has the signature of the Proprietors on
the wrapper of each box.

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN, :
No. 612 Arch St, Philadelphia,
and is sold for 50 tents per box. All others are base
imitations.
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IND IMPROVED{
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
This machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord
blu head and embroider in a most superior manner.
4 } Pric only 3B. Pally Notased and warranted for
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We
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for” any m
ne

server have long been known , but no attempts have beem:
peto extract the oil scientifically. By a process
made
culiar to this Preparation, the essential oil of the
Tea
table extracts, and an’
ras heen
added 10 other ve
Hair is the result, Itis
unequalled Toilet Article for the
especially useful to prevent the hair from falling out or
scalp, to stimulate
the
for
wash
rowing thin, and as a
of
fe hair bulbs and prevent the Fradusi decay and lossDR.
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hair
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structure
the
color in
KENNEDY, 120 Warren Street, Roxbury, Mass. .........
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Iiiow a stronger, more beautiful or more. elestic | 20teowld

seam than ours. It makes the * Elastic Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch can “be out. and still the cloth

can not be pulled apart without tearing it. ‘We

pay

, OF
$250 per month and exp
agents from $75to
a commission from which twice that amount can be
Mass.;
Boston,”
CO.,
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made.
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GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.

| fections, singing their gratitude and joy in| to the skies, must be realif we are tb obey
| the repeated precept,—*‘ Rejoice in the

that love God.”

And that must

be

a Soul-

| felt triumph which cries out, after the apos|| tle, by the very border of the grave,—*“O

A All commumoeagions’ designed. for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

| Death, where is thy sting ?”

business, remittances of money, &c., should be ad-

dressed to the Publisher.

«

sprang from the real sense of need, were
Thomas Carlyle has not a stronger pasnot very likely to come back in- a large
sion for a sneer, nor Wendell Phillips for
blessing for the world, so long as they Were
*an epigram, than have the Parisians for
not animated by a yearning love for others,
that which is striking, dramatic and spectacand there was a failure to translate them inular. Throughall the horrors and brutali"to beneficént service.
ty of the fight that rages, they keep upa
And the whole theory of soul-culture, constant cannonade of bulletins, in which
which takes no note of the great duty of
the sky-rocket style of Victor Hugo is reworking for the redemption of those around,
produced ; the harangues of the street orations will not rise in simple response to a
mandate of the will ; they flourish,if at all,under the toil that seeks the welfare of others.

‘Edwards's treatise on the affections has set
many

introspective souls

studying them-

selvés when they needed to be sent out to
help others, and made their inward experience a source of distrust-and a constant
provocationto baffled effort, because it kept
them gazing upon their own imperfections,

_ instead of looking up into the brightness of
God's face and being cheered and: charmed
with the sweetness of Christ's promises.
He who is forever watching
the

emotional

nature, and reporting its state and movements, i3¥pretty sure to be either a superficial egotist or a profound and almost hopeless self-accuser;—he either keeps up the
pharisee’s bragging in the temple without
coming to abasement, or carries the publican’s confession through whole years of his
history instead of going down to his house
justified, and at peace.
:
But ‘we are now in danger of going to the
other extreme. The call is for duty; doctrine is pronounced dry and profitless.
There is ‘a steady demand for work; the
plea for love is more rarely heard: ‘God's
claims are studied less, so that man’s needs

may be studied more.

The prayer is hur-

tors blaze with brilliant rhetoric even while

of

the

active

gents have thrown down

work

gether, leaving the activity little else than
mere human

and

bustle,

promises:

achieves little that is

abiding.

Our

that

great

frets

things,

and

foams

but

which

vital, substantial

religion

may

“vely human, but sadly godless.
ta.k much, but have little

and

thus become

“It may

unction;

abound

in stir and projects, but lack depth and persistence ; speak with an accent that is pleasant to the ear, but be greatly wanting in the
divine force that takes and keeps firm hold
of the heart.
:
. Indeed, this lack appears-already ‘in not a

and

science.

Edueatiopal

of

visitors ;—its

exte-

waiting for the mighty structure to go
down. At length it swiyed under the
forces appliedto it, leaned and quivered
for a moment,
and then went majestieally
over, and lay, a piece of ruined magnifi-

in-

cence, along the Rue de la Paix.

This is

what followed :

£

The crowd, as soon as the column fell,

systems are

gave tremendous shouts of ‘ Vive la Commune,” -and the bands played the Marseillaise. When the dust cleared away, there
lay the glorious column shattered to pieces,
its-bronze and masonry in two masses toether in the middle, and the statue of the
mperor several feet from one end of the
column with the head knocked off, = The
crowd rushed forward to collect fragments
as relies; and the Guards were unable to resist the rush.
Next the orators commenced their speeches, indulging in all sorts of extravagant

estimated by their adaptation to help in get-

ting an easy and respectable living, and

making a sure and rapid fortune.

admiration

and
repeated their
prayers, and cursed
M. Thiers, and threatened vengeance upon
their fellow citizens at Versailles, hile

tensity. The hurry becomes more general.
"Scholarship even rushes into the field of

natural

the

rior cast from the "cannon capt
by the
French, its immense spiral Came
‘Tepresenting the great battles that brought
glory to France, and the whole surmounted
by a statue of the First Napoleon.
An im(mense crowd of men cals oF gathered
to witness ils overthrow, and n watched, and
waited, and joked, and~howled, and swore,

danger is that the want will increase rather

For life gains in outward

the magnificent

column which stood in the Place Vendome.
It was one of the most noticeable ornaments of Paris; it was the pride of citizens

little of the religious life of to-day; and the
than lessen.

The

‘proofof religious progress is soughtin the

number of new and splendid meeting hous-

“es, in the taking eloquence of the preacher,
in the artistic ‘performanceof the organist
and quartette,in the namber of wealthy «und
fashionabl® people who belong to the congregation, and in the amount of money re-

The statue of the Emperor was
alizedat the annual renting of the pews. language,
elf.
People slide into the church by very easy treated as if it was the Emperor
The Natioual Guards spat into its face and
provéssés: ~The old story of struggle with struck it with their
rifles. After the cereself and sin, that” Paul givesus in the mony was concluded, the crowd dispersed,

seventh chapter of his epistle to the Ro-

mans,

seeras both oriental

and

and the soldiers moved off waving the red
flag and giving expression to their joyby
continual shouting.
x
That is the latest exhibtion of French sen-

antiquated ;

and it is often hard for the professing
Christian to tell when he became a justified
believer, and even why he thinks he is timent, put upon the stage for the delectation of the world, and as an evidence that
really an accepted disciple.
4
Now therei$ no need of all this. There the Communism of Paris represents the
- is peril in thus: letting down the .doctrine highest and hest ideas of civil government,
of conversion toward the level of a mere It is a sentimental vandalism .that strips
naturalism, andin thus pushing almost’ out woman of her, delicacy and despoils Paris
- of sight the idea of the inworking Spirit of her ornaments. . It is very sad, very pitthat fashions the heart into a divine likeness, iable, and very disheartening to those. who
. and males
its inner
1ifé a thingof meaning hoped to see a genuine, orderly and vig.and power.
Our religion willbe fruitless ‘orous republic rise upon the ruins of a
. and soon wither, aye as is ie by eke shattered empire. But the natural reiiction
5

& ening thoughts of God.

_

pressiy

for

p

and

from these excesses would appear in a more

op-

thing

, and n

to a strong and vi-

to their

aid?
ER
We have for some time felt that our
churches and their members did not sufficiently realize the condition of those en-

etlhs wi

world. The music of purified af-

another,

shows its wisdom.

do not make it actual enough, We seldom place before our minds the little band

About

den, colonists

cold,

from

accepting

in a language

ference between

our conditipn

form.
:
The state authorities are also showing
the colonists all the favors at their disposal,
having previously given them a’ welcome
that has called out expressions of gratitude
from Swedish patriots at home. They will

and theirs,

would give nothing for missions because he | cultivated acres that ure as fertile as the
could not afford more than ten’ cents at a average in the west; her facilities for puttime, that we did not correctly estimate the ting the products of these acres into the
means of help at our disposal. What if you market; and the health-giving, invigorat-

churches;

and

the parties who have
<@

lars a year, which would easily make up
the amount that our mission enterprises

If there could

her offered

lands.

they would give more than three thousand
dollars a month, nearly forty thousand dolreally need.

accepted

Burdens.

All men are burden-bearers.

When

Saviour said,—* Come unto me,

be a purpose

the

e that

labor and are heavy laden,”—his invitation
embraced all those whom he came to save.
He who knew what was in man, compre-

formed in iy! church
the little that
hight be
Soh part of the needed
supplied. The single
be alone. It would be augmented by the -eth and travaileth
thousands of other little; sums that would be millions in bonds
sent along from hundreds of communities, —‘ How long, O
and thus the reeds of our missionaries though their chains

could be liberally supplied;
ea
deliverance has been --wronghtfor- thens
Grant that money is not the only nor the’ they have yet attained only a measure of
greatest need.
Laborers are demanded relief, with the danger of losing even that.
France presents a striking
people with the advantages
culture choosing worldly
spurning the restraints of

quite as imperatively. But the spirit that
would prompt us to furnish all’ the money

that is needed, would soon

send along the

men to use it. The foreign work is not
presented as having greatér claims than
the work at home, but as being just now

deserving all the help that can be given it.
We are to remember those who are in
bonds, and provide for their relief. It is as
though civilization, in its hurried western
march, was leaving behind the slower na-

b

example of a
of great mental
pleasure and
religion. The

direful consequences of their folly excite for
them the pity of the world. The numerous
and heavy burdens of the heathen need no
mention. Who of us oraround us are exempt? Those apparently having most oc-

king!

Better by far

the iron

scepter

that restrains violent and headlong passions,

ed almost beyond thé power of endurance.

hosts into

Every heart knows its own bitterness.
Burdens come from sin. The guilty soul

the advancing column, just as stragglers are
kept along with the main army.” Let us

van not be happy. While all its powers are
made for enjoyment, and the means of bless-

not hurry on towards the goal of imagined

ing are numberless, sin mars all, perverts

tions ofthe east.

It is our duty to go back

along the way and gather

these

us bring into line;

If we fail to do the til he is ready to sink in despair.

work, eviPwill
inevitably fall on our own
than the free ballot that allows lifé to be a heads.
Would that many hearts might
long and bloody carnival!” But we believe burn with love and desire for the work, so
=

«
.
‘

4

ll

commerce
and wealth, in the large’cities,
constantly increasing in population and. in
influence; we nay here say, that in these

places, it is well

preachers of rare gifts,

implicitly in Christ, and lives a life in har-

ed

work of the Christian ministry in
the countrys for all oyer this broad domain there are
villages large and small, ard sparsely. set-

with love, heis

enabled to say,—‘‘I

de-

light to do thy will. - Oh, how I love thy
law.” If natural affection and sympathy
call forth such

power—Niagaras,

we may

sacrifices,

tled towns, in

even of life, how

which

preachers

of less re-

markable ability, of less. eloquent utterance,

much more Christian love and faith, united are faithful, patient, hopeful workers, who
and in reality one} enable the true believer--have no cause to think lightly “of their more

to rejoice in the privilege of bearing the Jumble positions, or. of the effect of their
quiet and modest efforts. They can not be
spared from their lowly ways,
Like the
smalldr, gentler streams which make the
count¥ss mountain-slopes
and the numberYess valleys through which they make thejr

yoke of Christ.—J. J.B.

Orders for the

Greek

Concordance will

be filled as soon as a supply can. be obtained from the publishers. The first edition
is exhausted, but wg
expect a full supply

petually widening realm.
In view of the
od they do, we may be glad and thankful for their having no ambition te change’
their lot. They are, though in one way not
known and “sought, accomplishing the noblest énds.
:
*

according to orders. The work is giving
very high satisfaction to those who have
obtained it. We hope to supply all our

ministers and intelligent laymen with it.
The regular price is 82,50, and will
he sent,
post paid, on receipt of that sum. - But we
are equally willing to send it as a premium
for three new subscribers to the

The Watchman & Reflector usually speaks
to some purpose; and the following is not
among the least significant.and timely of
its wholesome ‘uttefances. It takes hold of : «

Star, with

| a year's payment in advance.

It is a rare

| opportunity to obtain a most valuable book
| for a little effort.
|

| +

| what is not less a grievous scandal, when it
deals with gambling at Bairs..

The Voice of the Press.

The

It says:

logic of the outcast is sound ; if it is

right for these people to gamble in their way,

—

|

*

way to
ander tides, fertile, green and
fruitful,
they are busy and liberal dispensers of wealth throughout a wide an
te

very soon, and shalfthen send them at once

it is right for me 240 do the same in ly way ;

The Congregationalist, in speaking of the.

if itis propgrin
Washington street it
re
limits which are put upon individual liberty er in Sudbury street; if itis allowable BF
by the law of love, which réquires us to Beacon Street Jones to risk his hundreds
a high
avoid an injury to our neighbor; justly and at the French Fair in hope of winning
prize, ‘it is no less so for Howard
Street '
forcibly says:
"
Smith to risk his dollar or his ten, at the
Irreligion spreads like a flame ; it can not | faro table or with cards, There can be but
be kept within the walls of your private | one code of morals for such cases, and the
apartments; it scorches and consumes | old plea that the end justifies the means is
{ whateverit can reach, and it sucks into its t too shallow to be for an instant thought of.
vortex from all the points of the compass. | Chief Justice Bellows, of New Hampshire,
itis notat your personal. risk merely or | has announced that all raffles at fairs come
mainly, that you continue irreligious; your | properly under the head of gambling
and
family have to.share the risk;
little chil- | should be treated accordingly.
Let this
dren have to share the risk; the world at | once be understood and the public good
large loses heavily. However it may be as | will be the gainer. A business man in high
to one's own soul, for the sake of others | standing, on coming from the French Fair,
every one is bound to lead a-Christian life. | was asked, ‘How is it? and his answer
The questions about theater-going, card- | was, “Ome big lottery with temptations
playing, wine-drinking, ball-dancing, and | enough to imperil many 3 young man's
the like amusements, finds as easy a solution. | principles and start thousands on the road
It is not’ enough to say of any indulgence : | to ruin by giving them a taste ofa vice
There is no sin in ; 1am not injured by it. | which, once acquired, seldom
parts comAre others injured by it? Is it something | pany with its victim.” We doubt not that
which is liable to abuse ? Will those who are | many estimable people, Christian people,
| not so strong in virtue as you are be sweptPt | have given countezance and
ronage to
{away by it? Will your indulgence in it, | this “big lottery” without thinking of the
while giving you pleasurable excitement, | great principle involved. But in the name
and making you for the moment happier, be | of good morals and of consistent legislation
quoted by those who lack Your other good | we do earnestly protest againstithis fash-priniciples, and be twisted into an apology | ionable gambling:
It is worse than foolish,
for their cxcesSes? . Meat is one of the good it is radically wicked, and is, in the eye of
creatures of God which a healthy man abso- the law, open to punishment. And so long
lutely needs; the strength of it nourishes as an unjust discrimination is made between
apostles for more abundant labors. But St. law-breakers ; so long as fashion,or wealth,
Paul exclaims, ‘If meat make my brother or social position will shield from molestato offend, I will eat no flesh while the world
tion while the same deeds in less favored
standeth, lest I make my brother to offend.” eircles find their end in the jail or prison,
there is little hope of reaching the hearts of
|
Speaking of the various Anniversary those who have sense enough to see the»
meetings lately’ held in ‘New York by the distinction but not sufficient moral force or
inclination “to save themselves from ruin
various classses of social, civil and
- labor
despite the unpunished vices of “high life.”
reformers,

the

Examiner

and

Chronicle

thus indulges its love of playful
serious satire:
ST

* It isnot a little amusing,

Denominational News and Nols,

but still

looking over

prégious recipe for
which he proposes
and make himself
‘been treated to many

'velous

universal
to astonish
notorlous.
samples of

discoveries, ‘and

The General Conference.
The General

bliss, with
the world
We have
these mar-

never with

i

a.
Conference *has becomea

;

controlling power in the denomination

moral philoso-

phy in the land who can, by hoek or by
crook, secure an opportunity to give his
‘| particular. hobby an airing, for the edification of the public, is on, hand with his

and

there

are reasons why it should be. -

Its members come from every Yearly Meeting, and are supposed to be representative
men. They are not sent up as delegates to

give them prominence, nor are they chosen
because it is their turn, or because they desire it, unless selfish or

more

2

I

Ta

.

If some

pretend and persuade themselves that they

are

satisfied and would

not change

their

condition, this shows the more their delusion

in fixed
real or person-

ameunt of property, whether

al; a third
social

sees the

perfection

way

through

clear
to
the

absolute

medium

of

‘‘woman’s suffrage ;” while.a fourth is persuaded, and would persuade the rest of

personal

interests

tional interests and institutions.

Wise, en~

terprising, experienced and pious men will,
therefore, very naturally be the delegates ;
and when suc

definite con-

clusions, they will generally be accepted as
a finality,
‘
.
‘So much is usually attempted in so short
a time, that the deliberations of Conference

mankind, that if nations would only mutual- are necessarily brief, hurried

and partial.
ly consent to abandon war, as the chief |As wisdom was not exhausted in the presremedy for international wrong, nothing ent arrangement of ‘Conferénce business,

:

could prevent the immediate dawn of the
ibly be eflong-talked-of Millennium. Each self-com-: changes for the-better may
placent mililosopher,” ‘Whether brilliantly’ fected) At-the risk of their being called
epigrammatic,
like a certain - well-known visionary innovations, I will Suggest a few

assachusetts orator, or charmingly inco-

herent, like some of the fair

casion for joy and gladness are often crush- a ‘woman
pet Temedy

These poor outcasts in Orissa “and the sur-

the

ters of intellectual and of political power, of

of surpassing

in pain together.” The vating society by the simple expedient of
a few
‘‘capitalists:”
another
of our own land cried, hanging
Lord, how long!” But would set matters right . between all classes
‘of the: community by forbidding men to
are broken, and a great own or acquire more flap a_cort

less favored brothers behind to perish. | pleasure a pain.. The worldly votary is de-

de-

We could not obtain rest

have an undue influence.
The great obto give regularly of
than during the last week or two; but for
ject
of
this
triennial
gathering
is to devise
some reason or other—it would be too bad
at their disposal, a
ways
and
means
of
rendering
the church °
to
hint
what
it
is
!—they
all
amount
to
just
help could be easily hended the sorrows of his condition. *‘ The’
about
the same thifig—thatis, nothing! and ministry most efficient for Christ, and -.
gift would not then whole creation,” says the apostle,
** groan- Thus, one has a patent scheme for reno- to direct most successfully our denomina-

French

after witfiessing such

This view of a faithful ministry in the
quiet country parish or small village, is
thoroughly orthodox, albeit it appears in
the columns of the Universalist:
, We may here add, that inthe great cen-

the Christian's. is

The yoke of, Christ is

communicants in which - originated the present
suppose only half of promise to repay as liberally the state as’ brained dabbler in social and

hardly strange thatithe betfer portion of the
people,

than church objects.

the reports of these nondescript Anniversary meetings, to note the number of those
who have discovered the
d
cea for
plan, and | all the manifold ills of society.
=
Every hair-

these even give the ten cents, there would
be over thirty thousand contributors, and

on the

they were doing far more for philanthropic,

are

can give pnly.ten cents at a time, and what ing climate in which these acres lie, all reif thisis only given once a month? There are “flect Very creditably upon the foresight

nearly seventy thousand

that everybody was

Jerusalem crogvds

call them—occupy pulpits, and while occu-,
mony with ‘his, it secures for the soul the pying them, command attention. The
blessedness of Christ. Love comes in close fulfill an important office. Their opportuniconnection, Love makes any burden light.: ty is to minister not only to their own parThe sinner does not, can not, love. ' But ishes, but to intelligent and influential persons from all quarters of the land. But we
he he turns to Christ, and his heart is fill- may also say
that they are not doing
all the

the climate, which

all the difference-between their condition
dso be afforded railroad facilities at the
and that of any civilized and enlightened
country, is mainly due to just this religion earliest possible time, several routes being
that the heathen are being urged to accept. already contemplated, and one, the EuroIn gratitude to God for giving us all these pean and’ North American, which will exthings, not to mention our duty - "to our fel- tend its branchgs quite near them, being
low-men, car we not in some way aid those already in process of construction.
It requires but a glance at this portion
who would make their condition what God
of
the state, and a thought of the products
allows ours to be ?
As for the help that we can afford them, that it may be made to yield, to convince
we have thought, ever since last summer, one that Maine has herein seized upon a
when we heard a person say that he good opportunity. Her thousands of un-

our

that would ex-

day of Pe ntecost, to his Harlem temple,
Yet he gonfessed before he got through, that

and service of sin, without taking up the
cross and work of Christ,
¥
Faith makes the yoke easy and the service pleasant, By its eye that sees things as |
they are, ‘not as they seem; which confides

five hundred

leges where it may be put into merchantable

seek to behefit is deliberately prostratipg itself before the most ' revolting images that
heathen Hh geuisg, pation, andin their
groveling, wretche#i-condition, blindly and
superstitiously'worshiping them. All the dif-

stoning, like the

and peace by merely casting off the hurden

the same country, who

ment takes, and also by

degrading;

sugh as we need.

had settled in the West, are also sending
representatives to Maine, attracted by the
name of New Sweden which the new settle-

limitéd salaries and making thejr wants
come within their means; and thus through
the hot season and the

this betokens,

he heard its bales

one burden for

sense so it is. Men

light and elevating.

if one in twenty-five has ever looked on the lies of wealth and influence, who are well
map at all to sep where Midnapore, or Jel- calculated to give character and efficiency to
lasore; or Santipore is; still less frequently’ the new colony. The same’ industry that
do we reflect that. these missionaries are drought them comfortable wealth and fair
actually in those heathen towns, dwelling distinction in Sweden, can hardly fail to do
in tents in summer and perhaps in mud the same in Maine. The circumstances are
:
-houses in winter ; exposed to all the risks certainly quite as favorable for them.
Besides
the
immediate
arrivals
from
Sweof livingin such a climate; subsisting on
the plainest fare and seldom thinking of af-

In one

depressing,

spring has brought an important addition to
their numbey in the shape of several fami-

that is at present laboring there; we doubt

fording , themselves’ a luxury;

hysteric state

made for service, Christ himself was and is
a servant. But the sinner’s burden is heavy,

families have already arrived,and others are
coming almost every month. The present

We

luded. Conscious of his wretched state
velopments as these, should be ready to cry rounding country seem to be especially and the burden he bears, he flies from obis the rule of the peo- designated by the great’ Captain as the por- Jeet to object, and from scene to scene, ever
acceptance
with Ge needs to be some- out,—** If this chaos
ple,
give
us
back
the
orderly supremacy of tion of his‘halting army that he would have disappointed, his burden ever increasing, unmore than a passing fancy or a natu-

ral quietude, if it is to realize the account

restles

way. Prayers and money and men seem
now to be essential to the. success of the

thorough
and tyrannical imperialism. It's happiness, at the -same- time leaving our all; makes every sweet a bittér and every

i of sin tht cries out in agony

the mevey of Godin Christ, is reasona-

ble,
of

|

+ This is but exchanging

and its productive fields,
The Governor's sagacity showed him that
great good would result to the state it
these northern sections could be settled by
a class who, while adapted to the severe climate, would bring economy and industry to
bear upon the difficulties’that would meet
them. The thought soon became a purpose, and it was not long before a pyrty of
hardy Swedes” were erecting homes - in
the places offered them, and preparing to
make fertile farms
where
then
were
wooded wilds.
The success of the plan up to this time

cused frou aiding the cause _in any proper

gaged in the Foreign Mission Work.

i

minds. They generally boast and liment,
laugh and cry in about equal proportions ;

Now. take upon you my yoke and ‘enter my
service.
oa
2
tt

is so much like that among their own
that would be mere jargoii to us, preaching
mountains. These last are already familiar
the gospel of Christ to their ignorant hearwith the American. System of agriculture,
ers, and urging its aceeptance upon them
so far as it may differ from their own, and
whether
they will hear or forbear, but who
carried on with the studied art and theatrican thus be of considerable help to the more
!
cal accessories that” would naturally attach more frequently forbear.
recent arrivals,
And then we fear that a good many inthe | The farms that are already cleared, the
to the play of.Robert le Diable. The struggle for effect appears everywhere, and as denomination do not even know who * J. neat and substantial bujldings that are
the day for the final.and pitiable collapse of P.” is, or who *‘ J. L.'P.” is, that sends the erected,— albeit they are neither modern
Communism draws on; the wildest —extrav= reguiar missionary letter for the first page, nor beautiful,—and-the good sense shown.
agances of sentiment are married {to the or who “E. C. B. H.” is, that is now fur- | in their methods and habits of "living, are
most wretched types of vandalism. Here nishing extracts. from a missionary’s jour- faverable to the opinjon that the “settlement
are some of the latest examples, reported nal. Of course, a majority’ of our minis- is to be both permanent and* prosperous.
by cable. The first reached us about a ters, and perhaps a majority of = the laity, Schoolhouses are already erected in which
week ago, and takes the following shape: know something about these men ; but there P suitable teachers instruct those of various
is quite too large a number who never give ages; meeting-hotises . are regularly
Yesterday a, grand procession of women,
used
headed By buglers and drummers, marched them a thought, and who, when they read for divine worship; stores are well stocked
to ‘the Hotel de Ville and demanded arms. that Bro. Smith is again prostrated by disTo-day a proclamation has been issued ease, will hardly know who Bro. Smith is, and well sustained; temperance prevails
authorizing female battalions to be organ- and will utterly. fail to reflect that he has throughout the whole community ; and the
ized immediately to stimulate the men.y
general-conduct of the inhabitants is such
his, energies in urging men to
Al cowardly males es are to be led to prison exhausted
that their American neighbors could profitby females. The women are to margh worship the thue God.
ably imitate it.
against the Versaillists.
Now these things are all facts. There are
Added to these things, nature bountifully
Outside of African barbarism, such a actually heathen in India,—poor, ignorant,
assists them to procure a livelihood. The forscene as this would be looked for only at degraded, miserable heathen ; and these misests abound in game, the streams and lakes
, the French capital, where the culture, refine- sionaries, the Phillipses, Bro. Smith, Miss
are stocked with fish, the soil liberally remenfand art of the ninteenth century are Crawford and other true workers, are
said to have culminateds The role of the among them trying to point them to Christ. pays their industry, and the hand may be
continually full of the abundance that is’
Amazon has been taken by the Parisian And they need help.
Not only that, but
grisecte. - But instead of captivating the they rightfully look to wus for support. held out to it, The hills are covered with
| world and enlisting its, sympathy and’ co- While we worship the God of the heavens, timber, which several . generations ean not
Operation, it will only beget disgust, call and enjoyhis love, the race which they exhaust, and the streams afford mil-privi-

the day has made the plea for sleep

too imperative 10 be postponed.
We do not, disparage active piety. We
are only concérned lest the really pious element should become weak or drop out alto-

northern por-

theless our New England farmers , shunned
its rigorous climate, preferring the West

bly do; but we are not for that reason ex-

Can’ we not send each

they feel their

folly and wretchedness.
¢
To all such Jesus says,—** Come unto me.
Enlist undermy banner, and I will become

thé groans of the wounded, and the yells of
the assassins vex the air; and ¢
most
senseless struggle of the century
Ns often

ried, so that there may be time for toil.
Meditation is neglected, on the ground that pout.a blush and a cry of “Shame!” and
tasks are pressing. The Bible is pot -dili- rouse a hope that the end of such a struggle
gently searched,on the plea that the Mission as this may not wait, even if it must come
Sunday school must be attended to. We through violence and severity.
do not commune ‘with our own hearts on + Alater dispatch tells us that the insurthe bed, as David did, for

ish colony in her unoccupied

his best years to the work, he probably feels
its needs more than we at home can possi-

Mission.

And there are times when

tions. ' As fertile’ as was the soil, and as
richly stocked as it was with timber, never-

We hope that Bro. Phillips's letter on our
second page will be read by every Freewill
Neptist. is plea for help is one that
should not go unheedéd.
Having given

Sentimental Vandalism.

=

cite sympathy, only that the subjects of it
seem
enjoy both their hot and cold condi- - |
the captain. of your salvation. I will re- tions toequally
well,” The New York Con.
Not the least benefit” that the State re- ceive you, forgive you, remove your load of
ference was lately held at Harlem, “Br, Belceived, from
- Governor Chamberlain's adguilt, and give you rest. You have long lows opened with a glowing.account of what
ministration, was the settlement of a Swed-’
‘borne the burden of sin; and found it heavy. his body was doing. One would:think, as

3

not fully opened the soul'to'its forces. If we

went/up from the chosen cell, though they

Pare and devout affec-

areal nation among men,

The Plea frond India.

yond measure as means of grace.” There Bible and the closet, and take care that our
was something akin to cowardice in trying. devotion to the second commandment does
to hide away from temptation, instead of not make it neutralize or usurp the placeof
meeting it squarely and fighting it down in the first, And when the inner life has
the open field. And the piety that was gained this depth and vigor, we may be
nurtared in the monastery was apt to sure that its forces, as they appear in outwilt in the sun. The passions might be ward service, will make the redeeming
forgotten in the smart that followed the work of the church among men something
whipping of the shoulders, but they were better than we now see it, even wheén it
wears its grandest aspect.
not killed or even scared, by the lash that
onlystortured the nerves.. The prayers that

1871.

The Swedish Colony in Maine.

disciplining hand of Providence or build up

ouch an inner life is possible, is real, is
needful, If we lack it, it is because we have

stimulants to meditation were exalted be- of Christian doctrine, be: familiar with the

24,

there is something better than this in France, that the help that is so necessary to carry
and that the better elements areon the way | it along successfully might come, quickly in.

:

distrust it, it is because our own experience
The Inner Life.
‘
“A
3
has been so poor. Ifrwe would meet the
There is less prominence given to what is demand for it that comes up all around us,
called religious experience than formerly. we must measurably emancipate ourselves
There may have been too much relative im- from the power of this materialistic and
and keep the
other
attached to mere emotional states surface-loving age, bring
heart
in
vital
contact
with
God’s
truth and
n other days. “The cloister was doubtless
with
God
himself,
feed
on
the
strong
meat
“loved too. well, and its Quietude and its

is sadly defective.

“STAR, MAY

to supremacy. - And it is quite time that she
- | Lord.” The grasp of faith upon the divine flung away her egotism, and surface how,
| promise must be very solid and firm, if the and = extravagance, and’ godlessness, and
| old truth is to find an embodiment,— ‘called into exercise the deeper and truer eler¢* All things work together for good to them ments of character that can alone stay the

w
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MORNING

THE
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declaimers

e” debate, has

at

his or her

nok to be go impolite as to

only a fair con-

changes, and ask for them
sideration.

1. Time might be

:

;

saved for other busi

mode of organization,
:
1
i
All business must now wait till the. Committee on credentials has examined the

say ‘‘quack medicine”—for all the suffer- ness, by a more expeditious

ings and disorders of ‘society ; and one and
all urge the instant adoption of their special prescription

with ‘an

egotistical vehe-

mence as amusing as it. invariably proves
to be futile. One can not but think into what certificatesof the Y. M. clerks, giving the
a conditionof chaos society would be plung-- ‘names of delegates, ad a roll of thé memed, if all the nostrums of these wise doctors bers has been prepared.
And members,
should-be swallowed !
ordior less, always find it necessary to be
.
——

4 excused from Conference

v

The Editor of Zion's Herald can hardly “Committee and correet the . certificates by
forego the privilege of flinging a character- inserting the names of substitutes. .
Why not authorize the clerk of Conferistic gibe at the Unitarians. This is his
ence, who is a standing officer, to report a
latest :
dint
i
Nothing is pleasanter reading than the re- list of the members elect, just-as the clerk
ports of the {nitarian

Conferences.

' They

never get together that they don't free their

of the national

LL]

a
LP

ag

J

House ° of ‘Representatives

makes otit, and presents to that body, the

-

~~
4

-

to go. before the

~

STAR, MAY 24, 1871.

after Con-

minutes would be time enough,

ascertaining

ference is called to order, for

CONNEAUT, O.

and un-

reported

and deciding all of ‘the

nal Hohenlohe at the Vatican Council,

quent

make subse-

andto

of dotiments bearing on the Vatican
which hag given great offense at Romo.

Thére has been some re-

s

9. Would it not be wise for the Assistant

terest.

in the absence of the

be a distrust of his

ry.

the Bowels

nsion of his studies ; we,

acquired talents which

ants have been consulted by the Moderator,

This proposition should not be understood
as implying any obligation on the part of
cause of his position on a

our brother in his affliction; and while he seeks,.
in another climate, the restoration of his health,

action.

come to-

idea of

the place

that may be assigned them in the making
up of the committees; and, consequently,
when the compittees meet, very few are

prepared to introduce

business, and the re-

ports sometimes show

that

conviction

that

wss

the

prevailing

must be

something

ai
said.
Ir serving as chairman of a committee,
any person becomes interested in the department of Christian effort assigned to his
commiittee ; and Hie would be likely to in-

form himself still further if he knew that he

was to be a member of the same committee
in the next Conference,§o as to aid in its
deliberations by his experience and it
convenient for other
be very
might
persons , anxious for the expression of Con-

ference du some particular subject, to know
with whom they might confer, and thus
permature business beforehand. _ Su
son would come to the second Conference
far more familiar with the work of his comBy this methmittee-than he was at first.
od: each committee would haye a connecting
and another.
link between one Conferencé

And a committee would not

be unlikely to

to investigate a quesits chairman

"'tion that cotld not be duly considered at

the time, and be” prepared to present his

“views to the committee of the next Confer-

:

ence.

early

return fo
Com.
’

Quarterly Meetings.
favored with the labors of Rev. J. Hisey, of the

= Delegates

gether without the least

vored with an

committee at the

written communication, it simply proposes
that the committee should recognize him as
ns
one of its number.
There are about fifteen different committees, and their several fields of inquiry
taken together, cover the general ground of

request

that he ma

ed,and a good interest was

ested.

We

:

The

Methodist

advocates

Hillsdale College will

would

the

recognize

Benevolent

Sogjeties,

severally, as advisory members of the committees on Home Missions, Foreign Missions, Education, Temperance and Sabbath
schools, each on the committee related to

make

the work of his own society, it could
_ most available the practical
these executive officers.
reference to the aéquaintance

men

of, the

with the work thatds assigned them. For
instance: ifthe Hgme Mission committee
were composed pfimer, not one of whom

The annual meeting

day. June 14, at 1 1-4 o’clock, for the transaction
such business as may came before it.

©

Late

will be held at the Freewill Baptist
Falls, June 15, at 8 o’clock, A.
M.

JEFFERSON, N. Y . Q.M.

Sec.

will hold its next session

Storer Normal

Scheel.

The anniversary exercises of Storer Normal School
will occur as-follows :

Examination of classes, June 5, 6. Address before the Literary Fratarpity, June 7, at 8 P. M. Prize
Declamation by 1st and 2d classes, June 8, at 9 A. M.
Exhibition of other classes, June 8, at 712 P, M.
Harper’s Ferry, W.Va, May 15,711.
/
:
PER ORDER.
To

Rev. Ansel

Griffeth,

It is eStimated by an English periodical, that
| there are 450,000 Roman Catholics in China and

ELLSWORTH Q. M. will hold its next session with

the church in Sie June 16—18. Those churches
who have not paid their tax will)please to send if in

Corea,
are 34

at that time, WY, their Jelegates.

L. Gort,

Clerk.

SAUK Co. Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Sauk church, June 9-11.
;
B. F. MCKENNEY, Clerk.
OHIO Y. M. will hold its next
Providence church, Ind., beginning
2.
2a
J
J, H.

session with. the
on Friday, June
DUDLEY, Clerk.

ST. LAWRENCE Y. M.will hold its next session with
the Free Baptist church at North Lawrence, on the
Northern R. R , June 23—25. Business meeting, opens
atl - , on the 28d. -'
WM. WHITFIELD,
Clerk

The

number of laborers in the foreign field had been
more than doubled during the year.
The report of the Leper Hospital at Jerusalem

ERIE,N. Y.,,Q. M. will hold its next session at
East Concord.
Rev. B. C. Van Duzee will Preach the
opening segmon, Thursday
evening, June8.
The Q.
. will continue over the Sabbath.
y
C. COOK, Clerk,

shows that though this institution has been eson

“had ever been connected withthe. Board, .
banks of the Jordan. The houses already | SPRINGFIELD Q. M. will hold its next session at
though good and thue, they could not bring both and
the inmates are mostly Arabs, who are
village, the 4th Saturday and Sabbath m June.
full,
the experience and’ practical knowledge in- Mohammedans, Their rudeness is giving place Lee
Conference, Friday preceding, at 1 o’clock, Pp, M.,
na
"
PER ORDER.
to the committee/that would come with the to a mild deportment ; they listen to the ‘reading
it
Secretary. Th¢ familiar, acquaintance of ‘of the Scriptures, and frequently ask questions | : STRAFFORD Q. M. will hold. its nekt session at
Senator Sumner with all our foreign rela- about the lessons. The care of the hospital is a South Strafford, commencing Friday, June 2, at 1
J. MOXLEY, Clerk.
tions rendered his services'on that commit- most self-denying work, as may well be imag- o'clock, P. M.
ined from the nature of the disease.
_ A judge in Sydney, Australia, recently

tee of great value. And are the services of
senour Secretaries of less value in the delibera- ténced a man to two years’ imprisonment with
tions of Conference committees P
:
hard labor and a fine of £100, for * blasphemy.”
Other suggestions might be made, but I His offense consisted in speaking in a public
forbear, as it was my ‘design to call atten- | park of the Old Testament * as an immoral book,
tion to these only, hoping that other men, not fitto put into the hands of women and chilin their wisdom, ‘may look into this subject, dren ;¥ of Moses 88 4 ““ robber. and murderer,”
and see that changes are effected where and ‘ta cruel old wretch” but he at the same
time spoke of God with reverence, and of Jesus
they would be beneficial.
:
“
Christ as a good man; Public meetings are be1
P
INQUIRER.
ing held on the subject, and a ‘petition to the

»

governoris being prepared.

New York Free Communionists.
. The long talked of History
or Free Communion Baptists
and will soon be ready for
«contain the origin of the

correspondent of ‘the London
_|.writes that ej ent American scholars

of the old Free
is now in press
sale. Tt will
Denomination,

virtually, at/ Westerly, R. L., the first articles, organization

of the first churches, or-

dinatiops of ministers, anecdotes of Cran-

‘dall, (who organized the first New

-

i

A

York

‘ church,) Corpe, Elliott, Northrup, Tolman,
Farley, Wdbby, Strait, Eagterbrooks, Hunt,

invited, in pursuance of a

1
Athenmum
have beer

rdfolution of the Con.

vocation, to take part in the work of Bible revis| ion, and’that they have entered into the matter

with ardor.” We do not learn who these ‘scholars are; but we are glad to learn that Americs

is to have a voice in this gréat work.

#

!

The latest report i# that Dr. Dollinger has determined to submit to the sentence of excommunication—that is, he will neither celebrate nor receive the sacraments publicly or privately, nor.
even attend public worship, This report is

hardly credible ; but, if it be true, it is likely that

WHEELOCK Q. M. will hold its next session. at S.
Wheelock, Vt., commencing Tuesdats June 6, at 1
‘o'clock, P. M. Brethren of the Q. M., let us pray-that
God may crown this session with his bless ng upon
all our churches.
«*
_E.C. SMALLEY,
Clerk.

|

ira

s

[|

’

§

Limit

. M. will hold its June

CHENANGO UNION

with the Sherburne
os are

session

elfarch, commeicing on Frida;

at 2 o'cfock, P. M., FEDed, Db elegates
desired.

from all ohurey

8,8, DART, Clerk.

hid,
v

Ld

MINNESOTAX. M.

with the chfirch at
July 7, at 2 P. Mf.
aa

-

2

.

fvill hold its 14th annual session

for removing gn
gista, everywhere.

Comedone

and

FREEWILL
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Dr. Lincoln,
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Series.
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Fifteen hundred

J. D. WALDRON,
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Pt RN. BURLINGAME,
stl
v
at this Office.

D., is now

copies of this the

first volume, have already been sold.

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. - This simple ‘an-

y

nouncement is sufficient’ to show that

others think. the work a.good one and
that they appreciateit.

!

our

hands.

Price

extra, 24 cents.

$2,00.

“Postage,

Special terms given

to agents who sell 100: or more.
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ders axe solicited.
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New Question Books
BY
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Devotion,
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(paper cover)

One copy
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ready’ for delivery to our customers.

GOLD”

Exceuient,
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The Commentary on the Gespels by
'| Rev. John J. Butler,

this year.

Origin,

It should be in

~~ Now Ready.

Gun,

User,
Reem,

been clothed in an en-

covers, 15 cts. Postage extra ; on the
former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

EVERY DAY. YOU WILL FIND THE HYMNS
AND TUNES

Pose,

Dover, N. H.

every Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts, ; in paper.

NE

ONE MONTH!
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comely appearance,

100.000 COPIES

have been already sold,
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tirely new dress, and presents a very

Address,

Song Book

“
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“

BURLINGAME,

‘the author, has

Over

Memedy.

BAPTIST

School

.

This little book has been revised by

‘“ Worthy of its name!” exclaim all who
have examined ‘PURE GOLD,” the lead-

ing Sunday
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Lute Falconer
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Books

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
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Day

New

For the Sabbath School.

sent for. examination on

Is now complete and ready for custom-

ers. | Itis adapted to classes that have
just completed “The Story of Jésus.”

BIGLOW(Successors
& MAIN,to WM,
425 B. Broome
St.N. Ye, This book. received the prize offered
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receipt ord pape

)

| not long sinceby the Printing Estab-
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lishment, and is recommended to pas-

;

above stated to all attending the St. Lawrence Y. M., | ‘Address
held at North Lawrence, N. Y., June 23. 3
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More

150
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$1 50
150
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150

Child’s
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Sample copies will be sent free on appli-
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Orders are solicited.

No percentage is allowed on
us for the Myrile.

IL: R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.

Prepared only by

2 nd
;
The Register for 1871 is out of .press and ready for
delivery. In accordance with the vote of General
it has been enlarged to a 12mo. in size
Persons froma distance roposing to attend the Conference,
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it’ con
next session of the Maine
Western
arly Meeting,
tains
a
large
amount of information respecting the
4 be holdenat Limerick, June 20-22, will
eo: mfer a
avor on the committee of arrangements by early various denominations: of Christians in America,
Missionary
Operations,
Educational Statistics &o
sending their names to the subscriber, at Limerick,
Though thus énlarged and improved, it has been de:
;
BE. P. LADD,
cided to sell it on the same terns as heretofore, viz:
single copy, 10 ots.; one dozen copies, 96 ots.; one
FREE RETURN TICKETS will be glen to all ‘who 'at- hundred
$7.00. Postage on a single copy, 2
tend the Lawrence & M. held at Bllenburgh, N. Y., ots. ; on'a copies,
dozen copieg, 24 ots. : on one hundred cop:
June 9, who pay ful fare one way, over the Vt.C. &
jes,
$2.00,
which
to be fold by the purchasers, Or‘L. C.R. R. Also free return tickets will he given a 8 | ders are solicited,is and
will be promptly‘filled, ~

April.

TO

and are to be used for its advancement.
J

Persian

with
EpeEcoMs @. M, will hold its. June sess)
17, 18.
Clerk.
Prers,.
0.
=
ger

The volume begins with the first number in

pub.
ions, or will be filled with the books of other
publighers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
1v Libyaries, at wholesale prices.
Whatever profits may accrue from the sale (at 'retallor in libraries) of these publications at our office
in Dover, (but no others) belong to the Denomination

Dr. B. PERRY, DERMOTOLEGIST, 1 JOND 8T.
NEW YORK. "Sold by Druggists éverywhere.
4m

Money Creek, Minn., commencing
J.D. BATSON, Clerk.
.
:
.

: 95
th

orders which will be immediately filled with our own

.

Pimple

Minutes by

_

postage is payable at the office of delivery.

Parties designingto get new Sabbath School Li:
braries, or to replenish old ones, can sendus their

discoloration. Sold 4 rns.
DEPOT, 40 BOND 8x, N.Y.

‘It is invaluable to the afilicted.

864

CHURCHES
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on receipt of the price.

For Comédones, Black-worms or Grubs, Pimpl
Eruptions and
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Perry's
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150
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100
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When we were Young,
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Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage
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.75

Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfleld,

For Moth Pallet, Freckles and Tan,
Moth

»

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.

RAILROAD.

reliable and harmless Remedy

number between one and 10, when ‘sent to
one address, than on a single one. The

single,

Starlight

Wash, and you will get the best known remedy
for REMOVING MOTH PATCH, TAN, and FRECKLES. Manufactured only by :B. F. RACKLEY,
Druggist, DOVER, N. H, Sold by all Druggists.
3m13

It is the only

38,

dozen, 720

;
Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

Wee Perry's

J.

single,

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,

i

the Parker's oad church, Phipsburg, June

Vv
ASP
rr OR

Mrs.

send, post

Druggist for Hiomai's

a year; and no more on 10 copiés or any

.

gle,

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,

sends his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
9,
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction
to Dr. 8. 8, FITCH & SON,
714 Broadway, New Yor .
1y18

your

18

Rainy Day at Home,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Dec. 1, 1870.
Traits leave Dover for Portland at 10,10 A. M , 2.40 and
3b, M.,and op Monday,Wednesday and Friday at
J2 P.M.
$n
For Great Falls, 10 10 A. M., 2 40, 5.45, 7.40 p. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M#2.40, 5.45, 6.45 P, M.
For Woelfbore and’Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, P.
M.
For Lawrence and Boston, at 5.50, 8, 10.55 A. M., 5.05
Sy ‘yalid on Monday, Wednesday and Friday;at
40 P.M.
,
Leave Boston for Dover at 730 A. M,, 12 M., 3,5 P. M,,
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 6 p. M.

Ask

20

Birthday Present,
New Year,
Fireside Angel,

Special Notices.
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g

Aunt Mattie

ular price of the work, here and else- |

AND

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law; is 24 cents
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Ab a 24d

dozen, 13
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Im
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98
.
24
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:
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy Day PRA
ad
A Rainy Day at School,

paid, the
Critica GREEK AND ENGrisE CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT,” a work of the highest
value to all careful students. The reg-

BOSTON

single,

Jer, N. H.
’
TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

%

Pe
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Sabrina Hackett,

10,50
Treas.

To any person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription

least iu Li delay, to Flemington. LH Co., West
Virginia? .
. A.D.
WILLIAMS.

20 ' 1.20

1 B
“15

remittances for the paper

should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

2.16 ' 11.76

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell.

y

where, is $2.50.

9.60

. All orders and

29

2.66

Catalogue of New Sunday School Book ‘just published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de
:
iad
livery.
Prize Series,

Bh
10,00

$7.50, we will

dozen,

tion shouldbe addressedto ““ THE MYRTLE,"
Dover, N. H.
fi

29

2,76

04

Superintendents'of

A Fine Premium.
in advance,

H6

AND

In North Anson, Me., Nay 11. .by Rev, 8. Savage,
Biwi H. Bailey and
Mrs. Ellen Campbell, both
A.

| Will you please fend rile, your photograph, with the

!

tablished but three years, it is well known

Nr
of

Great

at Lowville, on Wednesday and Thursday, June 14,
15, instead of the time stated in the Register.
G. C. WATERMAN, Clerk.

either hoarding it or carrying it to the mint to be
reproduced in larger coin. The oDjectof this,
according to the.editor, is: to produce a searcity
of dimes and half-dimes, so that the contributions
coming into the church may be of ‘a higher de-

matter to the attention of the government,

church at

I. D. STEWART,

Dover, May 19, ’71,

:

its dependencies, Mongolia, Manchuria,
and Tibet. Over this vast population

of The
in” the

2.10

TO- PASTORS

In Lyndon, Vt., i
A by Rev. L. B. Tasker, Dea.
oodman and
Mrs. Anna Harris, both of L
,| Peter
In South Ridge, O., April 27, Mr. A. Howard, of
Sheffield, and Miss Lonie Clark, of Westville, N. Y.

.

given to the. members
Promotion of Education

is no

There

#5

South, that the Annual Meeting of said Corporation,

The Pacific of San Francisco asserts that the
Roman Catholic priests in California have been
in the habit of collecting as rapidly as issued, all
the small silver money current in the State, and

nomination of coin,

Whe Commission.
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In Laconia, May 10, by Rev. A. D. Smith, Mr.
Charles W. Dolloff and
Miss Martha A. Thompson.
May 16, Mr. A, L. Morrison and Mrs. B. E. Stevens.
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Dover, N.-H , May 22, 1871.
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cation Society will meet in the Freewill Baptist
Meeting Hr use, at Great Falls, N. H., on Wednes-

York, to be used for the establishment of a
branch establishing house.
Gharles A. Aiken, D. D., formerly professor of
Latin, at Princeton, has accepted the newly
created chair of Christian Ethics and Apologetics
in the Princeton Theological Seminary.
Professor Aiken wesigned. his professorship in. the
College of New Jersey two years ago, to accept
the presidency/of Union College, which he now
resigns
for the professorship in the Theological
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some adjoining property, which he proposes. to
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fessorship for the specific purpose of giving
women a theological education.
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‘attendance is

L. P. REYNOLDS,

Storer

If women will preach, and it is impossible to
doubt that they will, they should be taught to
preach well.
So thought the late Abel Minard,
who left to Drew Theological Seminary, in New:
Jersey, $100,000, with which to establish a pro-

committee on the enlargement of the-work of the
board of foreign missions reported that the

the
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foreign evangelization.
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at 2 o’clock, P. M., and on account of the importance
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Treatise,
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M P Root, DeKalb Center, 111,
Sylvania ch, Pa. per D Stiles,
J Loveland, N Haven, O,
H M Barker, Scituate, R 1,
Fox River Q M, Ill, per D G Holmes,
Rev D G Holmes, Chicago, Ill,
Lincoln,
Vt, per F M Warren,
Lowell, Mass, per L G Howe,
Mrs Judith Rich, Belfast, Me, per D Waterman,
N.
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,
Rockinham Q M, N H,
Rev L L Harmon, Portsmouth, N H,
Hancock & Quincy Q M, Ill, per AT Graham,
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.
A. H. MORRELL, Clerk of M. C. Y. M.

bishops, 848 foreign and 453 native priests; they
maintain17 colleges with 681 pupils, 1,000 dayschools with 15,491 scholars, 31 orphanages supporting 4,285 inmates, and 10 establishments of
the Sisters of Mercy.
i
The Chinese question was brought before the
southern Baptist convention at St. Louis. In
view of the recent’ massacre of missionaries at
Tien-tsin it was resolved that the board bring the

‘Secretaries

of fare to the next.

i Lancaster, Lisle

1y, Noah Ricker. Wm 8 Palmer, $1,00 each,
James Bickford, G H Weeks, $2 each,
Wm 8 Pottle,
Sanford Pullen,
Friends,
denas Buiterfield.

General Conference.
By request of Yearly Meeting
Clerks in Maine
v..C. 0. Libby, of
New Hampshire and
Vermont,
Dover, N.
H., will act as agent in obtaining reduction

anc e.
:
Next session with the church at Mainville.
1. H. DUDLEY, Clerk.
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do, and so gradual and naturally, that iis use can not
be detected. Then add a luxuriant head of Hair, by
using the best and most popular Hair Dressing and
Restorer in the world—Lyon’s Celebrated Kathairon,
and your friends will hardly know you. These articles are sold by all Druggists.
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immediate attention, as neglect
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ollege Theological School, as a slight token
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Books
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some incurable Lung Disease. ‘‘ Brown's Bronghial
‘Troches” are a simple remedy; and will almost in-

by the

our regard for him, and regret for our
loss,
adopt the following
resolutions:

Moderator, in consultation with the other
officers. Latterly, no expression ‘ of Con-

, ference has been given; and

A Cough, Cold

Studentsof the Theological School, Lewiston,
May 12th, 1871 :—
Whereas, God in his Providence has visited
with sickness our brother, A. N. Buck, of the

Middle Class, thereby rendering

it is a never

druggists.
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The following resolutions were passed

tory reason. The three presiding officers
are usually and wisely selected - from different localities, and ~ hefice they couldbe of
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Years ago, Conference, by vote or by suggestion, signified its desire that the standing
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“The advertisement of Messrs. Graham, Perry &
Co,, which is sent out as an extra, indicates the plan
upon which a portion of their business is conducted,
and offers an opportunity for those who have money,
to mvest, to provide tor making it both secure and
profitable. Mr. Perry has had a large experience in
this branch of business, and hesgives hs careful
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A little old woman before me

,

4

large double sleigh, and having stowed away
the baggage, Mr. and Mrs. Stewart, Mr.

And her waving cap-string floated,
Like a pennon, to and fro.

Evans and [Fred took their/places, and in a

0.

In the folds of her rusty mantle

alighted ‘at the

two hours.

little more than

;

Sudden ‘her foptstep caught,

to the

, | ner and. rdéted awhile they

With a touch hs quick as thought,

din-

Hay ing taken

, | door of the hotel in B.

And I sprang to keep her from falling;

wharf, but though the boat was near y. due’
she had not yet arrived.

‘When under the old poke bonnet,
1 saw a winsome face,

RE

Framed with the flaxen ringlets

Of my Wee daughter Grace.

|

looking at the darkening sky, *‘ a

Dropped off at my very feet;
And there stood the little fairy,

coming.” ‘So taking Jeave of wife and
child he left them in Mr. Evans's care and

We

d

;

Onthe golden, ringing pavement

“y

Of the blessed Heavenly land?

i

Ri

ho

He did not have much
per was announced.
appetite that night, and retired early, but

|ere long changed

slept sweetly and soundly till a late hour in
the morning, and awoke greatly refreshed.
** Well, my little man,” said his uncle, as
he entered the breakfast room, * do you

a pouring

into

rain.

the
jn

Presently, from soynds

became conseious that something was going. ing at his yet pale face, ‘‘ that he had

Tnstead of the shape that hid us,
; JA fade ps iting, ERY ack eld
With a brightness that shall stay?
’

on

a

bench, built

long, high

I thought—but my little daughter

against the opposite wall, the form of a man.

Slipped her dimpled hand in mine;
* 1 was only playing,” she whispered,
That 1 Was sinety nite;

He was lying i till and motionless, with
a handkerchief spread over his face, that
Fred shuddered, for at first he thought him

‘
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amily

¥
(
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visit to
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Boston.

one

removed, the

after another,

handkerthe crowd

planation, saw a pained look in her

ETTA.

re

‘* Do you not see, dear?

;

eyes

his

The

close

of

a

cold,

day

windy

in

“ Oh,

March,

how

dreadful,”

said

monument.

ate all over till the summer |

ei i.

returned

his

mother.

10 ocho called him.

~

«|

think with your books, your playthings, and ters
your pony you can find sufficient- amusement. But what is that in your hand,—a
letter ?”

with shot and shell, and stained with

for them

at home!” replied

“Q yes; it ’s for you, Mother. I got it said, Have you—hic—seen anything—hic
at the Post Office as 1 came home. } guess | —°f# man round here—hic—drunk ?” As

it’s from

-

Uncle

Charlie,

marked Boston.

for

's

it

post-

Fred did not answer he passed

on,

repeat-

Please read it and tell me | 18 the inquiry to one and another.

what he says.”

‘ My dear boy,” cried Mrs. S., ** these
men were little innocent children once, and

While Mrs. 8. is reading her letter, I
will tell you. something about Freddie.
You will haye guessed that he lived in the
" country, where there are but two

terms

of

this moment, than have you live

a thing like that!”

dulged, for Mr. and Mrs. Stewart were wise
' . as well as tender, and being earnest Chris-

ecome

glancing as she spoke

at the prostrate form of the

drunken

man,

now beginning to show some signs of life.
Fred resolved that he would remember this;

tians, strove to obey the Bible admonition
to * train up a child in the way he should
go.” And Freddie loved and honored his
parents. Young as he was, (for only eight
summers had passed over his golden head)

but now a

loud,

shrill

whistle

proclaimed

a

that the boat was near. As she approached
the wharf, all was bustle and confusion.
Fred and his mother, under the protection
of a' big umbrella, were helped aboard by
‘he had given his heart to Jesus, «and was
trying with his dear father and mother to Uncle Charlie. Our young traveler thought
walk in the way which leadsto heaven. As -the long, nicely- carpeted saloon, with its.
he lived in a quiet country neighborhood, luxurious sofas and edsy chairs, a beautiful
be had but few playmates, and was there- place, and the two little state-rooms,secured
fore sorry when school closed in the little by his uncle, perfectly charming. It was
red school-house a mile away, for there he now quite dark, and after partaking of a
"was brought into companionship with chil- nice lunch, produced from the depths of
mother’s traveling basket, and warming his
dren of his age. He was thinking now

many weeks would pass before June sb

1 feet at one of the great stoves, Fred was
glad to climb into the snug little berth right

come, and school would begin again,— 1
almost three months,—and he sighed at
thought of the lonely days before him.
‘But his eyes brightened, as Mrs. Stewart,
folding her letter, said,
J

‘You

need

mourn

no longer,

Here is a prospect of good iy

dear.

in’ * foun

dance. »

“ Whatis it P” cried Fred! ‘Is Uncle
Charlie coming ? And will he bring Aunt
" Mary and Cousin Grace?
“ Uncle

but

Charlie

is coming

next week,

aunt and eousin will not accompa-

ny him this time ;. but,” she eontinued as

Fred's countenance fell, ‘“much as you would
like a visit from them, your:unele-proposes

something

‘which

will please

you

even

more.”

.* “10h, What can it be ?” eried Fred, opening his eyes very wide.

wharf.

however, and

He

was

when

soon asleep again,
awoke

o

the ‘idea of a visit to Boston, ' shall we,
can we go, Mother P”

“I'know + of nothing to py
said
Mis. 8. ““ When your father returns we will
talk it over, and if hie thinks it best, we will

go.”
At the tea-table the subject was fully dis- cussed. “Charles
writes,” said Mrs,
Stewart, ** that he.can stop over a day or
in the boat. On Tues!

EBE

b trip of the season;

‘will finish he Foor stage, ‘but you
Ee
to B., with our own team, can

She
"feet her husband.’ “T wish
you
$0'goy
my dear: It is a long time since
|

lui
yo
ure made

ai hire

our} brother: 8, Visit, and

rejoined his wife,

‘+ Thatis out of the, (ugstion.af prosont,

Fred will go in
said Mr. Stewart,**
a
less, fndesd;’
ind
he gi How

would

boy, by obeying ‘her.

Though the rain had
and

the waves ran very high, which caused

clear,

the

boat to rockso much that Fred could hard-

went

sometimes

td. be

a windlass, so

that people ndt wishing, to climb all these
steps, could get into a basket or car and be
wound up until they reached the top, but
something giving away, one time, a man
was thrown to the bottom and killed.
Since that people preferred to climb the

ed, and many
more, and when about to
take their departure, Fred declared it the

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF HENRY LORD BROUGHAM.
Written by’himself.
In three volumes,
Vol. I. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1871.
12mo. pp. 380.

Brougham’s

life

was full of

meaning

parting, until Aunt Mary promised

« Now, papa,” said Grace, ‘‘ you can stay

* but

““We will,” responded the children; running off hand in hand. They went a little
distance and came to a short flight of stone
steps, down which tripped Grace followed
by Fred. Opening a door, they found
themselves in-a low,

for a moment Fred

rather dark room, and

felt utterly

bewildered

might.

Such a noise he had never

heard!

who had thrust his paw through the wires
and was fugging lustily at the scarf, wink-

ing and blinking meanwhile,

with a sly,

wicked look upon his ugly phiz.
“Pho!

is

that .your

“The Lord’s Day—A Parable.

ELL

a ——

were striking even after he had passed the usual
boundary of earthly life, He was identified with
many of the inost prominent and influential undertakings that have distinguished Great Britain
during the last fifty years.

Equally.at

spicuously in all these spheres,

ed a peerage as a proper
ity

and

services,

and

home

in

winning his

way,

keeping

his

sturdy

that the actor tells ‘his own story, and provides
that we have the story just as he had penned it.

This first volume
years

of his

life,

covers less than
and

hardly

thirty-five

takes us into the

heat’and heart of his career. But it is interesting in itself, and especiallyin view of 4vhat it
promises for the future. - He does not spare details.

—

He dwells upon minute

incidents.

He la-

bors to.correct minor mistakes that nearly everybody has forgotten and about “which nobody

striking

phe

well sustained. conversations,

. The

volumes

are

meant for an older class-of readers than most of
the juveniles

which

he

has

hitherto

preparéd,

and the use of technical térms, and other words
borrowed from the Latin, is perhaps freer than
is really necessary. But we like the book, and
have a good deal of faith in
which it openly inaugurates,

the

undertaking

Tue OGILVIES. A Novel, By the author of
“ John Halifax, Gentleman,” &c. New York:
Harper & Brothers.

1871. 16mo.

Tue HEAD OF THE FAMILY.
author and Publishers.

A

pp. 421,

Novel.

Same

16mo,_ pp. 528.

It is a very admirable edition, in all respects,
of the novels of Mrs, Mulbek, which this enterprising House is issuing, and of which these two
books are the first installments, The general
style is almost precisely that of the work of
George Eliot, and this author deserves a place on
the ‘same honorable shelf with her vigorous-mind- |
ed, strong-voiced and brave-souled sister. The
intrinsic merits of the works, takén in conneetion
with the becoming dress into which they are put,

will be almost sure to make this edition welcome
aired
and popular.

~

”,

SUsY’s

SPECTACLES.

By

A ndsight,

Faith

Boston ; D. Lothrop & Co, Dover, N H.:
T. Day '& Co. 16mo. pp. 816.

0G,

We have here «another of those exéellent and
popular juvenile books, known as the $500 Prize
Series, and which by their attractiveness and
merits have woh so high and general a commen-

dation. ‘This addition is a real one, every way
worthy of its predecessors and its place, The
Spectacles, which ‘are exalted in the Volume, are

also in making duty plain, in showing the deformity of selfishness,
‘and the beauty of & loving
heart

and a beneficent life,

There-is-real-genius

in the book, and the skill and tact of the author
in managing her story are only second to the zest
and piquancy of her style, the quiet and effective
way in which she brings out her best thoughts,
and the high aim which runs taréugh and gives
tone to the whole narrative, It is impossible to
read the volume without being rebuked for

aim:

less or selfish living, and finding the heart stirred
with better purposes, If the author had done
‘nothing more than to develop such a character as
Marion Wylder, her success would have been

large and enviable.
»
cares.
He reproduces his own letters even when
they signify very little, and when their style is GINX’S BABY: His Birth and other Misfortunes.
. A Satire.” Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
slip-shod and their courtliness is artificial and
"1871. 16mo. pp. 1256. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
awkward.
He is not happy in his every-day
The reprint of this little book from the Engepistles, and he even sins here against rhetoric
lish edition gives us one of the keenest pieces of
and good literary taste. ‘He seems to emjoy pasatire,—half bantering in style but terribly seri
rading the fact that he was early on familiar.
terms with eminent men, and he never forgets to ous and suggestive in substance,~that has appeared for many a day.
Ginx's Baby in question
allude ‘to their evident esteem ‘for him, or to
is the thirteenth child of a poor man, who delib- *
print the portions of their letters which convey a
erately decides that, as he can not take care of itpersonal compliment.
He
is unquestionably
and its predecessors, he must and will throw it
egotistic and not free from
garrulity.
What

needless pains to say that Sydney Smith’s brief
and

spicy

account

is

seriously

untrue

coming of its successors.’

to the

:

into the Thames, and starts out for that purpose.

But he finally gives it into the hands of a nun,
and then the Protestants
get up a furor, and it
goes first to one retreat and then another, arousing the interest, calling out the pleas and protests
of all sorts of theorists, civil and religious, arraying sect against sect and system against system, while the poor baby bagely escapes starvation, grows up into a vicious and desperate boy,
and at length. commits suicide in déspair; The
book is meant as an
exposure of the miserable
poor laws that prevail, the heartlessness, the sectarian bitterness, and the sacrifice of common
sense on the altar of theory, which mark the treat-

ment accorded

THE COMPLETE POETICAL

TENNYSON.

WORKS

Author's

ive. And not a little of this keemsatire and terrible back-handed criticism will be found applicable nearer home. It does not do much in the
way of ‘#tfing forth plain and better methods of
procedure, but it does point out the prevailing
follies and faults: of our system in dealing

with these unfortunates, as with a finger of fire,
OF

Household

ALFRED

Edition.

Boston: James R.
& Co. 1871. 12mo.
Pp. 428. Sold by E. J.
Lane & Co.
It is no small satifaction to have the entire poetical works of Tennyson in a volume so convenient and well made up ss this. Several of his

pieces that have never before

his published poems, are bound

and

the

sixty

in England to the poor, ignorant

and dangerous classes of society, and leave them
to become desperate and criminal and destruct

and

sheaf,

in

great laws of heat, and the

nomena which reveal, establish and illustrate
them, in a series of very pleasant, animated and

meant for the eyes of the mind rather than for
those of the body, snd they help in the discovery
of faults at home and virtues abroad; they help

‘ton
yet

of the

appeared among
into this ample”

illustrations

scattered|

paints them in colors

that make every re-

spectable ‘hypocrisy and hideous lie stand out
with wondrous sharpness
is negative

rather

than

of outline,
positive; but

needs to be shown and characterized

Its work
as an evil

before we

can hope that its place will be taken by some.
thing true and good, we may welcome this most

brilliant and caustic of criticisms as something
that is to pave the way for the coming of reform,
The same Publishers have issued an illustrated

“0 dear, I am so very tired of the Sab- through the book add to its attractions. It is edition of Bret Harte’s THE HEATHEN CHINER, ©
bath!” So said Willie, a playful little fel- par cxcellence the author's edition, and these ‘—the pictures owing themselves. to the genius
low, who was longing for the Sabbath to be publishers. are the only ones in this country and pencil of Mr. Eytinge, whose power in 11) pl
whom

over, that he might return to his play.

he authorizes to

issue his works,

from whose service in republishi

and

‘“ Who wants to hear a story?” said a derives any pecuniary advantage,ng his poems he
This edition,
kind friend who was present.
it would seem, must largely supersede all others
“1, sir," “And 1," “And 1, said the that are meant for those who want a good, cheap
children

as

they

gathered

around

him,

Then he told them a parable.
Our Saviour; when he was on earth, often

and beautiful collection of the poems which represent the highest artistic reach of the singing of

had some very

the tree.

rich apples hanging

upon

A poor man was’ passing by} the

traying the comic needs no praise.

Itis put up )y en

in pretty pamphlet, and sold at 25 cts.
They have also issued THE MARQUIS DE ViLLEMER, one of George Sand’s volumes, in a
cheap and excellent style,
Pampliiet of 130 pages.

making

an

octavo

this century.

en
taught the people by parables. - The parable
OUR
Eves,
and How to take
told to the little boys was of a kind man who
Henry W. Williams,

THE CHanM: A Collection of Sunday school
. Music. 1 P. P. Bliss. Chicago : Root & Ca-

‘uu

of them.

B
A. Tih D. Boston:

James
Sold by R.E. O ufood & Co,
Go0. 1871.
1871. 16mo. . pp PDs +103.

dy. pp.1

~ There is a large and voracious market for Sunday school music, and the great number of collections thrown

upon the community

assure us

ale Williams 18 set ig as the most- “eminent that the supply is pretty sure to equal the deoculist in New England, if not .in the, United mand. And, on the whole, these collections are
States; and this reprint of his excellent, practi- growing better. The music gains in real charcal, common
s&nse papers, which first appeared acter, and the hymus are more deserving of the
in the Atlantic Monthly, will help to put the name. This little work has positive mérits, and
masses of the people in possession of many facts it exhibits no lack of spirit, and will wear very
much pleasure to make this poor man hap- which itis very important for them to know. well for a tinje. Perhaps it speaks down. too far
The page is one that is not meant to work more toward the nursery and with a little too much
py that h&ealled him and said, ** My friend, injury
to the vision of the reader than the facts constancy and apparent painstaking,
I will give you part of my fruit.” So he recorded on it can-aid

house
‘of the-swner; and he stopped ‘to! admire this beautiful apple-tree. He counted
these golden pippins. There were just seven of them. The rich owner could afford
to give them away, and it gave him so

in repairing, The let.
held out his hand and received six of the terpress preaches in behalf of the same truths
apples. The owner had only kept one for which the Doctor urges, ind 80 helps to make
|* himself.
the bookRk Houbly valuable,
.
Dp you think the. poor. man was grateful for this kindness ? No,indeed ! He want- A SMALLER SCRIPTURE HISTORY. In th
Parts + Old Testament History ; Connection’ of
ed the seven pippins all for himself, and at ~0ld
and New Testaments} New Testament
last he made up his mind that he would
isto; RA. D. 70. Edited by William Smith,
watch his time, and ge back

cunning

Si

other apple.

and

steal the

D.C
ah

AL:LD

strated | X ShiHavinge o
arper

hy pp. 876.

Ire

¥0iuers. for.

FREE PUBLIC. LIBRARIES, - Suggestions on their
foundation and administration, with a selected
list of books. New York: Hurd and Hou i
ton, Published for the ;American Social

, ence Association, 1871, pamphlet. PD: BA
Practical and valuable,
:
[}

i

phir,

BANVARD’S LITTLE PILGRIM SERIES, for Sabbathsschools,
The wonderful works of Christ.

Dei

for young children in Sunday schools

1. should say cunning!” cried
“Did he do that?” said Willie, very soraand Boston, Ht By Rev, Joseph Banvard, >
Dr. Smith’s mame 1s a sufficlent
that
enry
oung——A.-very
good
| py .. * Heought to have ‘been -ashamed of the-work with-which it is-associateguarantee
d is something
be seen ; they were glad to remain in -their Fred, jerking the scarf from the monkeys
and interesting E
of the augrasp,
and
looking
much
disgusted.
)
really
valuable.
He
has.
here condensed ft]
himself! I hope he got well punished for
thor andyoe adapted to its purpose.
berths, and Fred himself soon began to have
main facgs and thoughts that are put into the two
~
——
(
an un; plegsar, feeling at the stomach, and| “No indeed!” said Grace. “Here is the stealing that apple.”
large 12mo. vols. devoted tothe same object,
and |.
“ How many days are therein the week, crowded:
EN
pale that Mr. Evans took him to little creature in this cage with the rabbit.
them into a single book of moderate
followthe
us
send
Harper & Brothers
his state-room, telling
him to lie flat on his He is not. bigger than a kitten; and how Willie?” said his friend. * Seven,” said proportions, Many will thank him for this epit~ singMessrs:
additions to their library of select novels,
es
the
little
rabbit.
See
him
lay
his
Willie,
blushing
deeply
;
for
now
he
began
back, and he thoughthe would
soon be bet- | h
omizing service; and the smaller work will be now numbering 861 volumes,—~cheap, and generainst him, and look. up at us with to understand the parable, and he felt very frequently bought and studied where the larger ally of a character above the average :
‘ter, He did::s0, and in a short time felt| b
rs eyes. Ido. wish pap
aPwould buy uneasy about his heart. Conscience began one might be left td itself through lack of funds,
THE MONARCH OF MINCING-LANE. = By wil
quite well; . but, attempting to arise, ‘the his soft
Black, author of Kilmeny, &e. pp. 168.
liam
or
courage,
or
faith,
“Thi
is
cheap,
excellent
,
queer oe returned, and his head swam him for “me.”
to whisper to him, * And should not a’ boy
will serve many of the purposes which ordiA Live ‘Assize. By Mrs. J. H. Riddell, su- x ‘
so thathe
glad to- fall back again.
“Yes” said Fred, ‘the is ‘cutning, but I be ashamed of himself who is unwilling on and
nary réaders of the Bible, Sabbath school. teach- thor of The Rage for Wealth,” &e. ppy 167.
¥ A
Alas, for his Anticipated pleasure of fave ‘should not want a monkey ; ‘they are so the seventh day to lay aside -his play? ers and
Bible class pupils:
ly keep his footing. . But few ladies were to

gin & steaniboat!

In this ingle}

n

monkey?

.Grace,

that

she and Grace would spend a month on the
farm during the summer. So they separat-ed, hoping soon to meet again to share the
sweet enjoyments and simple pleasures of
Som: life.

in the depot, while we go and see the monkey. —It-is-only a few: steps; and I know the
“t Very well,” replied Mr. Evans;
you must be back in ten minutes.”

i

MOLAR,

quial speech. This opening volume in the projected series promises well. It brings out most

and

incident. The man was in many ways remarkable. His extraordinary powers began to show
themselves very early, and their developments

most delightful visit he had ever made. facts. But we give the opening volume a glad
‘The cousins were quite inconsolable at welcome, and wait with especial interest the

He was not too weary now to observe and
be much interested in the lively scenes
about him, so that the walk, which really
was long, seemed very short.

tend to all her wants, and she preferred that which he wore, and looking down, saw, in
he should go and eat his breakfast, and then a cage close by, a mischievous monkey,

‘ceased, and the sky was bright

and round,

her cousin there used

walks seemed so’ dry he thought. Grace
might have ‘dispensed with her rubbers.

at- thing pulling at the end of the pretty scarf

stay with his uncle. Fred was very sorry for
his mother, and proved it, like a sensible

up, round

picture. Fred
was much interested in some
old cannon, rélics of the Revolutionary war,
bearing the date of famous battles. Having looked and admired to their hearts content, they prepared to descend. Grace told

was covered with snow, and he was surprised to see none in Boston. - The side-

suffering a good deal, but said he could do As he stood perfectly amazed, he felt somenothing for hier; the stewardess

and

Literary Review.

bravery and his sympathy for the masses of the
monument. Here they rested, and enjoyed | peopie,~he died
at the end of a long life that
the fine prospeet; for city #nd country lay well deserves a record. And that record will atspread out before them likea great, lovely tract all the mope attefition in view of the fact

Fred left home three days before, the ground

So Fred rapped at long neck, till it seemed to Fred higher
than his head, and crowed with all his

her door, and when she bade him enter, he
| found his uncle’s fears correct. She was

all,

are _| by each other, for it was so dark they could
ly discern one another, and the pas- there is of real and general interest in this vol¢ And, papa,” cried Grace, do nt let's
e been put into half the space with
sage was so narrow that they were all hud- ume could
go in the carriage, but take us to the depot
a decided
gdin in the matter of value, though it
on Tremont Street and let us go in the dled together. Finally a voice below cried, would not then have photographed Brougham as
“(Give me ‘your hand”! Each by turn ex- it does now. But, after all, it is, as as it stands, a
horse cars. It is such. fun. Ilike it; and I+
tended a hand, and grasped the strangers, piece of autobiography that we would not eonwant Fred to go to the bird store close by
who helped them safely by, and théy all sent to spare. It is very interesting in its
and see my funny little monkey.
He's so
reached the ground in safety. Grace said facts and reminiscences. It gives us glimpses of
cunning.
Please, papa, say yes.”
she was so tired she could hardly step, but most of the great men who have figured conspicuously in Great-Britain during the last half cen“Well, yes,” said her father.
‘ Now
Fred thought he would like to go right up tury, and we are pretty sure to know what
run and play, for I want to read, and two
When they reached home Fred Broughain thought of them and of their ideas. He
again,
such chatterboxes disturb my thoughts.”
gave his mother a long account of their ad- sweeps aside the curtain and lets us see a good
The morning dawned fair- and beautiful, ventures, and did not weary of - talking deal of what. went on behind thé scenes, both
and the soft breezes whispered of §pring, about them till others tock their place. before and after the actors had performed their
as Mr. Evans a the happy children start- They passed several weeks in Boston, visit- parts upon the public stage. He tells a good deal
ed on their walk to Tremont Street. ‘When ing all the 3) which Grace had describemore about the starting of the Edinburgh Review
an the public knew before, though he takes

the by the strange commingling of sounds
sun was shining brightly. Looking over that met his ear. © Recovering himself a litthe side of the berth, he. saw .that Uncle tle and looking around, he saw hundreds of
Charlie had gone out; so,arising,he, quickly cages one above another, containing canary
washed and\dressed,
and having asked birds, who seemed to be all singing togethGod's protectioy
for himself and loved ones, er, each trying to. excel the others. Parwent to seek his\ mother and uncle. He rots were screaming hoarsely ‘‘Pretty Poll !
found the latter iy the saloon reading a Pretty Poll,” and to crown the whole a tall
newspaper. Mr. Evans said his sister had Shanghai rooster, standing with his spouse
not yet made her appearance, and he feared|; in a great boxvmiade of sldts, stretched his

* That You and Lreturn with him for a she might be sea-sick.

he again

It seemed

gas burners, which gave a fe
flickering
light and filled the air with a sickening,
oppressive
cdor.
At last they emerged
into a little room with a window cut in each
of the four sides. This was the top of the

blood,

way. ”

over Uncle Charlie’s—not, however, forgetting his evening prayer,—and was soon
fast asleep. As it was so very dark and
stormy, the captain thoyght it best to remain jn the harbor all nmiXht; so Fred slept
soundly till nearly mornin},
when he was
awakened by the whistle of £
ine, and |
a bumping, grating noise, as the boat left

the

to ascend

not object. »

would have been as shocked as you, per-|
haps, at such a sight as this. Little did
they think then, that they would become
such misegable creatures as they now are!
Learn a lesson from this, my son! Never
taste a drop of the accursed stuff called
liquor, for in this is your only safety. Far
. rather would I see you lie dead at my feet

school in the year. His home ‘was in one
“of the inland towns of Maine, some twenty
miles from the little seaport of B. His
father was a wealthy farmer, and_ Freddie
was an only child, the darling of his parents’ hearts; but though deeply laved and
fondly cherished, he was rot: foolishly in-

they

Mount Aubtirn,”—
* Oh,” interrupted Fred, “ I want most of
all to go to old Bunker Hill, and see the
tall monument, and go'to the very top of stairs, rather than risk such a fearful death.
They met with an adventure going down.
it.”
¢ Yes,you shall,” said Grace.
‘ We will They were in an especially dark place,
go lomo
if papa can go with us. when they heard voices and laughter, just
Let's ask hiM.” So they ran to find Mr. below, and knew another party was making
They had a fanny time getting
Evans, who said, “ Yes, if the mammas do the ascent.

is i :
At this moment the. drunken comrade
appeared, and looking at Fred with a leer

better than

aperture, then the darkness was relieved by, literature, science and politics, and figuring con-

‘And perhaps they have mothersand sis- and.some pleasant day we will ride out to
praying

Here

pausing on a broad stair to rest and enjoy
4 little light and air which found entrance
through a narrow aperture in the wall. Often for a long distance there would be no

see the deer and carry them ‘something to
* sshool 's fone. apd I am so sorry.”
Mr. Evans just then came in! and when eat.
i
I love them dearly, they are such
: Well, my dear,” said Mrs. Stewart,
| Mrs. Stewart spoke about the cruel scene, pretty, gentle creatures. We will visit ‘the
will teach. you.at home, snd you can learn | po 45id the drunken man was a young sailor, Museum, and see all the wonderful things
.
a great deal if you only ery.
™ | and he had a friend out there, a shipmate, there, and the State House, . wher#” are the
** Yes, Mother ; but that 's not like going| yo}; was half drunk himself, and swearing flags used by our Massachusetts regiments
$0 sthol, 1 shall have no fun now. My at the crowd for making fun of his *com- during the war, some ‘of them all tattered

good mes

began

the spiral flights of stone stairs.
up

statues and monuments ; then we will go. to

Fred.

her approval ; and last, and

our

I obey the commands of JeCaptain, I shall surely con:
Fred, as the followed Grace
up the pretty terrace, and

very dark-and damp to Fred, as they

where the flowers grow in summer, and
imagine how lovely it is when the grass is
fresh and green ; and you -can look at the

man is in-

sitting-room at the | aking sport of him.”

mother’s

best

‘“ though to be sure it’s not so pretty at this

** O Mother,” said Freddie Stewart, en- | yoxjcated, and those thoughtless perl, are

tering

British, or the rebels in

late war, and if
sus, the great
quer”, thought
andher father

as -season of the year, but you can see the beds

said,

she

.

than were the

Though Fred was impatientto see all the
wonders of the city, he did not think of
opposing his mother’s wishes; so he and
Grace had a nice quiet time that day, , playing, talking, and reading the pretty story
books of which the little girl had a bountiful supply. - Fred hagd many questions to
ask which Grace was quite ready to answer.
‘“ You must go to the Common,” said she,

walked up and looked at him, as people look
|atacorpse at a funeral. Fred was much
shocked at their rude jests and loud laugh| ter, and looking at his mother for an ex-

:

Freddie's

Then a boy

dead.

chief, - and,

:

Presentlya noble little fellow

he looked upon the figure of the hero, who ‘he could almost hear his Heavenly Father
fell near this very spot.
whispering : *‘ Blessed are the merciful, for
“It is a grand thing to be a warrior, ond they shall obtain Tetey.I— Sunday Y School
fight for one's country; bug mother says Journal.
I have worse foes within my own heart,

| on which caused a great deal of merriment postpone it for -a day or two. It will be
to the score of men and boys assembled in better for him, and there will be plenty of
entered the open door at the base of the
| the outer room. Peeping out, he sap, -ex- time.”
$
tended up

:

Fred felt his heart glow with patriotism as

ho
glanc-

feel like sight-seeing to-day ?”
which issued through a half open door, he
“I think,” replied Mrs. Stewart,

arrival of the boat.

Serene in a youth sublimé?
a

up

storm was coming.
Soon a heavy sleet
beganto beat against the windows, which

_| watching the crowd of people awaiting the

Gme

led him

A

towards home.

# Freddie
sat with his mother beside
warm
stove, ‘and found amusement

Will our better selves spring backward,

.

some house, and Uncle Charlie

is

storm

the steps, and through the pretty hall into
the'nicely furnished parlor, he was glad to
drop upon the sofa and rest quietly till sup-

turned his horses’ heads

a

and rags.

When
Stewsait, “oor intermingling of sights and sounds.
Besides,” said he, at last the carriage stopped before a hand-

Mantle and cap togethér

)

a

SRA

Gin,

“You see” said, Grace, “the monument
came‘upy
and pushing through the crowd,
is enclosed, and we must go through this
helped the poor crippled man to pick up bis
place in order to get in, Here's the man
gifts, and placed them in a bundle.
Then
to whom papa pays the money, to let us go
slipping
a
piece
of
silver
into
i
pi,
he
up to the top. Now we will go into the
was running - away, when a voiceffar above
next room, where is another man witha
him said: * Little boy with’ a straw hat,
great book in which we must write our
look up!” A lady, leaning from an upper
names and places of residence. Everywindow, said earnestly: ‘‘ God bless you,
body does so.” While Mr. Evans was
my little fellow! God will .bless you for
writing, Fred's attention was attracted by a
that!” As he walked along he thought how
large statue which stood upon a pedestal
glad he had made his own heart by doing
within the room.
:
good. He thought of the poor beggar's
“That is Gen, Warren” whispered Grace. grateful look; of the old lady's smile, and

Mr.

said

go, "

must

night will overtake me,

Beautiful, flushing, sweet!

¢

‘horses into the

| span of handsome - black

] caught a gleam of snow,

mother ventured to arise. Mrs, Stewart
reclined upon a sofa in’ the saloon, and Fred
sat in an easy chair by her side till the boat
touched the wharf. All were soon ashore,
where they were joyfully welcomed by Mrs.
Evans and Grace who had come in a carriage to meet them. As they rode along
the narrow, brilliantly lighted streets, with
great blocks of buildings rising high’ on
either side, Fred was too weary to distinguish ‘one object
from another. It
seemred to him that it was all a confused

harnesséd the

James,

Mr. Stewart's man,

From under her old poke bonnet
®

refreshed by a cup of tea, ‘Fred and his

| thing else till Uncle. Charlie, or Mr. Evans,
| arrived. The few daystof his visit glided
rapidly away, and on “he appointed day,

‘Went slowly down the street,
Walking d3 if a-wéary
‘Were her feeble, tottering feet.

——

FOR THE YOUNG. “Heat. By Jacob
“we. must go, or remember the Sabbath by to3 kuep itoly! PM Fh:
Abbott, fuuthor of ** The Franconia Stories,”
— Picture ‘Magazine.
papa will be after us. n
&e.
Wit numerous en, ravings,
Same Publishers. 1871160. Bp.
806.
They returned to the. depot where they|
The great number of readers who have follow
found Mr, Evans rather impatient at their
"A Little Story for Boys.
ed Mr. Abbott thi jugh ‘his entertaining and indelay. He hailed a Charlestown car which |
-I found somewhere the following little structive volumes for the young, and been
was passing, and they all got in and rode
charmed with bis plain, easy, natural way of
merrily away: Fred enjoyed the ride very scrap, which has in it a lesson for boys: A bringing out facts and urging duties, will be glad
much, everything was so new and strange. crippled beggar was striving to pick up "to follow him as he steps into a position a little
After a while the car stopped. Getting out some old clothes that had been thrown from higher than that heretofore occupied, that he may
‘and walking a short distance, they paused a window, when a crowd of rude boys gath- put the great leading discoveries in science, as
they are illustrated in the sphere and experienc
before a litte building which looked like an cred about him, himicing his awkward es of every-day life, into cleag, racy and collomovements,
and
hooting
at
his
helplessness
office of some kind.

“Well,” iol

all the wonderful sights in Boston! It will smoathly, Uncle Charlie said they had left
“be the best time I ever had in my life!” . o the open sea, and in the course of an hour
Fred could scarcely;talk or think of any- or so would reach the city. After being

f Only Playing?
\

way to

little, and they began to glide along more

sce

and

€ousin ‘Grace,

steamboat, to visit

obliged to journey all the

Boston ; and when, as night approached,
the violent rocking and pitching ceased a

ped, # to ridein a real

« Willing,” erie

i

was be

to take the

you willing
|
at

Are

isa it, Fred?
journey ?”

i

=v

»

| troublesome, always in some mischief.”

wish’ and. need to

: Ought he not to be punished, if he will ‘not Achiever
4

If

ANTEROS.

Butterfly,” &e.
-

By'

the

author

pp. 165.

of “ Breaking

&

LY

# Ni

THE

d

t} om? AS
nist
us a

be without
what would'we
bog ih gph
w Wt wo

ing through
ballads.

or by stroll-

thé Seven Dialsin search of
He wasas fond-of these as Sir

they exhibited all the unhappiness of the
Parisians themselves at the distressed con-

nificent image

of the adjacent end. ofvitic fish men,

tube upon this

sereen,

clean record.

the

see

(ou, now

He leaves a bright example, and a
was kis Saviour during
Jesus

image, composod of to semicircles, one of Jong and swien
useful life; Jesus was
E.K.
death.
of
andre st at, the hour.
took notice of the abnormal condition of which is due to the/light: which has passed | y
dition of the beleaguered capital. The dogs

Walter Scott, and spent the whole of one
#nd
long vacation, it is said, in a stroll through things from the first day. They seemed to througe the watér,
‘passé
know that there fas something wrong—that | light which heis
in place of hair, and very little even at that, | the northern counties collecting a set.
Ee the city. Side side) th Na ¢
Jeffrey | some calamity was hangin
alone in A,
it having been mostly dragged out by crimp- | ~~ When living
Macaulay, like - Charles Dick- | The beating ‘of drums, the Burades, the |‘and'you no le that while
tells us that
«|
ing pins and heavy chignons.

{ meagerness, have claws instead of hands
and feet, and a fuzy kind of a substance

-

People’s Peculiarities.
And

into “sallowness,

they subside

9S

:

:

-

wrinkles,

original editionsof old books,

oe
oo
;

Brother Young

white, the water semicircle is a | her children converted to God.

wins! iy a ure,

of bodies of armed

the other to the
OHEL, wife of Rev, J. Young, died in Dix- through the air. | mont Me., April 16, aged67 years, Sister You
ll them ; was futhsl in al the Tagine or lite: and lov
wii
ge
the air - semicircle | a ‘devoted Christian, and ng

These two classes of women—the grizaly | ens, often threw down his pen at midnight, | rapid movements
a dinner without salt, = And yet, on Soren
bright a ‘delicute blug-green.” Tho real | mourns, butnot without hope. Funeral by the
_ possess peculiarities only Traceriaing top, | woman and la petite—are the ones for whose | and strolled out into the silent streets, to | and the fierce preparations for defense,’
of fistilled water was arcertained and | V1!" assisted Dy Revs. J. Fletcher and Day.
|
uneasy—
them
rendered
and
them
cited
|
He
hours.
three
or
two
for
about
walk
|
and under certain control, hig Cotlod... | especial benefit the present style of dress | thought the silence and soljtude of a great | set them to reflecting,” ig the expression | color
il J; ANDREWS,
:
beyond a doubt.—A4ul the = Year
praved”
preis
woman
was invented, , The bony
pol,
like an over-salted dinner, oh a
22,
thin os is
utterly unfittedto the genera
And one
of the most dangerous
certain

fostering of

the

eculiarities ; for

they are not eccentricities, they may

whilp

row into eccentricities, just as failings and
* .
faults may deepen into sin...

People’s peculiarities are as varied in
shape, color, and shade, as the forms inaas.
kaleidostope ; and mark us as distinctly
the clothes we wear, the language we use,
the house we live in. They are the first

and the ruffles and the tournours, and the
odds and

ends of ribbon, lace and flowers,

were her natural and

may, I think, trace many

rightful . plumage.

Despoil her of them and she is quite another
thing—a

mere little manjkin,

an old ‘woman cut skort!

as it were—

Part her hair

They excite our imterest

individual, just as the sight of a crab's curi-

ously moving claws will draw us to’ examine the creature.
) .
:

hey are a sort of a

a

they are his darlings;

and

Vay, (3

to him. 1.

Macaulay's,

not know her

took away

Dieu! you would

n. - She's nobody!

Yaqu

hands

delicate features !
Keep

falling,

and

breaking

habit

most

men

of

is anything

more

.its

and bright eyes, and rather

it is,
with

than a

Fw the habit

the neighbo¥ood,

!

.

co-operative movement.
style, they resorted to

In true human
public meetings.

‘ Every

morning,” says o

Gautier, *“ there

a death-grasp!

for

you are not

-

<

matt

.

they ought to take, and,

whether

in relig-

but

which needs to fall

preyed
the ‘but patiently endured. a
Eld. Bean and untied with
was I
ually on e her system, until in a smile of
Cong. church,
He afterwards removed to 8. Berwick; and united with the ¥. Baptist church,
hristian triumph; she fell asleep in Jesus.
and afterward ‘to Limerick and joined the F.

new comer seemed to bring news, and the
council commented on it, and after awhile
dispersed.”

‘the F. Ba

be

y

3

barks,

by. (Ho

’

Baptists there ; subsequently
he removedto Palmyra, and there being no
¥. B. church in that

place

from per-

word to. say,

their advice to

manner.

She

give and their

or

unusuall

ew into

ntle, and would put their nos-

the

faithful, active

hand of stangers, as if beggin

for

food.

Then,

F

as

the

famine

advance

r

ugly sort is

best,

and

;

the

sooner than

Pay op bo Mo
years
Warren some forty

and

teacher

f Instrumental Music.

of Drawing.
5" COWELL, teacher

He lived |

previous to his death.

Instructors:

Stacy, teacher of Penmanship

usic.

'

$5.00
4,00

Hi her English,
Primary, -

$400
450

Languages,
r,s ne
ago, where he lived | Common English

fin

Penmanshi , (12 fessons),

cautious | till the titeof his death, and, with the. early

and Vocal

.

A, V.HAYES, teacher of Wax Work,

a

business;

her

magnificent women are at a discount! Take
such a one. Friz her hair about the round
full face, till it looks like an overgrown
moon; spoil the classic outline of her fine

says you are suffering from a

of illuess..

“smelt a rat,” and

Your medical man | too,

own choosing to-night.

Well, of course

ran

away

ought to | bu Spey

the sparrows, for some time
t he city. as usual, to pick up crumbs
visi
but after finding themselves
and worms,
always made targets of, they disappeared
and returned no more.
SH

Life

suffrage, and all that stands in the shadow
of it, evinces respect for and appeals to the

in Alusks .
-—s

rei

The Olympia Standard says:—*No less
than eight murders have been committed in
Sitka inside of “the last three vears, and
every murderer has escaped the punishment he

deserved

except

one, who

is now

the terrace beneath

watering with their

the

floor and

second

tiny

spray a

the women

garden

inmates, that in any other coun-

try but Alaska would cost them their lives.
We have seen two companies of soldiers
stationed right in the city, many of whom
were not fit to run at large outside the
walls of a State-prison, and who forced
their way into Russian houses as though ‘it
was a part of: their duty. And what has

the thick leaves over Sans

respect of Christianity, it will succeed. Just
so far as it estranges itself from Christianity,
it will totter and fall. It will never be a
success, exceptas the elements of the Chris-

tian religion

are

in it.

‘6

West Lebanon, April 14, 1871.

|

dogs, | ty-three years ago, and united with the Freewill

when
Birds,

one called or whistled to them.

certain form | any

he

the

but at length

cellar;

let them send for one of their | roof or the

aptist church of Warren, of which he remained
a worthy and consistent member until his departure from a world of labor and toil to the land
of rest. His house was ever the home of the

MAINE

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE,

PITTSFIELD, ME.
weary pilgrim;he delighted in Christian asso- GEORGE B. FILES A, Bi Precepior,.....
N, Preceptress.
ciation, and. was ready to-bear his
—in sus- | M1 88
Miss AROLINE M. FERN ALD, Associate.
taining the cause of God, and laboring for the
E.
EUGENE
WADE,
A.
B,,
Prin. of Normal Dept.
interest of the church.
He leaves a wife and
L. MARIA SIMON
four childrento mourn his absence. Although Miss
Mgs. J. F. STEERE, Teac
ripe forthe heavenly kitgdom yet we shall miss
D. M. WAITT, Teacher in Commercial Department.
him in the sanctuary where his place was alLength of Term, ten weeks.
ways filled unless prevented by sickness, But
CALENDAR, 1571 Spring Term be, gins February 2.
we trust ourloss will be his eternal gain. pl
April 17.
OM.

DEA. AsA HUTCHINSON, of Fayette, Me., died

Exercises, June 21st.

N. F. WEYMOUTH, Secretary Trust.

March 16, after a short but severe sickness
aged.82 years and 8 months. Bro. H. embraced
the Saviour some 45

the F. B. church at

years since agd united

with

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
The Summer Term of Green Mountain Seminary
will commence May “o,, For particulars,

Chesterville, Me. then at Ea.

Livermore,
and lastly at Wayne, filling the
office of Deacon honorably and usefully in each
church. He
loved the denomination; was a
patron of the Star from its commencement, a

supporter of all the berigvolent enterprises

Waterbury Center, Vt., ‘Ap

and

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
a true friend of the slave. His house wasa home
;
for the servants of God.
He was not a man of REV. J. L.COLLIER, A. M., President.
many words, but of deeds, always firm, reliable
REV. I. D. ADKINSON, A.M. Professor of Ancient
and hopeful.” The Wayne church, of which he | ©
was a member at his death, has lost one of its || WILLIAM
REED, Professor of Mathematics.
MISS JORLE SUMPTON, Teacher of Primary DepartIn his will he rememsbest earthly supports.

.
ISON
RY
He was a kind hushis Master’s cause.
bered
pad ind seighbos, and 2 Jespocted dtigen, es MARY Pi ADKINSON, Teachdr of Instru
.
;
Y
deeply afflicte
feels
He has left a wife who
and who solicits the prayers and sympathies of ole 5, dar fon 1820.71, a form begina Sep
those who have been called to drink of the same | Sprirg'term begins Maych7, and ends May 27.
Summer term begins June 6, and ends August 18.
36

bitter cup. He has left also three grand children, |
the offspring of an only daughter who died some
three years since, and two brothers and one sister, who mourn the loss of one beloved.

JOHN HANCOCK |

Let it not be the

Mes. Bransa
F., wife of Dea. Lucien B.
fault of the movement or of its leaders,if the Johnson, died at her residence in Jackson,
people
good
common
people—the
common
Mich., on Sunday, March 26,of congestion of the
—pedple who go to church in ‘‘goodand lungs, aged 56 years and 8 months. Sister J. was
born
in Otsego, N. Y., from which place she
prayers
regular standing,” and have family
to Genesee Co. early in life; was conand ask a blessing at their tables, and give removed
verted at about the age of 18 years under the
to foreign missions, and read their Bibles labors of Elder Hermon Jenkins, by whom she
every night—do not hear them gladly. was baptized and’ received into the Freewill BapBeautiful upon the mountains are the feet tist church of Varysburg, of which she remained
member until she emigrated to Mich.
of him that bringeth God's tidings. Involve ain faithful
1836. She had resided ih Jackson about 36
the cause of woman thoroughly in the cause years and had been faithfully identified with the
of Christ, and his “triumphant future shall Freewill Baptist cause in this city ever since the
The world, on the whole, for a first chureh was organized. She was a devotéd
be hers.
world, is quick to say: “Blessed is he that and exemplary member ofthe. present church
when called up higher. She was a good neighcometh in the name or the Lord !”
bor, a kind friend, a tender mother, a devoted
wife and an earnest Christian.
She leaves be:
hind to mourn her departure, a husband in very
feeble health, ready, waiting and anxious to join
nl
@
her on the other shore,and two loving daughters,

Mutual

Life

Insurance Company,
<

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Organized "as the Exponent of the ¢ MASSACHU
SETTS

NON - FORFEITURE”

GEORGE
GEORGE

B. AGER,

About Visiting.

Law.

P. SANGER, President.
Secretary.

ELIZUR

WRIGHT,

Actuary.

removal.
We have said but little about the innoeent
or harmless peculiarities, which may and
should be retained, as they mark our individuality. These, especially, where they

with a fares circle of friends and acquaintances.
* Dividends are declared annually, after the first
The French gentry are adopting the plan Her
funeral was largely attended, Rev, ¥. W,
of inviting guests
by series to their cha- Straight officiating, assisted by Rev. J. W. Hough, payment, availbble immediately as Cash, in payment
of Premium, or to increase the amount of ‘insurance
teaux. And each invitation sets forth the pastor of the 1st Cong. ¢h., and the writer.
at the.eption of the insured,
P.W.P,
exact length of time the guest is expected
A Dividend
has been declared each year since the
been the result of all this? Simply that all to stay,%as well as the day he is to come.
organization of this Company.
MARY
JANE,
wife
of
Rev.
E.
J.
Dogle,
died
in
the
refined
and
respected
portion
of
the’
stood on one of the tables, a book-rack on Russian population have left our territory, Not a bad plan either. A family maybe Burlington, Lapeer Co., Mich., March 2d, of
very
glad to see ‘adriend on a given day, Cancer, in the forty-first year of her age. Sisanother with three or four - loose volumes, ‘heartily sic
of, and thoroughly disgusted
a cabinet piano and piles of well-used mu- with the very name of an American, and and to entertain that frierid for a given time; ter Dogle was born in the Province of New
Brunswick, where she was married to Bro. Do- after one payment.
sie, an easel bearing a half-finished sketch ; who can blame them? . Who will not blush and yet it might be very annoying and in- gle
in 1851. Tn 1855, they removed to Oxford
convenient to have that visitor at another
and I sat down by a window and pictured Ww rhen
he reads that out of a Russian popula- timé or to have his visit prolonged. It'is County, Canada West, and in 1861,to Burlington,
woman
cultivated
and
refined
myself'a
to
It was about this time that her husband | *
@f 500 or 600 people in Sitka, there are the unexpectedness and length of visits Mich.
commenced preaching, and then, as ever -afterSPECIAL, NOTICE.
iassing herea tranquil, harmonious life, | tion
not
‘over
three
young
girls
of
the
age
of
ward;
he-was greatly encouraged and assisted by
whieh
vex
and
fret
familiesmore
than-anytoo
not
tly framed, with an adornment.
The Company will make contracts with Agents,
thirteen
years
who
are
not
prostitutes,
and
the
cheering
words
and
faithful
¢o-operation
of
stately for comfort, yet refined -to a fastid- in making this assertion. we challenge con- thing else, The ease with which people his wife. * Although deeply interested in the sub- corresponding directly with them,
and all persons incan now get about, is producing such.a jeet of religion, she did not make an open pro- terested in Life Insurance by a Company conduc!
ious elegance.
«
tradiction.
The
soldiers
being
stationed
in
Up stairs we saw the bed-rooms, the the heart of the city, went around spread- rage for visiting that hospitable families are fession till six years ago, since which time, as, on correct principles, whether as Agent, Solicitor or
are. invited to call on, or correspond
bath-rooms—no lore Iaxurious than, our ing: contamination, disease and a state .of really in danger of being worn out and. ren- indeed, before,she rendered invaluableé@idto her, Applicants,
dered utterly wretched, if not actually im- husbandPh his incessant laborsin promoting the? “with Ei.
study,
William's
King
own . at home—and
3
:
F,
.
$
:
.
SRS
ished, by the swarms of friends who | interests of religion in a new country. Durin
lain and business like. In this room Bis- | demoralization only surpassed by that
eT prin y nt to make | her last sickness, which continued Boarly a Yous
Sei and he cowvluded the arrangements | Which existed at the time Sodom and Go- Rit J
enmorrah were destroyed by an-avenging these hospitable” houses their temporary she evinced great patience and resignation,
dured much suffering with Christian oritudhy
envelme an
God.
We
regret
to.say
a
few
of
the
army
for the war, The maidble.age. with
{
|
royal
the
homes,
while
éngaged
in
their
own
busiand,
although
deeply
attached
to
her
family,
a
ope from the writing-ta
officers also—acted more like jack gsr
ness or pleasure. No considerate, well- anxiously solicitous for their welfare, resigned
crest on it:— Lippineotds Magazine.
them cheerfully to the care.of akind Providence,
than officers.”
2 Me
bred persons will ever presume to make a and
Building,
quietly and peacefully fell asleep in Jesus,
friend’s house a stopping-place, even for a Sister D. was greatly endeared to a large circle Post Office
day, without having first ascertained whéthand
{riends by her simple manMacaulay's Literary Habits,
Dogs ina Siege.
= - er such a course would be convenient/And ofners,acquaintances
GREAT FALLS, N. H.
kind disposition, and generous deeds.
She
i
———

In

amount

conclusion, let us add

a moral, as they

did in the old-fashioned spelling books. The
‘moral is this: That we are hound by courtesy and Christian right, to bear with each
other in spite of all peculiarities; however

proyskiag, ‘That when we see anything to
eprecate in another it would be well to exBn ourselves. * * Six fault€in myself to
ne in my neighbor” is a good rule to keep
by us; and if followed; will be sure 0
itable.—
i
makes
lh
Takews juh kind, and Shirimbis
ois

i

oo

fan

. The Reign of Lean Women.
“Howard Glyndon” is the signatureof the
Brookiyh lady who furnished the subjoined’
“giticle for the N. Y, Evening Mail:

Marble Palace on the brink
Souci and the
of the Holy-Lake, and the smooth-flowing

The
Havel shining in the afternoon sun.
children of the crown prince, . the grandchildren of Queen Victoria, were here with
their governess; we saw them on the lawn.
A work-basket, with some delicate work,

present style of costume 18 expressly

:should be nearer the truth ; but this type
of
woman certainly does not flourish in oh

don. The woman who can bear a great
deal of ruffling and frizzing and puffing and

padding and flouncing ms crinolining and
high-heeling, and other promiscuous tinker-

ing of this sort—not to speak of being

tour-

noured and panniered—and look all the better for it, is n't your tall Juno or your Diana
of a woman—the

stately, full-blooded, well-

made type, oftenest found in Great Britian
and in some of our Western States, Michigan and Wisconsin, for instance—~but a
creature” whose bones and nerves and muscles are not well gushioned with solid, sub-

Macaulay never

wrote

in haste,

2

and Te-

away,

From

00d and goes with it.

Till twenty-three

are piquant, with
are to be mean and

sharp by and by, have keen, bright eyes,

agreeable

to

that friend, and should

ver

know

more about

was complete, you could hardly

horse can mot peruse a morning paper,
neither can the accomplished editor of the

laid down, Macaulay began the work of
amplification and revision; and when ¢hat

and

Preson the page to stick a pin's point.
cott saw two or three of these pages of the

morning

find space

write, neither

can a man

bark.

Ifa

Science

+

and

in a gi nation

What are scientific experiments but brilliant efforts of the imagination? ‘I imagine that,

stances,

under

such

and

such

circum-

such and such will be the case. "I

paper trot a mile in two minutes | don’t know it; but I will try.”

By no one

and a half, or neigh like a steed of the | # this fact more profusely and more convincingly illustrated than by Dr. Tyndall,
03
;
MS. of his History. ¢ You have no con- prairies.
It is probable that so far as a mutual un- both in his published books and his lectures.
ception,” he Says, * of the amount of labor
experiments of other philthat one of these sheets of foolscap repre- derstanding is concerned, animals have He amplifies the
sents.” But this MS, was never sent to the the advantage of us; for dogs, horses and. osphers, besides inventing experiments of
beasts do have a partial under- his own. He wished to know whether pure
printer. It was copied out by Macaulay in some other
a hand almost as bold and legible as large standing of their actions. All of us have water be, as’ most people suppose it, abso
It is so, as we usually see
observed
how the sympathies of human. lutely colorless.
Eh
!
pica.
thin stra- |
in small quantities ; but a ve
Of his habits and hours of work, little is beings and of animals blend together on ity
known. When in ,London, he generally the occasion of some great calamity. The tim of pale ale is almost as colorless asa
spent most of the morning in the reading- house dog will share the household grief stratum of water. He pours distilled water

‘desk.

work, I believe,

His

af the death of a member of the family, and | into

and his even-

favorite

hours of

wére those of.the morning.

But upon this point he ‘‘ humored his disposition,” like Gray. - If the work palled,
upon, him, he took up Lis hat and stick and
generally taking a
started off for a stroll,

dens of the Roman poet into what he:sup-

posed to be the original Greez.

"In London, he varied

this

visiting the book-stalls, to

. . °

diversion by

pick up rare or

is not known to have ever

had

an

énemy.

Her

:

a drinking-glass;

it exhibits no trace

DR: BENJAMIN EVANS died

at Exeter,

“

3

|

Me.,

1816. He at once entered upon the
tice “of
medicine and prosecuted the duties of that pro~
fession with eminent success till. within a few
days of his death. At an early age Dr. E. be‘came a Christian, was baptized by Rev, Samuel

and

a Christian.

Fuithfulness,

kindness

and

well done.

His

end was peace.

The saddest

mourner of all was his lonely ‘wife.\ All who
miss him’ now’ean not but feel the solidest assurance that’he lives on high. With him to live
meant service to Christ, and to
heavenly glory.
;

die

the: gun of
+R

aged

T2

years,

For

many

years
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HOUSEHOLD

MR. JOSEPH YOUNG died in Rollinsford, April
14th,

has

“Nervousness, general Debility, &c., a t
supplying the mean s of self-cure. W
and sent froe on receiving a postAddress
envelope.

Clergymen,

which he lias held honorable and useful wmeinbership for more than half a century, His life
was full of usefulness a8 a physician, a citizen
generosity in him ware disilnzuisbing characteristics which make his loss despl, felt: and his
memory-tenderly cherished. Hi
Fi
was

INVALID

NERVOUS

the benefit of young men and others who

RAS aE,

Hutchins and united with the ¥." B. church, in"

dogs have even been known ‘to lament p whatever of color; so he imagines an ex- Young had been a follower of Jesus, and dying
him was but going home. Services 4 the
of a be- | perimentto show us that this pellucid liquid, towriter.
themselves to death on the grave
vd FL
horse shares insufficient thickness, has avery decided.
The cavalry
loved master.
color,
po
his
the battle spirit to the. fill extent with
ELMER C., son of Thomas B. and Betsey “A.
‘“ Here,” he says triumphantly; “is a Robinson, died. infE) Sy, May 4, aged b years
| rider, and it is said that during the war in
placed horizontally, and 9 months. Freon s child of love and promFrance a troop of horses, whose riders had tube fifteen feet long,
its
ends
being,
stopped
by pieces of plate- ise; and none the less so now that he has is gone
rallied
and
line
into
galloped
been, slain,
the’
such
lass.
At
one
end
of
theytube
is an electric to live with Jesus, who said, ¢_M.for A.of QUIMBY.
of
sound
the
ready for action, on hearing
‘kingdom of heaven.”
amp,
from
which
a
eylinder
of
light
will
the trumpet.
Ja
:
SEwALL Prescorr died in Liberty, Me.,
This brings us to dn interesting report of be sent through the tube. It is now halfthis place
“April 28, aged 86 years. ' He moved to
the conduct of the dogs and cats in Paris filled. with ‘water, the upper surface of 6b
ago, experienced religion in ‘1811, and
during the recent. siege of that city. It which cuts the tfibe in two parts horizon- wasyears
baptized by Eld. John Colby. He was a
might be supposd that the siege was no tally, - Thus, I send half of my beam man of unusual devotion and constancy in religconcern of theird, but the facts show that through air, and half through water, and fon: “a burning and shining light,” and *b
it did concern and interest. them, for with this lense I intend to project a mag-w Af doing, put to silencethe ignorance of fool\

mt contracts willbe made.

March 26, 1871, aged 81 years and 2 months.
Born in Mass., he became a‘resident of Exeter in |

’
\

N. . B.—Active and enexgetio Agents are wantedin
every Countyin the State, with whom liberal and

was attended on the 80th ult., by the
overstay the time desiguated except o. the funeralwriter, and a large number of deeply affected
friends.
)
C. B, MiLLs,
persons, that some} . most urgent invitation.

cap, with the lines full an inch Apart This,
howéver; formed. but the rough outline of
the essay. When the keel had thus been

twenty-three this sort have what the French
call la bequie du diable—that intangible

and twenty-four they
small features, whieh

OG

reflective and observant
animals may, possibly,

fifteen
to | book in his pocket when in the ‘country.
Plautus was his favorite, and in a note to
he tells us how he spent’
o
pems
one of his
freshiress and softness and downiness and many an idle hour rambling on the beach
inkiness which comes with early woman- with his book in his’ hand, turning the Ruthem

tl)

The thought must have bécurredto all
the affairs of this world than they are supsed to. If animals do not understand
uman language, neither can we understand their language. If a dog can not read

ings at his

would blow

3

JAMES
or
NRALASG.ENYOUNG,
E208 NE,

room of the British Museum,

bones. at-all. So the abL flesh,
in such case
does not seem
to be such a gli
defect.1 They are so
. light it almost
“if a putfof od

.
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All" Policies” Absolutely Non - Forfeftable

vised Sveryiting that he wrote with the
adapted to a certain type of women found
nicety, His first rough draft was
atest
mostly in America and in France, Perhaps absolutely illegible from erasures and cord#f-1 were to sayin Paris and New ¥ork 1 + rections. It was written on official foolsThe

-

the following

C.H PEARSON, A. B. Principal.’
Miss M. H. FERNALD, Preceptress,

there, or: through

relate to dress, manner, sometimes

©

under

follower of Christ,

Let us be, warned that where a thing is offensive, refinement and piety demand its

to a positive charm. Weé would not for anything miss them in the persons who possess
them,
:
¥

~~
p

and consistent

and was emphatically a peace-maker.
Disease
fastened on him, which deprived him of reason

They ap- | for 7 weeks

grew suspicious and wild.

is but one legitimate way of | to theirs, and they

is so | and
near always
the groundas
will inperm,
front,
behind than
be longercleanliness

this becomes a very nice study.

&c.

. WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.

have brought you the | dogs did, and became exceedingly
them; gel. me; the Jurdahips and deplivation of Tastrug boarding places can: be. obtained. Special
wearing a cashmere shawl, and that is the | name and address of the chemist where you | as to whom they. allowed totheytouch
to the | J ce Thond oxpetitnced religion.abous twen- attention given io hose fitting ox College. Soy
fled
movement
quick
least
the
on
|
know
not
Your nurse does
on fue icucl Fay, «re valef talbud!’ "Tie can get theirs.
There

in the military guard-house awaiting trial,
and unless we soon get a court he will escape the punishment he so richly deserves.
he suffers because of them; but his own |
We have seen women and girls knocked
character is as innocent
of them as an
- down in the street by an army officer and a
The
rooms
at
Potsdam
are
beautifully
fitorange is free from angles.
postal agent. We have seen those two offiof cabinets, vases,
When one is conscious of a disagreeable Fted up with quantities
cers on the same day, knock down peor, inbut
“around;
scattered
ete.,
statuettes,
peculiarity, there js but little danger; for
.offensive Russians, and the army officer
sit
not
could
you
which
in
good taste will soon see that it is- modified there is not one
hand the postal agent a pistol to kill an
or eradicated. But the trouble is that we down and live—live in delight, for every American. ‘We have known army officers
whether
picture,
lovely
a
frames
window
seldom see, and so the thing grows till it
to force ‘their way into private Russian
becomes
a very
nuisance. To
avoid you look down on the fountains playing on houses and attempt to take liberties with
of the

Academies,

When

and died lamented by his wife, nd 8 go
beloved,
indisposed, whether s ghtly or gravely, | peared to appre end that after the horses, | large
circle of true friends,
Miss
they rush off to proffer advice, which you and the pigeons, and parrets, and canary
Wu. KINNEY died in Warren, Bradford Co.,
do not want and will not accept, and which birds had been slain and eaten, their time

wedded to these that we do not hesitate to |
the appearance,-at least, of a train.
say that only death will separate her from to give
them rigidly eschew short skirts for all
Let
them.
:
dresses, and beware of much trimIt is both a delicate and -a difficult matter in-door
to convince one that he has unpleasant pe- ming of any sort.
culigrities. He knows his neighbor or his
friend or relative has. - Oh, yes,indeed! and
Royal Palaces.of Prussia.

peculiarities

church.

church was formed in Palmyra

s the siege progressed, and provisiong | last spring he became a member and was chosen

And so good by, cashmeres! | strong points, and if they-hear that you are | they

Not long since, 8 good and useful lady | Notbe too high, Sheil Homage 0G
and

he joined the Christian

|

till tall and well-made women come in fash-

be a success.

slip-

{
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ness

Her

088.
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0

H

0
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No

gy

{ feels

solver ed in | she aid, No wondst |lier eyeave

Match 17, aged 47 years. WA

movements of the tail, and expressive play
of the phsiognomy. Every now and then a

Ege)

eps

3

oyous vonsietenny thot h all which

diffused

of Palmyra, Me., died

Smith,

Dea. THOS.
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evident that he spoke

It was

tively,

Officious people can never leave things
alone.
No man can. possess his soul in
peace or go his own -way unhindered of
them.
ey stand at the’ cross-roads of all
men’s lives, pointing out to them the path

lost
& situation which she would otherwise | their panniers too pu 4 \ a ia #IE Wo
have obtained, because of certain peculiari- | unlimited, and their skirts should come as
dress

M.

as

oladdened bv) home circle where ive type. nd

of

COM.

a

wit

:

them ; not after "the manner of men, in an

*

light,

of

not

to all the

larly

limbs. That was a noble peculiarity ; by it
know ; but to the officious it seems very |
the person became a'public benefactress.
figupe with puffing; make a burlesque of much like something else; or, if they do |
Another, actuated by the same good moiiness by affixinga huge overgrown not go-quite so far, ey Inquire, ‘with the |
jive invariably removed stones and brick= her
bush of a thing at the back of her waist; cut air of knowing all about it, whether he has |
ats.
re!
Fenty
M. Gautier regards this conduct as proof
her skirtsoff at the ankles ; make them scant not ordered such and such things to be|
The first journey of any distance that we instead of flowing; add to her thight and done ; and if you say
no, they urge you to | that animals think, and have a more inteltook, was in the care of a highly educated hobble her walk with high heels and, oh, have their own medical man without de-|ligent conception of things: than we give
and entertaining lady of the old school. Ciel! what have you as a result? Imagine lay, as if-they are so sure yours is making | them'ergdit for; and it is not im: robable that
directly with
While in the ears, with the restlessness of
in a tournour! Minerva in chatelaine a mistake. And soon, till they have wor- | if we Could communicate
youth, we began to fidget, when our feet Venus Diana in flounces ! Juno in high- ried you into a fewgr; when they take their | them, in a mutual language, we might
came in contact with something.
A second braids!
possessed of something - higher
heeled boots! (By the way, there was n't a leave and bewail your obstinacy to the next | find them
movement caused a bundle to roll forward,
Any calamity is a godsend to |than the instinct we attribute to them.
goddess of them all, aceordingto the comer.
single
when lo! to our infinite surprise and amusethem, for they have their innings when
3
ores
that have come down tous, who
mént, we discovered a number of wax “can- accounts
least condescended’ to being petite, their neighbors are se prostrate by distress
the
in
‘Woman's
Rights. dles. Qur traveling companion quiet! re- unless it was Hebe, and she made up in that they can buzz about them at their will.,
moved them to a safer place, explaining plumptitude what she lacked in magnitu &) They are self-naturalized Samaritans, phythat she never could endure the light from
tlizabeth Stuart Phelps tells a good deal
The little women are having fashions all sicians without diplomas, ministers indesmoky lamps or common candles, which their
pendent of orders or the Apostolic succes- of plain and needful truth in the following, |
own way now, but the tall ones ought
one was always sure to find at small hotels not to be discouraged so far as to seques- sion ; ‘and the unlucky ones whom it is their
paragraph, such as is not always rememand
stopping-places.
The same
person
themselves from the public regard. pleasure to assist must either keep them bered at certain conventions, but which will
possessed peculiarity of dress, manner, and || trate
off
with
a
strong
arm,
which
may
lead
to
a
they oughtn’tto allow themselves
She
speech as well; but while she was beloved Only
to be learned and confessed,
to be shown off'as foils to their pelitesisters. quarrel, or yield themselves helplessly into have
and honored by a large circle of friends,
their
active
and
officious
hands.—
Pall
Mall
says:
the
avoiding
by
this,
avoid
easily
can
strangers viewed her in rather an amusing They
Just so’ far as the movement for woman
extremes of fashion. Their heels should Gazelte.

ties

mourn

equal to flve cents a line;to insure an insertion.
}
.
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MRS.
MATILDA
William Coats,
in’ J¢ died
late ofresidence
atB.,herwife
consumption,
of
a
than
more
Not
important.
specially
is
Brevity
single square can well be afforded to amy single | lem, N, Y., Feb. 10,
forty-five years. Sister Coats was the daughter of Samuel a:
y obituary. Verses are inadmissible,
Wyman, and sister of G. G. Wyman, so favoraparticuand
+ | bly known throughout theof,church,
J
:
th

At last matters grew so bad that a common sense of danger impelled them‘to a

paid him
injure _ yourself."—Gentleman’s | yellow terrier. The dther dogs
great deference and listened to him atten.

Officious “Pe ople.

pe-

neck

The vacant place mn the family circle can

fingersto dip, whatever may be the pie
that is making.
Illness
"is one of their
:
p

pars

from

Park:

beginto tire of | assembled before our door what appeared

you

‘ When

But

church, haying been baptized by Rev. G.
never be filled on earth, but we

*
first Deacon which office he filled to-good | - °
you who have well-nigh banished | ious faith ot in house-furnishing, the choice’ | grew scarce, the poor animals seemed to | its
of Lebanon Academy will comSummer Term
The Tuesdar:
He wus a constant patron and | mence
May
2,
1871.
and
continne
ten
weeks,
Miblime cashmere—the drapery fit for a | of a wife or the pattern of a boot, have their wonder hol were not fed. They grew acceptance.
reader of the Star for many
years. He was a

dess,

removed with

the toe of her shoe, or the end of her

pig,

when what

LORETTE B. Fronock, aged 21 years: and 1
months. They
were
both
me

Obitwaries,

ectly proportioned shoulders, and sweep
down over a graceful and stately
outline to
;

or ? Site:
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public

only

mechanical employment.

them as long as you can, hold on to |

them , with

ide. ‘side.

Jr

lo k ue

sol, in order to save the

writing

in

| the same place, with the same disease) April’ 24

3 PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obits they who hare no hope. A few fleeting fours
at most , and all who love
shall be gathered
at every oqrner took counsel of some oth- uaries gglished in the Morning Star, who do | yom 0 that blessed land where the wicked
we ol ess.
weary
the
and
er dog, supposed to be more familiar with not patronize it, must accompany them with cash | cease from troubling

ion a,
are the
of worth
manner
Of no made
gain. efforts
cashmeres
to utilize
desperate
5
in probably would turn out a mustake if you | would come next,
them
parting
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up
them
bunching
afecting by
Your disinfectant is not equal | The cats perceived this
re) + | the middle so as to form two wings on each | did accept.
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1871, of typhoid fever, aged 23 years,
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M. Brust,
ALBION
died inonly Palmyra,
vou took away her high heels; | your work,” says Leslie,2, ‘leave off, Dther-f | to be a council of dogs, presided over and
M, Frost;
Nellie
: by
with the Methodists) which connection she reflower
A
days.
AEA
months
years,»
2
d
e
g
a
|
brown
bandy-legged,
broad-backed
a
|
will
Yow
it.
injure
probably
will
you
Wise
|
an
but
and now in its place there's nothing
Rot plety wae
es
Cg
nipped In bloom,~not lost, but gone before.

to
be
ih
10 the class
ing
Lelong lo.
oy
a
ey are the things that must be looked
to very frequently and carefully, and whenever we find that they are rendering us annoying; or making us conspicuous, they are
:
:
merand without
foy. be treated summarily,
,
;
:

peel, which she immediately

the

gy
flutter from her | its moods.
bird-like

the‘

shame. . She is in the minority. You reigo.

The truth is, that we can not possess a

’

on

of his

that—mon

ble, She, Jouehi ng. hi dangerous nl Bi

y to

criticism

powder, and all

whom

looking out of his character, as a poodle’s one of those who will look well ili everynose is thrust from beneath his mistress’ ‘thing, or anything you predominate to-day.
arm. They may be of the absurd, the no- You have put your tall, well-made sister to

- when walkin

his

habit

of Byron, of
Shelley, and of Burns; dnd
it is a’ habit that is commended by one who
understood the artistic temperament in all

and the pearl and

I suspect,

little woman, that you clin
wonder,
carries them | 80 Nofondly
to your
flounces and furbelows

he

about with him wherever he
s; and
wherever you meet him, you will see them

of

this

pannier,

them. | feet and

faith in

in

Johnson,

Gray, laughed at

of these

line, and the

humor them, they have mastered the chargeneral | insignificant wiggle. She's nothing
As a
which pri belonz.
a
lain little atom of a woman, with
"thing. there.is ec Busi. eS am general
. He has such

rambles,

course

Byron called the esprit was on,

If, after one has found out another's pecu- | Coy “yon
liarities, and can bear with them,. or even |
larities.

the

smoothly
‘on her brow, draw it straight
dway from her face, put a plain dress on

things to show themselves in the ‘character
her, and a plain shawl over it, and a quiet
they are the first Things looked for in the hat or bonnet on her head ; forbid the crinoin the

‘character,

images and illus-

trations struck out in

-

Juris A, BENNETT died in Gilford,Apr.

|
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|

on the dogs. The surburban dogs,that were
driven in with: their masters, seemed like
strangers in an unknown land. They
were uncertain in their movements; they
hesitated in their choice of streets, scented
their paths, and accordingto M. Gautier,

vivid and picturesque thoughts.
A keen
eye, in looking through Macaulay's essays,

"7

oi

pt a

oti

Si

sentablein it; and la pelile is simply irre- | city favorableto meditation, and generally fused by M. Gautier, a French journalist,
returned to his desk with a fresh stock of who described the situation, and its effect

gistible. , She flutters along as if the false
curls and the short skirts and the flounces
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Summary.

| additional

‘and

clauses

to. the

1870." between

postal’ treaties

Germany

and

of 1867

the

United

| States,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The fruit crop in California

fine.

.|

promises to be very

,

Negro testimony is to be
tucky courts,

recéived in the

Ken”

Austria .and Switzerland have agreed to a
| conference to take measures to prevent a spread
‘of the rinderpest.
of
The

officers

of the commune

have

seized the

valuable sacred articles in the Church of the
Tenity. ~All the churches in the city will be
similarly dealt with, and the B closed, The fu

The State debt of Ohio was reduced ‘the. first
half'of the pregent fiscal year $162,493,
J mous Chapel of Expiation, in Rue d’ Anjou, St.
A murderer was lynched at Helena, Ne ‘brask Ay, | Honore, has been commenced with.
*
on Sunday. ,
LB
The German parliament has refogiized Alsace
The Lincoln monument and statue wi sill be pub- and Lorraine as part of thd empige..
+ Fy i
licly inaugurated about the first of July.
At last the Versailles forces have entered ParThe returns at the census office of the colored is. A combined attack was made Sunday after
noon at four o’clock and they stormed the city at
“population for the States and Territories make
J it about 4,857,000.
‘| two points simultaneously. The insurgents had
The greatest drought that ever
e
was known at abandoned Malakoff and Montrouge and ‘were

Springfield, Illinois, at this season of the year,
now prevails there, and vegetation is suffering
badly.
A Virginia paper tells a tough story of an
otter chasing a flgck.of sheep, and turning to attack

gy full-grown

man

who

flying in the utmost disorder
fhe Versailles
forcés mow hold every position which they cap-.
tured, while the federalists are pertectly demoralized, and the leaders have skulked awgy.

the

Louisville

horse

negroes

railway

are

companies

for

English sparrows have not only establish-

going the next instant it is so impure,so perfectly

ed themselves in New York, but they have driv-

destitute of nourishment, that, if rebreathed without any admixture of pure atmosphere, that man

they

please.

in i

ol Ter-

ritory says the Indians are all peaceful

now and

there is little prospect of an outbreak.
A. Washington despatch says that the

Senate

‘committee

foyr in

on foreign relations

stands

favor to three against the ratification of the treat-

ty.

lon

Twenty recaptured’ deserters of the army who
have ‘been sentenced to various terms of ball
~.and chain service have been shipped to Alaska.

breath is drawn

en allvthe other small birds out.

Hail stones have been obsérved in which were
found, frozen in, certain insects, proving that
they must have been flying very far up in the

air.
Rebecca Wright, who gave information to General Sheridan on- which he fought the battle of

"Winchester and defeated Early’s army, has just
given her heart and hand bo William Bonsol, of
Cecil county, Va.

Governor

000 was expended in teachers’ salaries.

Caldwell of North

sued a proclamation

Carolina has

calling on the Ku-Klux to

stop their outrages, and the

marshal

Mrs.

is-

has arrest

Anson

Burlingame,

Minister Burlingame,
arrived

at New

York

ed sixteen persons charged with participating in

that Mrs. ‘Burlingame

the Rutherford County outrages.

permanently.

widow

daughter
from-

pure into

Hence,

the lungs;

of’ the

late

and maid, have

Europe.

It is said

will reside in New York

one of the conditions neces-

sary to secure a high state of heglth is, that the
roomsdn which we sleep should be constantly
receiving new supplies of fresh air through open

doors, windows, orfire-places.
If a person’s lungs are not well developed,
the health will be imperfect, but the
ment may be increased several inches

months by daily ouf\door

developin a few

running with

beginning with

the

very deep inspiration, iin a ‘natural way at the
end of each journey.
As consumptive
people are declining, each

week is a witness
as

much

week

to their inability to deliver

air at a single

out-breathing

before; hence, the ‘best wayto

as

the

military department.

disposed in the same direction.
A

specimen

draws

of the

Florida air-plant,

which

all its sustenance from the atmosphere,

The little ship City of Ragusa, Captain Prim-’ was exhibited in New York lately. The plant
rose, sailed for England on Monday, with a car- grows upon the limbs of trees, throwing out a
go of 500 bricks and a crew of one man anda dry, strong root, which clasps tightly around the

dog.

She expedinth reach

Liverpool in forty

branch,

and

it resembles

top

A boati coming three young men went over
the Horse Shoe Falls at Niagara,
Thursday

specimen clings was cut
the tree more
than a month ago, but the plant still lives and

afternoon.
unknown.

grows.

Their

names

and

residences

are

A detachment Hom the garrison at Fort Bascom, Arizona, lately surprised and
captured
near the Texas line 22 hostile Indians with 700

cattle and ponies.

E

The Pima Indians routed the hostile Apaches
near the reservation of the former on May 8,
killing twenty-eight of them
Vallandigham appeared at the Mohlgomery

county convention
and

framed

at Dayton, Ohio, Thursday,

one

of the

most

comprehensive

democratic platforms ever constructed.
adopted by acclamation.

It was

Senator Pomeroy has agreed to give $10,000
for the establishmentof hy
professorship
of medicine at Howard University, provided
that the women will raise $5,000 more.

two

“feét ‘high. - The

stick’

An_Indiana

paper

says

that

that state

does

not yet ‘rejoice over a new law requiring three
years’ bona-fida residence before a divorce for
any cause

can

beobtained.

The republicans in

the last legislature -infroduced

a bill depriving

our divorce law of some of its worst features,
but the blundering democrat majority failed to
pass it. The canard about the passage of u new
law originated in the fertile imagination of the

New York Herald.”

The Southern outrages investigating commitMr. Edward 8. Gould’s book, *Good English,
tee has voted to appoint a sub-committee of eight or Popular Errors in Language,” has been very
to sit at Washington and take testimony at once. highly commended by foreign eritics. The DubThe big grape-vine at Santa Barbara, Califor- lin Quarterly Review for April, in noticing it,

nia, is five feet two
where the main

inches in circumference

trunk branches, and

the arbor

which it covers is 60 by 63, At these limits
qfbranches are three inches in diameter, and

the
are

says of Mr. Gould:
and hard-hitting in

acknowledged

“He is strong in argument
controversy, and it must be

that he has

demolished Dean

Alford, and that he hits the Dean’s eritic, Mr.
kept trimmed to prevent spreading.
Washington Moon, in his turn, very neatly and
The Kentucky Judge- Cooper, who has just very ‘hard. »
decided that negroes are citizens, and as such
The census of Minnesota shows that, out of a
have the right to give evidence in the courts, population of 439,332, 126,117 were born in Minwas provost-marshal-general of Joe Johnston’s nesota, 152,518 in other states and territories of
army.
He has evidently accepted the situation, the United States and 160,697 in foreign countries.
and the Kentuckians will be obliged to accept Of those born in Minnesota, it is certain that. at
his decision.”
least. as many are the children of foreigners as of

Captain Shufeldt reports that Tehuantepec ship

canal can be constructed
at no greater expense
than: the importance of the work demands. . .

Earl de Grey, Sin, Stafford Northcote and General Schenck will sail for Eqrope on Wednesday.
There seems no doubt of the
treaty by the Senate Monday
very large majority, and it
Schenck will be able to carry
‘Wednesday.

republic

inhabit-

are likely to get themselves in-

by their

continued

cattle

raids

into

Texas.
The London is Times perfectly satisfied with
the treaty of Washington and Ihinks it will be
ratified.
Twenty-eight Roman Catholie Archbishops and
bishops

have

petitioned

the

Emperor

Franels

Joseph on behalfof the Pope.

The General condition of China and ‘Japan is
satisfactory.

°

A circular from

11,966, Illinois 10,979, Maine

9939, Indiana 743%, Vermont 6815 and Massachusetts 6781. Of the foreigners, 41,364 are Germans, 35,940 Norwegians, 21,746 Irish, 20,987

Grousset, Lin

minister

of foreign affairs, invites the provinces to join
the communist¥i> More changes have
in the leadership of the commune.

not only keep off insects,
against miasma.

but

Lorne, the husband of royalty, long sipee wedliterature.

States and

some

In 1866 he visited the United
ofthe West India Islands, and

Its special pur-

Everywhere now the

public buildings of very

Texas, it is well known, contains

two-thirds of all the
the census

as

in the

from half to

horned cattle reported
United

States.

The

by
vast

a

ministry

of f

in

will sola

Favre

in

wayto try

and

appropriate

every big

uiex ster St vaste

frietids of Italian unity have

Some of the

mounted and illu-

TETRA

Jud x kgly to overthrow the present govern:

Sas agreed to the

“It was

New Yorkas railroad kings.. A writer in the
Pittsburg Commercial says there are four million cattle in Texas, one million of which
are beeves ready for
market.
It must. be
borne in mind, however, that these
animals

have to be fed
up for some little time
before their flesh is considered fit for eastern
consumption.

Thé plains over which the Texas

cattle roam, contain one hundred and fifty million
acres. The following are a few of the ranchmen,
with their respective herds: Richard King’ has a
farm on the Santa Catrutos river, of 84,132 acres,
on which he keeps 63,000 cattle, 20,000 horses,
7,000 sheep, and 8,800 goats, and employs 300

Mexicans to attend them.

He sells 10,000 beeves

annually. A Mr. O’Conor owns a large pasture-field on San Antonio river, where he grazes
40,000 head of cattle, and sells $75,000 worth each

year..

He commenced the business in 1852, with

1,500 head, and his present enormous herds are
the result of natural increase.
Another man,
named Robideaux, has a ranch of 142,840 acres

near the mouth of the Rio

Grande.

It

is

rounded on three sides by water, and to

the third required

sur-

enclose

the building of thirty-one

miles of plank fence. 4He has 30,000 head of cattle, besides an immense amount of other stock:
John Hitson, whose farth lies on the Brazos

river, has 50,000 cattle, and ‘drives to market a

squad of 10,000 or so annually.

Ten

he had a beautiful little blue-clay

years

farm

nessee, which he sold to get money
take him to Texas.
He is now forty

ago,

in Ten-

enough to
years old,

and, besides his Brazos property, owns a stockfarm nearly as extensive on the South Platte, in
Nebraska. Du
the month of October, last
year, 1t is stated
transport Texas

that it took 111 cars per day to
cattle from Abilene, Kansas,

and that
a single bank in Kansas City handled
during the season over $3,000,000 cattle money,—
Hearth and Home.
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tage of the position is that it does

not
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enough.

1t is soon over; just as-soon as you

get

used to being a boy, you have to be something
else, with a good deal more work to do and not

it is, indeed,

when

a boy

for

the

first time

given the long whip gnd permitted to
oxen, walking by their side,

drive

swinging

tlie

is

the
long

much about it.
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a successful style will do, one maker cut out in
one season, within two years, 15,000,000 collars
from one set of dies; and boxed
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where

nothing, if the soyl be un-
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The greatest item of expense to-the collar
manufacturers is the making of dies. Each sea-
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for a combination of cloth and paper, but it had
never been successfully perfected until about
two years ago, when the cloth-lined, and cloth
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The first patent on paper collars, in 1854, was

for

avail

.

thine will turn out 120 collars per minute, or
7200 an hour, all in a suitable condition for wearing. ‘About 1800 persons are employed in the
collar factories of New England.
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lars, adding the packing of ten in a box.
A paper collar machine costs from $600 to
‘$10,000, and to fit up a factory costs at least $15,ter of the
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on the one machine. The other details of putting
on cloth button holes, etc., is attended to by:
hand or machinery, though there is a machine
that

ok
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grow upon it.

with warmth, but in nearly all the collar factories the collar is cut out, embossed, stamped and
stitched,
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that was an outline of the collar. The work of
raising the stitched or corded edge, giving the
folding crease, and cutting button holes, was by
hand, feeding each collar into separate machines;
the folding and packing afterwards being done
by: hand.
Now each manufacturer of the very
many in the country, has some peculiarity about
his machinery that he believes gives him the advantage over others. They all however work
collars out of a continuous roll of paper, put up
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scientious man, of good sense,and have a good
knowledge of his profession. The more experi:
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ing at a fond couple—he nd hie ‘self-love live so does with oxen, as if they were born deaf, and
apply Yomeiiex: id
wh wked them with the long lash over the. head 1,
PEN

For

acute disease, I should,

style may not succeed in hitting popular taste,but

One ofthe best things
in the world is to be a
boy ; it requires no experience, though it’ needs

9 @.. 0}

pure 10 @. 104

6100
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@ 5 00
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us % al HOY ISIONS:
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towel, applied to the head,

give most speedy relief.

——
The amount of capital Dvesiad in this business
by the eleven New England manufacturers 1s
machinery for making collars are almost endless.

Madame de! Stael who reimiiiked of PN that these cittle’

conceited acquaintance : **Whenéver I see him, I |
feel the same pledsure that I receive from look-

Am. dry,

wet in cool water, and covered | west'rn sup..b 7 @ 6 00

doubled

water.

G

minated it, and proscuted it to the Pritiee of 4 rove ttle, , though hé must have geen the peas- rein prevents a horse from stumbling is more
ants from the Campagha “haw” and “gee” them than doubtful; on the contrary, by elevating his
Pledmo nt.
round fsb
(of
(of eotite
in Latin, a language’ eyes, it ‘prevents him from seeing clearly where

dad

Cool compresses, made of

kept wet in as hot water as the patient can bear | Soft Shell...

thing for

paratively few men, who are called cattle kings,
in contrast to those operators who are known in

“A Lay of Modern Rome,” which is very highly | over them, if you will alow me to use such a
commended by the correspondents.

plain, nutr- BUpering. ol
cheerful cir Codfish. } 8 33.
little fasting | “po. dmall. 4 75
cold, a slight Mackerel, ge 3

a fast with such gorgingas to de- | St. Loms,sup.6

towel,

another

cold

railroad station-housés all over the country,—
everything of the kind now, no matter if only a
story high, must have its Mansard roof, with
entire disregard of fitness or propriety.
It is

about $3,000,000, varying in, individual cases
from $30,000 to $500,000. The varieties in the

betokens a foar “of the. peo. Americans did on that day, running the risk of
“duobt of ite power tokeep the upper ‘his’ life in watching the storming of the walls, he
: Phoned ‘home and wrote a poem, whichhe calls ‘tuft of grass. | ‘And then I came thie Julius Cmsar

‘hand.
: The Duke

the

able 20th of September, and after doihg what all

PAINTS.
Lead,RedAm....

relief, and may be used without danger, provid- | choice extra, 80 @ 9 0 Igogs, dressed... . a. We.

degree,

of com-

herds of that State are under the control

00.
@+. 6085.
82 @.
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‘ed. the system is not shagked by the cold water. | “choice extra, 8 50 @ 8 25
PRODUCE
Ignorant people speak of the “cold water cure” Be lour... A 8 5 Apples, grin Bb 3 3 :
but the best practitioners seldom use absolutely Re
FRUIT.
do.new hbbl 0 00 @ 0 00

The Paper, Collar Manufacture.

work is a comedy in five on
“Il Denaro’
er heard of one that was, and I don’t believe one
The Paris police authorities arrested every
one difiing at a fashionable restaurant the other , which is, being iifterpreted, as we understand it, ‘ever will be. As I said, it was a great day for
“Money.” ‘It has had a great run at Naplés,
: me, but
I don’t remember that the oxen g¢ared

ryn

Do. " hahis

Refine

@ 1 15

suffers. pain, often afford speedy and permanent | Illinois and Oh o

railways,

sorssfhd

in the following year published an account of his lash and shouting * Gee, Buck!” * Haw, GpldLen!” * Whoa, Bright!” and all the F&st of “that
trayels, entitled “A Trip to the Tropics.”
remarkable language, until he is red in the face,’
“The Imperial Eagle of Germany, according to and all the neighbors for half a mile are aware good results, The best use we have ever seen
the
decision
of
Kaiser
William,
is
tobe
singleThe Liberal members in the
that something unusual is going on. If Iwere a it put to, was bedding for animals in stables.
stag are vehementin their demands for the right headed, resembling the American spread-eagle. boy, I ani not sure but T oy ouiq rather drive the It is an excellent absorbent, and will keep cows
The heatt of the German eagle will represent- .oxen than have a birt
to question the acts of the government.
J
clean even better thanstraw. Itis also a very
the Prussian eagle, and that of the latter contain
The proudest day o oe Yiite was one day Wien light, handy article in the .hennery, and
“A force of insurgents, well armed, is now,
the Hohenzollern eagle. ,
I rode on the heap of the cart, and drove the cleanly to handle than muck in common, op po
marching
‘on Panama. The Maven
in
"The Princess Luperano of Naples has just’ oxen, all alone, with a load of apples to the cider privy vaults. The article is merchantable in
their hands,
Mexican papers report that aw inflamed aero- given a proof that one is not merely never too mill. I was so little that it was a wonder that I cities, and is quite extensively used upon floors
lite fell
at 11 o'clock, A. M., onthe bthof March old to learn, but never too old to succeed as a did wt fall off, and get. under the broad wheels. in eating saloons, gnd for other purposes. At
lost,at Juxtlahuaca, and thatit measured two writer. © This noble’ lady is now eighty-two Nothing could make a boy, who cared anything country mills it ¢an generally be had for the
e her first appearance for his appéarance, feel flatter. than to be run carting, as mill owners are glad to be rid of it.
and a linif yards in length and one in cireumfer- years of age, ind
aé a dramatic author with entire suceess. Her
over by the broad tire of a cartwheel. But I ney- It is a good substitute for straw, and this is now
ence.

Buchanan Read was in Rome on the memor-

if not, | Extra Superfine...

throat, chest, bowels, gpine, or whatever part | nC
R E775

Mansard

rized villages that line ohio

follow

a folded

-

The Queen of Prussia lately found appropriated by one of her grandchildren, for his collection half so much fan. And yet every boy is anxious to
of toys, a lot of valuable jewelry which she had be a man, and is very uneasy with the restrictions
missed Tast year, and whose disappearance was
that are put upon him as a boy. Good fun as it
thought to be instrumental in causing the suicide is to yoke up calves and play work, there is not
of her master of ceremonios in Berlin, some time a boy on 4 farm but would riither drive a yoke
ago.
“of oxen at réal work. What a glorious feeling
ded

persons

stroy* all good effects.

every: little purpose.—Appleton’s Journal. .
-

Texas Cattle Kings.

serve as screens

Prince * Arthur has performed his first milftary
feat., He has presented a Fenian’ sword and a
Fenian ‘rifle as a trophy to the ‘artillery museum
at Woolwich, where they were duly labeled and
set up as having been captured in Canada.
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Dr. Beecher ,in describing the Wilson straw95a 110
exasperating to see a good idea thus dragged in68 @.. 18
to absurd and ignoblé uses. As we at first hail- berry, says: “It shoots forth from every separ“ute atom
of its
50 sharp an acid, that Shorts ¥ ton B® 338 60.
ed
with
pleasure
the
appearance
of
the
Mansard
|
ing; besides, the air being more rarified, larger
one would think the juice had been made of nee- Middlings... 35 00 36 00
quantities are instinctively taken into the lungs |» roof, we shall now look with hope for the signs
HAY.
that will indicate the termination of its career. dles dissolved in nitric acid!” The Doctor}delto answer the requirements of the system, thus
icately designates the stomach as the “point | Eastern and Northern—
And
yet,whatever
may
follow,
it
will
hav
unat every breath keeping up a high development.
where the vest stops.”
¥ Ton...... 20 00 829 00
dergo ‘the same experience.
Itis our natural
-

»

by

new

consump-
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was designed for tall buildings.

consumption are ten times less than in places
nearly on a level with the sea. Twenty-five

Hence, the hills should be songht by
Hey; and not hot, low, flat situations.

ayed.

pao. Muscovado3s a. I)

fever, neuralgia of the face, and al those dis- Sumo aoe "29 00 ax 00
or
.16 00 @17 00
eases that arise from a disordered stomach: Some’ | FLOUR AND MEAL. . | pm y.... 1900 @21 00

inate imitations.

Musquito nets in tropical countries, it is said,

of Mexico has 8,885,072

The Mexicans
to trouble

651, Pennsylvanig

ratification of the
16,698 from the British and North Ameror Tuesday, by a "Swedeg,
and 6614 English and Welsh,
is thought that | -¢an coloni®s
it with him on
Professor Haldinger, one of the most eminent
of the European mineralogists, has recently died
“Jat Vienna. .

FOREIGN.
“The
ants,

native’ Amerieans.
Of the outside states, New
York furnishes 89,507, Wisconsin 24,048,0hio 12,

A

Keep the bowels open by means | YoROVSEE"ie @ 1 491

diet and exercise,if possible;

by injections and pure water, Eat
tious food at regular hours, under
cumstances and without haste. A
is often the best remedy for a slight

. It is known that in large towns, ten: thousand roof confronts us. Every new cottage om the
road-side, new cheap villas
in those extempofeet above the level of the sea, the deaths from .

to. whicll this

The “earth cure” was tried recently on a half
dozen cases of scurvy on the western plains, the
patients being planted up to their necks in the
ground and allowed to remain over night. The
virtues of the treatment are still a matter of dispute, however, as a pack of coyotes came along
and ate all the-six heads off.

MOLASSES.

popular.
But, like all fashions which become
the rage, and which are adopted by people imitatively, without perception of the principle that
governs them, the French attic has become with
us an architectural infliction. The Mansard roof

fell disease at bay is to obtain lung development.

a gigantic pine-apple

days.

of suitable

have reduced the art of architecture to indiscrim-

keep the

MAY, 17 1871,

CANDLES.

Go to bed early, and ventilate your. Mous. doLaiiel 18 @..

‘sleeping-room,

pose is to break the monotony of a massive pile,
and to reduce in appearance’ its real hight. A
structure that would seem awkwardly tall, with
an unvaried succession of stories, has not onlyy
by means of the Mansard roof, a more graceful
caption, but attains more agreeable proportions.
The specific purpose. of this roof being recognized, the absurdity of its use in small buildings becomes at once apparent.
Our builders, however,
seem ‘to lack all power of perception, and to

twenty yards and

kets.

For the week ending,

In New York city, thanks to Mr.
of the findst equipages are driven

to require.

travela roof

could not be adopted in our American cities,
Where the large buildings usually terminated
with ‘an abrupt, sharp and unpicturesqpe skylines The Mansard roof after a time was introduced, and its peculiar beauty soon made it very

persons die of consumption in the city of New
. Theminers of the Tamaqua district now refuse
The different qualities of iron and steel can be York where only two
die of that disease in the
to work.
With that exception, the resumption distinguished by the microscope,by the shape and
city of Mexico. All know that consumption
is general in the Schuykill district. The railroad direction of the crystals. Good steel has the ap- does not prevail in hilly countries and high situatolls will be reduced, but will be raised at once pearance of large groups of beautiful crystals, tions. One reason of this is, because there is
-if any miners-continue
on a strike.
——
1 similar to the points
of needles; Rif purse]; “and | more:
ise;-inereasing
deep breath-{General Sheridan left Washington for Chicago
on Wednesday nightto resume command of his

attending it:
Bergh, many

Man

BOSTON WHOLESALE E PRICES,

{insChief, and he testifies to the beneficial effects

If I am

gave them, and almost every American
ling abroad wondered why so graceful

on its out-

destroying the back, increasing ten yards every week, until a
wheat, and all hundred are gone over-thrice a day. A subHundreds, of stitute for ladies and persons in cities, is running
are flying over ‘up stairs with the mouth closed, which compels

Philadelphia, at the close of last yeafihad 330
Xdward Porcher, the owner of the plantation
where the crevasse in the Bonmnet-Carre ‘levee | public schools, with 1,239 teachers and 82,801
The school expenses of the year;
occurred, has beén arrested on the charge of | children.
cutting the levee. He gave bonds to appear amounted to $1,197,902, of which sum over $713,-

in October next.

would die.

mouth closed,

In Wisconsin the pigeons are
They despoil the fields of
A crowd of Welsh miners attacked a gang of crops.
other miners returning from work under guard grain sowed is as good as lost.
of the military, at Scaanton, ‘Wednesday, and the flocks, counting birds by millions,
the state.
soldiers fired, Killing two of them.
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ade by Sir George Burgoyne, the Commander-
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triumphant,
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farm like a erazy man’ and I shall not hit them/a withott the check-rein, and a few humane people Meade rand] $8.4
cruel cuf with the lash every few . minutes be- Jhave thrown it out of aise here, The old-fashCOAL, *
the more lungs they have, and the greater num- cause it.10oks big to do 80, and I can not think of doned
“Blinkers,” or blind halters, are also use- Canal.
'e 18 % gis %
ber of cubic inches of air they. can take in or de- anything else to do, I never liked Tickings, myless, if not positively injurious, by coming in con- | Iblis+<0 (0 10 00
liver at a single breath. It is thought that
a ‘ufn’s’ ‘self, gd 1 don’t know why an ox should like tact and rubbing the lids of the horse's eyespand Ji
COFFEE.
lungs are seund and well developed in propor- hem; especially as he can not reason about the many experienced horsemen long ago came to Java ¥ 1.....224 @. 25
I improvement he is to get out of them —
tion to his girth around thie chést; yet observi|
the conclusion that horses are more easily alarm- St. Domingo. of ns} Ber io 1
EEE
TTY
a.
ion shows that slim men as a rule: ‘will fun faster Ch rles D, Warner. 4 by what they hear avd do hot see, because,
COTTON
nd farther, with: less fatigue, having
more
ng intelligent animals; if they can fully see | rIDALY.... . 10 @.. 12
“wind,” than stout men, If two persons be takthe objects which, when Unseén, or imperfectly | Good Ordinary
14 @.. |
- Mansard Roofs.
en in all respects alike, except that one measseen, tend to frighten them, they are more readi- Mig. 16 £1 mi
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ures twelve inches more around the chest than
ly ealmed.— Philadelphia Ledger.
ow i
A few years ago the monotonous style of roof
the other, the one having the excess will not
Te
and
T.
Yet
LU Sheetings
Eeave
dedeeces Shirtings-—.
08
deliver more air at one full breath, by mathe- used in our architecture was mgreeably varied
Rules
for
Good
Health,
¥|jeary
4d...
S48. 1
by
the
introduction
of
what
is
known
as
the
matical measurement, than the other.
ila
]
Drills Teh Cis}
‘
roof, -sometimes called the , French
The more air a man receives into his lungs in Mansard
le.
Print Cloths +. 1 6.. 7
Keep the feet warm and the head cool. Breathe | Cotton Flannel. .. @.. .
ordinary breathing, the more healthy he is likely attic. The splendid architectural piles fn Paris
to be; because an important object in breathing received some of their best graces of expression pure air. Keep the skin clean. Take rest avd | Frints.......... ae m
from the handsome sky-lines the Mansard roof, exercise in such proportion as the body seems Gingham. 1 NT g.. 15
is to remove impurities from the blood.
Each
The taller men are, other things elon
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find that

Indian agent

Curiosities in Breathing.
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trains to the British atmy, the change having been

ever a boy again on a farm, I shall speak gently
tothe oxen, and not go screaming round the

de-

must Tet them ride on any street car they.
A letter from an

make them wink in their meek manner:

to their

came

fense.
The

Hal an. Domestic.

:
:
;
a
that of the artillery and commissariat

der being

i
as the » big folks aid when they drove.
I
think now that it was a cowardly thing to erack
the patient old fellow oyer the face and eyes, ind
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